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Abstract

Abstract
Ambient desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (ADI-MS) has emerged as
an important field for direct sample analysis since the mid-2000s, when desorption
electrospray ionization (DESI) and direct analysis in real time (DART) were
introduced. The main goal of ADI-MS is to minimize sample preparation procedures
(e.g., solvent extraction) and to overcome the long analysis times, often encountered
with chromatographic separations, by directly desorbing the target analytes from the
sample surface.
In the first part of this thesis, a brief summary and review will highlight the
main achievements for the optimization of plasma-based ADI sources, which can be
found in peer-reviewed journal articles. These ADI source optimization parameters
are important to improve the methods sensitivity for fast analyte screening and direct
surface analysis. Subsequently to this literature overview, own studies for the
optimization of instrumental parameters for the flowing atmospheric-pressure
afterglow (FAPA) source will be presented in a following chapter.
In the second section of the thesis, DART-MS, FAPA-MS, and lowtemperature plasma mass spectrometry (LTP-MS), are compared for the direct
analysis of liquid-crystalline materials by MS. With this approach sample preparation
is minimized for quick and cheap liquid crystal display (LCD) failure analysis. For
DART-MS limits of detection (LODs, absolute amount) in the ng range and for LTPand FAPA-MS LODs in the pg range are obtained. Additionally, mass-spectral
imaging of LCDs by FAPA-MS and laser ablation halo-FAPA-MS (LA-h-FAPA-MS)
will be presented. This instrumental setup enables the analysis of very low sample
volumes inside an LCD and first experiments suggest an estimated spatial resolution
of 1-2 mm and 0.6 mm for FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPA-MS, respectively. Ultimately,
these methods shall help to discriminate between different LCD components and to
identify defects within an LCD by lateral profiling.
Despite the versatile application possibilities for ADI-MS methods, these
techniques are very sensitive to matrix effects. Thus, thin-layer chromatography
(TLC) is used to quickly separate matrix components and reaction byproducts from
the target analytes before spatial resolved and quantitative detection by FAPA-MS.
Furthermore, different TLC stationary phases (e.g., normal phase, reversed phase, and
cyano phase) as well as different particle sizes of the stationary phase are compared
for best performance. Moreover, a validated TLC-FAPA-MS method is developed
for quantification of 0.32 mg/mL caffeine in energy drinks via stable isotope dilution

analysis. A second application involves the separation and individual detection of
active agents in antimalarial preparations.
Finally, FAPA-MS is applied for the analysis of a P4O10 in DMSO mixture, to
elucidate the reaction mechanism between both compounds. With these
measurements the presence of the important C2H5S+ intermediate product could be
confirmed.

Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung
Seit der Einführung von Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI) und
Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART) haben sich Ambient Desorption/Ionization
Mass Spectrometry (ADI-MS) Techniken zu nachweisstarken analytischen
Werkzeugen entwickelt. ADI-MS Methoden ermöglichen es, Analyten direkt von der
Probenoberfläche zu desorbieren und massenspektrometrisch zu untersuchen.
Hierdurch können zeitaufwändige Probenvorbereitungsschritte (z.B. durch
Lösungsmittelextraktion) umgangen und lange Analysenzeiten von chromatographischen Trenntechniken vermieden werden.
Im ersten Teil dieser Dissertation wird eine Übersicht der literaturbekannten
Optimierungsparameter zusammengestellt. Wichtige Zusammenhänge dieser
Parameter werden für die direkte Oberflächenanalyse durch plasma-basierte ADI-MS
Techniken diskutiert. Darüber hinaus werden eigene Ergebnisse zur Optimierung von
Geräteeinstellungen für die Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow (FAPA)Quelle präsentiert.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Dissertation werden DART-, FAPA- und LowTemperature Plasma (LTP) Quellen für die direkte massenspektrometrische Analyse
von Flüssigkristallen und deren Gemische miteinander verglichen. Zielsetzung ist es
diese Substanzen direkt auf der Oberfläche von geöffneten Liquid Crystal Displays
(LCDs) zu analysieren, um die zeitaufwändige Probenvorbereitung zur Untersuchung
von LCD-Fehlstellen zu minimieren. Im Vergleich der ADI-Quellen können für
DART-MS Limits of Detection (LODs) im ng-Bereich und für LTP- und FAPA-MS
LODs im pg-Bereich gezeigt werden. Darüber hinaus wird eine Methode zur
ortsaufgelösten Analyse von LCD-Fehlstellen mittels FAPA-MS und Laser Ablation
halo-FAPA-MS (LA-h-FAPA-MS) vorgestellt, die näherungsweise eine örtliche
Auflösung von 1-2 mm bzw. 0.6 mm für die jeweilige Methoden bietet.
Auf Grund der Anfälligkeit von ADI-MS Methoden für Matrixeffekte wird
Thin-Layer Chromatography (TLC) zur schnellen Abtrennung von Matrixbestanteilen und Reaktionsnebenprodukten eingesetzt. In diesem Zusammenhang
wird eine validierte Methode zur quantitativen Bestimmung von 0,32 mg/mL Coffein
in Energydrinks durch TLC-FAPA-MS vorgestellt. In einer zweiten Applikation
werden Bestanteile aus Antimalaria Medikamenten durch TLC getrennt, um sie
ortsaufgelöst zu detektieren. Zudem wird der Einfluss von verschiedenen TLC
Phasen (z.B. unterschiedliche Oberflächenmodifikationen oder Partikelgrößen der
stationären Phase) auf das detektierte Ionensignal von Modelsubstanzen untersucht.

Abschließend wird FAPA-MS für die direkte Analyse von P4O10 in DMSO
angewendet um den Reaktionsmechanismus zwischen den beiden Substanzen
aufzuklären. Durch diese Messungen kann die Anwesenheit eines C2H5S+ Intermediat
in der Reaktionslösung bestätigt werden.
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1.1

Introduction

During the last 15 years the research field of organic mass spectrometry
significantly changed. New types of high-resolution (HR) mass spectrometers, such
as the orbitrap mass analyzer, were commercialized and revolutionized mass spectral
screening methods and molecular structure elucidation by the extremely high mass
spectral resolving power of such instruments. For example, with the orbitrap mass
analyzer a mass resolution up to 500,000 (full width at half maximum (FWHM)) and
with Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-MS) a
mass resolution even higher than 500,000 is possible. Moreover, with ambient
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (ADI-MS) a new type of analyte sample
introduction to the mass spectrometer and analyte ionization at ambient pressure was
established, which can be applied for solid, liquid and gaseous samples.1-4 ADI-MS
made it possible to analyze samples in their natural (ambient) environment and
therefore lengthy sample preparation procedures can be avoided. As the name of the
method describes, ADI sources combine both steps of analyte desorption from the
sample surface and the molecule ionization while the whole process is performed at
atmospheric pressure, typically directly in front of the inlet of the mass spectrometer.
Due to three basic operation methods, ADI sources are differentiated in three
separate categories, namely spray-based, plasma-based, and laser-based sources.3,5
Very prominent and often applied ADI-MS techniques belonging to these categories
are e.g., desorption electrospray ionization (DESI),6 direct analysis in real time
(DART),7 the low-temperature plasma (LTP) probe,8 and the flowing atmosphericpressure afterglow (FAPA) source.9-11
In plasma-based ADI-MS, most frequently helium is used as plasma gas and
the plasma species consisting of helium metastables, ionized helium species, and free
electrons are generated by an electrical discharge typically between two electrodes.
The generated flowing afterglow is then directed to the sample surface where
desorption and ionization of the analyte molecules in the open atmosphere occurs
before the ions are sampled by the mass spectrometer. Usually, protonated molecules
and positively charged molecules are observed, when the mass spectrometer is
operated in positive-ion detection mode.
Beside the above mentioned ADI-MS techniques, FAPA-MS9-11 emerged in
the recent years to be a versatile technique for direct surface sampling, which also
offers adjustable operating modes for molecular10,11 as well as elemental analysis.12
2
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Due to the inherently high plasma temperature (~235 °C)13 the FAPA source does
not require external heating to enhance the analyte desorption and therefore the
number of publications comprising FAPA-MS increased in the recent years.14-19

1.2

Scope of the Thesis

Aim of this dissertation is to investigate fundamental properties of the FAPA
source and to develop new methods for the direct analysis of sample systems as they
are. For this task FAPA-MS is applied to various sample types and its analytical
performance for the respective applications is compared to other plasma-based ADI
sources, namely DART and the LTP probe.
The thesis starts with an introduction to the topic of plasma-based ADI-MS
and an overview about the fundamental properties of prominent plasma-based ADIMS methods (chapter 2). Specifically, different instrumental geometries of the DART
and FAPA source are highlighted and their benefits as well as their challenges are
discussed. Furthermore, several parameters for the optimization of analyte desorption
and ionization are presented. In the last sections of this chapter, instrumental
developments for the sample introduction into the plasma afterglow, as well as the
transfer of ions into the mass spectrometer are discussed.
In chapter 3, the FAPA source performance is optimized for direct surface
analysis. This is achieved by the determination of the ideal FAPA positioning – angle
and distance – in front of the mass spectrometer. The desorption capabilities of the
pin-to-capillary (p2c) FAPA source are optimized by evaluating the surface heating
abilities of anode capillaries with different capillary length. Furthermore, the
interelectrode distance of the FAPA source is altered to investigate the optimal
conditions for best analyte ion signal abundance detected by the mass spectrometer.
Lastly, in this chapter a new temperature-controlled sample platform is developed to
analyze volatile analytes by LTP-MS such as electrolytes in lithium-ion batteries.
DART-, FAPA-, and LTP-MS are compared for the analysis of liquid crystals
in chapter 4. Therefore, commercially available liquid crystals are analyzed via
transmission-mode (TM) ADI-MS and the resulting mass spectra are compared
regarding the observed ion abundances, molecular-ion species, ion fragmentation, and
analyte oxidation. Identical experiments are presented for liquid crystals extracted
from a liquid crystal display (LCD). Moreover, DART, FAPA, and LTP are compared
for direct surface sampling of liquid crystals from a glass surface.

3
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In the following chapter 5, FAPA-MS is applied for mass spectral imaging of
liquid crystals and adhesive materials in an LCD test cell to obtain spatial resolved
information of the analyte distribution on the glass surface. These results are
compared to laser ablation halo-FAPA-MS (LA-h-FAPA-MS), which enables the
desorption of smaller spot sizes.
In chapter 6 the influence of different thin-layer chromatography (TLC)
stationary phases on the analyte signal response for FAPA-MS analysis is investigated.
Specifically, in this study TLC plates with different modifications of the stationary
phase (e.g., polar, medium polar, non-polar), various layer thicknesses, and diverse
purity of the silica material are compared. Therefore, the ion abundances of the model
analytes caffeine, nicotine, acetaminophen, and cortisone are semi-quantitatively
compared by mass spectral imaging of the analyte spots via TLC-FAPA-MS.
Furthermore, caffeine is quantified in energy drinks by stable isotope dilution
combined with TLC-FAPA-MS analysis. Prior mass spectral detection, the complex
sample matrix and possible isobaric interferences were removed from the analyte
molecules via TLC to improve the methods’ accuracy.
Another application for TLC-FAPA-MS is demonstrated in chapter 7.
Antimalarial active agents extracted from drug tablets are separated on TLC plates to
separately detect the synthesis products and byproducts via FAPA-MS mass spectral
imaging. Furthermore, the analyte fragmentation mechanism for labile molecular
structures of artemether and lumefantrine are discussed.
In chapter 8 the complex reaction mixture of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and
phosphorus pentoxide (P4O10) is analyzed to investigate possible intermediate states
and decomposition products of P4O10. Therefore, TM-FAPA-MS, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), and density functional theory (DFT) are applied as analytical tools
to finally propose a decomposition scheme for P4O10.
Lastly, in chapter 9 the results obtained in this thesis are concluded and future
perspectives are discussed.
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2.1

Introduction

Analyte ionization and transfer of ionized molecules into the mass
spectrometer has ever been an important step in organic mass spectrometry. For this
purpose, atmospheric-pressure ionization techniques such as electrospray ionization
(ESI),20 atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization (APCI),21 and Atmosphericpressure photoionization (APPI)22 evolved as versatile tools for mass spectral analysis
of small and large organic molecules (e.g., medication drugs, metabolites in biofluids,
or proteins) in the liquid phase.23 Very volatile or gaseous samples are mainly ionized
by electron impact (EI) or chemical ionization (CI) for mass spectrometry after gas
chromatography (GC) separation. Lastly, for the introduction of large biomolecules
and solid samples to mass spectrometry often matrix-assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI),24 secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS),25 or fast atom
bombardment (FAB)26 are reported in the literature, respectively. Despite the
available methods for different sample types, all above stated techniques typically
require some time-consuming sample pretreatment or have special requirements for
analyte molecules. However, to avoid these time extensive procedures of sample
preparation with e.g., analyte extraction or dilution/preconcentration new tools for
the transfer and ionization are required.
To fulfill this need for minimized sample pretreatment DESI6 and DART7
were developed in 2004 and 2005, respectively. These new tools enabled rapid analyte
desorption form a sample surface in a combined step with molecule ionization in the
gas phase. In the following years, ADI-MS established as the name for this sort of
techniques and until today more than 40 acronyms of ADI sources are published.27
All these sources can be categorized in spray-based, plasma-based, and laser-based
ADI sources.3,5 This categorization relies on whether the ADI source uses a solvent
spray, a plasma afterglow, or a laser beam to desorb and ionize the analyte molecules.
However, also ADI sources as a combination of two of these categories are
reported.28,29
The most prominent ADI source based on a plasma discharge is surely the
DART source because it is commercially available and can be purchased in many
different configurations for e.g., surface analysis or the analysis of liquids from a mesh
in transmission-mode. Furthermore, the LTP probe,8 dielectric-barrier discharge
ionization (DBDI),30,31 the FAPA,9,10 atmospheric-pressure solids analysis probe
(ASAP),32 plasma-assisted desorption/ionization (PADI),33 or desorption
6
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atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization (DAPCI)34,35 are only few of the reported
plasma-based ADI sources. In the past, several reviews about these plasma-based
ADI sources highlighted the possible applications and multiple publications
summarized the quantification capabilities.5,36-38
Despite the available applications are already well summarized and numerous
new applications are published every year an overview for optimizable parameters for
plasma-based ADI sources have never been reported. For this reason, the
optimization possibilities for the direct sample analysis via DART- and FAPA-MS are
highlighted in this chapter. First, an overview about the different instrumental
modifications and geometries for the ADI sources will be given and improvements
of instrumental settings will be discussed. Second, important parameters for the
analyte desorption/ionization process will be highlighted and optimization of such
parameters for best analytical performance will be described. Furthermore, different
analyte probes for more reproducible analyte deposition and a more reproducible
analyte ion abundance detection will be presented. Moreover, sample substrates for
trace analyte preconcentration will be presented. Lastly, achievements and challenges
for the improved transfer of the analyte ions into the mass spectrometer will be
discussed.

2.2

Instrumental Modifications of the ADI Source Design

Direct Analysis in Real Time. Because the DART source was the first
plasma-based ADI-MS technique several publications and reviews are available which
summarize the basic instrumental setup and the classical experimental conditions.39
Hence, only a brief explanation of the DART source is given here. The original DART
source (cf. Figure 2.1a) is operated by applying a direct current (DC) discharge voltage
to a pin electrode inside the discharge chamber of the plasma source. At this electrode
a corona-to-glow discharge (C-G discharge, current in the µA to low mA regime)13 is
formed in a helium gas atmosphere which serves as the plasma gas. However, also
other gases such as nitrogen or argon can be used. Besides exited-state (metastable)
helium atoms (He*) also positively charged helium species and free electrons are
produced in the plasma. To avoid the direct contact between the charged gas species
and the analyte molecules, the ions in the flowing plasma gas are reportedly filtered
out by two perforated disc electrodes as well as a wire electrode before the plasma gas
exits the DART source into the open atmosphere. Thermal evaporation of the analyte
molecules is reported in the literature as the main analyte desorption process.40,41
7
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However, because the C-G discharge has a temperature of only 50-60 °C13 thermal
desorption of high boiling point compounds would not be possible. This is why a
plasma gas heater is attached to the front part of the DART source to enhance the
analyte evaporation. With the heater, plasma gas temperatures of up to 450 °C can be
achieved.39 This instrumental design is typically referred to as DART SVP source and
enables on-axis analysis of sample probes, as well as angled positioning of the ADI
source for direct surface sampling. For the analysis of objects, the angled positioning
appeared to be the most effective.42

Figure 2.1 Schematic of the DART source instrumental setup published by Cody et al.7 (a) and
schematic of the DART ID-Cube (b).

With the development of the DART ID-Cube the DART source was altered
to a simpler design with just two electrodes for plasma generation (cf. Figure 2.1b).
For this modification the filtering electrodes were removed and only one grounded
disc electrode at the front end of the ceramic discharge chamber remained.39 The
main advantage of this altered instrumentation is the more simplified sample
8
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introduction. For analysis the sample solution is typically deposited on a stainlesssteel wire mesh of an OpenSpot Card sample target. Subsequently, the card is inserted
in the space between DART source and inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer in so
called transmission-mode (cf. chapter 2.5).43 Because the OpenSpot Card is a singleuse product it is discarded and therefore carryover effects are minimized for routine
analysis. Another modification of the DART ID-Cube is that the external gas heater
was removed and for this reason the plasma gas temperature interacting with the
sample has an approximate temperature of ~55 °C.13 However, for enhancement of
the analyte desorption the wire mesh of the single-use OpenSpot Card can be
resistively heated by applying 3, 4, or 5 A to the stainless-steel wire mesh. Important
to note is that the wire mesh is shaped to a narrow section in the middle, with a width
of approximately 3 mm. This eases the reproducible, manual deposition of the analyte
solution in the middle of the wire mesh for the operator and the alignment of DART
source with respect to the sample droplet is more accurate. Moreover, the narrow
section increases the heating current density in this position of the wire screen and
consequently increases the temperature for analyte evaporation.
In addition to the different designs of commercially available DART sources,
Häbe et al. modified the front-end geometry of the DART SVP source to optimize
the spatial resolution for direct surface sampling.44 Specifically, the eighteen different
front caps (made out of MACOR glass-ceramic) for the DART SVP source were
custom built and the inner dimensions of the caps (inner diameter (i.d.), inner length
of the cap (i.l.), exit diameter (e.d.), and inside shape) were modified to optimize the
transfer of helium metastables from the inside of the DART source to the sample
surface. The study confirmed the hypothesis that a shorter inner length (6.5 mm) and
a wider exit diameter (1.0 mm) improve the detected ion abundance of the model
analyte by 66% in comparison to the original DART cap geometries of 13.0 mm inner
length and 1.0 mm exit diameter. This observation is explained by less plasma cooling
due to the shorter distance between plasma generation region and analyte.
Furthermore, close distance between plasma and analyte might also increase the
amount of He* species transferred to the sample surface and presumably this
contributes to a higher analyte signal abundance.44 Furthermore, the spatial resolution
for the caps with 1.0 mm and 0.5 mm exit diameter were compared. Interestingly, and
in contradiction to the assumption that smaller exit diameters will cause an improved
spatial resolution, no improvement of such was observed (0.8 mm and 0.9 mm spatial
resolution for 1.0 mm and 0.5 mm exit diameters, respectively).
In addition to the instrumental improvement of the DART source, Cody
investigated positioning of the DART SVP source in front of the mass spectrometer
9
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and studied the ion abundance of the reagent ions of O2+•, NO+, NH4+, and
(H2O)2+H+ with altered conditions.45 In his study, he could demonstrate for the very
first published DART source7 that the abundance of O2+• rapidly decreased, while the
abundance of NO+, NH4+, and (H2O)2+H+ increased with increased distance
between DART source and mass spectrometer. Specifically, he could identify the
distance of 15 mm from the tip of the DART source towards the mass spectrometer
sampling orifice to be a sweet spot for the protonated water dimer. Consequently, this
distance is an ideal position for the detection of protonated analyte molecules. He
could also demonstrate that a shorter distance is beneficial for the generation of
molecular ions by charge transfer of the O2+•-ion. Furthermore, Häbe et al. studied
the orientation angle of the DART source towards the sample surface at different gas
flow rates.46 The obtained results were also compared to different line scan speeds
above the sample target. To visualize the impacting plasma gas stream, and to
compare the above stated parameters, TLC plates were derivatized with a heat
sensitive indicator. It was found that, an angle of 60°, combined with a plasma gas
flow rate of 2.5 L/min and a line scan speed of 1 mm/sec caused the most
homogeneous line scan with a 3 mm broad line across the sample plate and a 1 mm
wide impact area. For lower gas flow rates (<2 L/min) and slower scan speeds
(0.2 mm/sec) the fluorescence of the visualized line scan appeared to be
inhomogeneous and much wider impact areas were observed, respectively.
Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. The original design of the
FAPA source was developed by Andrade et al. and was built with a pin cathode and
an anode pin hole plate, which were placed on opposing sides of an isolating
cylindrical discharge chamber.9,10 For operation a negative potential is applied
(discharge current typically in the range of 5-70 mA) to the pin electrode to sustain a
glow-to-arc discharge (G-A discharge) in a helium gas atmosphere.13 Contrarily to the
DART source, the generated plasma species are not filtered but all plasma species in
the flowing afterglow are exiting the discharge chamber via the pin hole in the anode
plate. In the first publications about the p2p-FAPA source the ADI source was
optimized for the highest total ion signal of all background ions to improve the overall
performance of the source.9,10 Therefore, the atmospheric-pressure glow discharge
(APGD) operating current as well as potentials applied to the plate anode of the
FAPA and the potential of the mass spectrometer front plate were studied. It was
found that the total ion abundance steadily increased with increasing operating
current until it reached a maximum at approximately 25 mA. Altering the potentials
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of the anode plate as well as the mass spectrometer front plate revealed that the
highest ion abundances were observed when an almost field-free region was generated
in the afterglow region between these two electrodes.
Despite the successful application of FAPA-MS to analyze e.g.,
pharmaceuticals,10 caffeine in beverages,10 and pesticides,47 oxidation of the detected
analyte species and therefore complicated mass spectra were observed especially for
aromatic compounds with this pin-to-plate (p2p) FAPA source.13 As explained by the
authors, this phenomena of analyte oxidation is mainly caused by the diffusion of
ambient molecular oxygen into the discharge region. By reaction with the plasma gas,
O2 is reacting to oxygen radicals (O•) which subsequently may oxidize especially
aromatic compounds in the sample. This issue of rather complex mass spectra due to
analyte oxidation could be solved with the development of the p2c-FAPA source.11
In the new designed FAPA source the anode plate was replaced by a capillary anode
of 25 mm length and 1.3 mm i.d. The benefit of this instrumental modification was
demonstrated for the model analyte diphenylamine (DPA) and it was shown that
analyte oxidation by gas phase reactions can be significantly decreased with the p2cFAPA source. Due to the long capillary the diffusion of molecular oxygen into the
plasma generation region is unlikely and minor ion abundances of the oxidized analyte
may be caused by tiny leakages in the FAPA source body. Also, the figures of merit
for the analysis of pesticides by both FAPA geometries were compared and it was
found that the analytical precision for the analysis of pesticides are comparable. For
some analytes the p2c-FAPA was even more sensitive compared to the p2p-FAPA
source.11 However, the elongated path from the plasma generation region to the
sample surface also caused the drawback of a colder afterglow temperature due to
plasma cooling. This finding is unfortunate, because the desorption mechanism for
plasma-based ADI sources is largely depending in thermal evaporation.48,49
Consequently, the colder afterglow can result in a decreased sensitivity for high
boiling point analytes. Furthermore, Badal et al. compared the two FAPA geometries
more closely to gain a better understanding of the reagent ion formation.14 In this
study, three parameters were found to be influential on the reagent ion formation: the
discharge current, discharge gas flow rate, and spatial position within the afterglow.
To simplify the introduction of gaseous samples and aerosols the halo-FAPA
(h-FAPA) source was developed by Pfeuffer et al.50 with a completely different
geometry compared to the above described FAPA sources. As demonstrated in
Figure 2.2, the h-FAPA is setup by two concentric steel electrodes which are
electrically shielded from each other by a concentric insulator material (e.g., aluminum
oxide). The plasma generation region is located at the front tip of the h-FAPA source
11
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(approximately 1 mm width) and therefore the insulator is removed in this region
between the electrodes. The plasma discharge gas is introduced to the discharge
region via a small space between the outer capillary and the insulator. The ring-shaped
discharge (purple color) is formed by applying a DC current to the central cathode
capillary. Contrarily to the p2p- and p2c-FAPA sources the evaluation of the currentvoltage characteristics demonstrated that instead of a G-A discharge a normal glow
discharge is formed in the h-FAPA.50

Figure 2.2 Schematic of the h-FAPA source in front of the mass spectrometer inlet.

In addition to the characterization of the plasma glow discharge by optical
emission spectroscopy the authors discussed the versatile sample introduction
capabilities for this h-FAPA. Besides the stand-alone operation, h-FAPA-MS was
coupled with a laser ablation (LA) to introduce caffeine as a model analyte. The
sensitivity of the LA-h-FAPA-MS method was tested by analyzing 1 µg of caffeine (in
solution) with a single laser shot (10 µm diameter) and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of
30 could be achieved for the detected protonated molecule. Analyte fragmentation
caused by the laser ablation or the FAPA source was not observed. Additionally,
single droplets with a volume of ~30 pL were generated by a drop-on-demand
(DOD) generator and introduced into the h-FAPA source. As stated by the authors,
the coupling of these the techniques was much easier than coupling of DOD with the
p2p-FAPA source51 and a better reproducibility for the h-FAPA source versus the
p2p-FAPA was achieved (relative standard deviation (RSD): 0.9% compared to 2.2%,
respectively). The detection limit for lidocaine with the DOD-h-FAPA-MS setup was
found to be 9 fg (total amount). Furthermore, a nebulized analyte solution of 10 ppm
tebuthiuron could easily analyzed by introduction of the aerosol to the central cathode
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capillary of the h-FAPA source and the protonated molecule could be detected at
m/z 229.
Another modification of the FAPA source was reported in 2016 by Zeiri et al.
who introduced the micro-FAPA (µ-FAPA), which is a smaller version of the above
described h-FAPA source with the same possibilities for sample introduction.15
Identical to the other FAPA sources, a DC voltage is applied for plasma generation
and identical to the h-FAPA source the current-voltage characterization of the new
FAPA design revealed a plasma in the normal glow discharge regime. However, the
smaller dimensions of the µ-FAPA are accompanied by important differences
compared to the h-FAPA. The polarity of the two electrodes was interchanged for
the µ-FAPA because (cathode at the outer electrode) because the cathode electrode
is heated the most and the outer electrode offers the larger thermal mass to withstand
higher temperatures. Furthermore, due to the smaller dimensions of the capillaries a
more compact plasma is generated, which can be operated for several hours with
1 L/min helium gas flow rate and a discharge current >25 mA. The µ-FAPA source
was also characterized by IR-thermography to detect the surface temperature of a
microscope slide, which was heated by the plasma afterglow and temperatures of up
to 375 °C could be observed. These temperatures are drastically higher than the
temperatures of the p2p- and p2c-FAPA sources and are attributed to the higher
power density of the glow discharge in the µ-FAPA source. Furthermore, IRthermography measurements with the µ-FAPA and p2p-FAPA source revealed that
the spatial-temperature gradient for the afterglow temperature is about 25% lower for
the µ-FAPA source, which might be might be beneficial feature for spatially resolved
analysis in future applications.
In addition to the development of new FAPA source designs, a study by
Orejas et al.52 pursued the optimization of the p2p-FAPA source geometry to improve
the analyte desorption by elevated plasma temperatures. The authors could
demonstrate that the power consumption of the FAPA source linearly increases with
the increase of the interelectrode distance between pin cathode and plate anode and
therefore a more arc-like plasma condition is assumed. Consequently, the plasma
afterglow temperature at different interelectrode distances an operating-currents was
studied and a linear increase of the temperature from ~80 °C to ~250 °C was
observed when one or both parameters were increased.
Lastly, Badal et al.14 optimized the FAPA source positioning in front of the
mass spectrometer. For this task, the spatial distribution of important reagent-ions
such as O2+• (charge transfer) and (H2O)2+H+ (proton transfer) in the plasma
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afterglow was monitored via the ion abundance of the respective reagent. The
experiments were performed by aligning the FAPA source on-axis to the mass
spectrometer inlet capillary. It was found that the proton-transfer reagents remain
more focused and in the central region of the afterglow, while the charge-transfer
species are more likely to dissipate to the outer edges of the flowing plasma. However,
it is also stated that the applicability of the found reagent-ion distribution for a tunable
analyte ionization is very limited. Furthermore, the abundance of O2+• and
(H2O)2+H+ was recorded downstream the flowing afterglow by detection of the ion
abundance at FAPA to mass spectrometer distances between 10 and 20 mm. In these
experiments it was found that at low plasma gas flow rates (0.5 L/min) the ion
abundances of both reagent-ion decrease to below 20% relative abundance with
increasing distance of the FAPA source towards the mass spectrometer. At higher gas
flow rates (1.5 L/min) only the ion abundance of the (H2O)2+H+-ions decreased to
20% relative abundance and the abundance of O2+• remained at approximately 80%
with increasing distance between FAPA and mass spectrometer. Consequently, these
findings suggest that the analyte ionization mechanism can be tuned by the
positioning of the FAPA source when high plasma gas flow rates of 1.5 L/min are
used. Moreover, due to the laminar flow of the FAPA plasma gas the same
adjustments of the analyte ionization mechanism can be made by altering the plasma
gas flow rate with a fixed position of the FAPA source.

2.3

Important Parameters to Improve the Analyte
Desorption by Plasma-Based ADI Sources

One key aspect of ADI-MS is the direct desorption of the analyte molecules
from the sample surface and, consequently, the understanding of these desorption
processes is important to improve the sensitivity of the method. For plasma-based
ADI-MS one of the most accepted mechanisms appears to be thermal desorption of
analyte molecules from the sample surface due to the elevated temperatures generated
by the plasma sources.13,40,48,49,53 However, also chemical sputtering or photo-induced
desorption are suggested in the literature as possible pathways for analyte
desorption.4,7,40 It is hypothesized for these desorption mechanisms that excited
species impact on the sample surface an liberate analytes through the transfer of
energy. Unfortunately, peer-reviewed publications about this topic which give
evidence for such desorption mechanisms are rare. However, it was shown for
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DART-MS that mass spectra of covalently surface-bond monolayers could be
detected.54
In the past years, several studies have been made to investigate the
fundamental properties of plasma-based ADI sources and in this context also
parameters for the enhancement of analyte desorption were presented. In studies by
Shelley et al.11,55 and Orejas et al.,52 the authors could demonstrate for the FAPA
source that the afterglow temperature is influenced by the flow rate of the plasma gas
as well as the applied discharge current. Due to the inherently high plasma
temperatures of the FAPA source (~235 °C) these findings might give the
opportunity to optimize the plasma gas temperature for future applications. In all
three studies, it was found that lower gas flow rates cause higher plasma temperatures
and subsequently the analyte desorption from the sample surface can be improved.
The maximum afterglow temperature for the p2p- and p2c-FAPA source was
measured in 5 mm distance from the anode capillary. Interestingly, for both FAPA
designs the temperature increased linearly with increased helium flow rate. Once a
maximum the temperature of ~230 °C and ~160 °C was reached, respectively, the
temperatures slowly decayed with further increased helium flow rate. The linear
increase of the afterglow temperature for the p2p-FAPA was significantly steeper and
higher temperatures were achieved. This effect occurs due to the much closer distance
between discharge generation region and the temperature measurement spot because
of the thin anode plate. Moreover, the elongated anode capillary of the p2c-FAPA
source can act as a heat sink. The decay of the plasma gas temperature after the
temperature maximum at higher gas flow rates can be explained by the development
of a turbulent flow which then causes a more rapid cooling of the afterglow.
With alteration of the FAPA discharge current the temperature of the
discharge could be linearly increased. In this regard, for the p2p-FAPA temperatures
from ~175 °C (at 15 mA) to ~275 °C (at 55 mA) could be detected, while for the
p2c-FAPA source lower temperatures of ~55 °C (at 5 mA) to ~125 °C (at 35 mA)
were detected.11 Consequently, Shelley et al. further suggested that the modulation of
the discharge current might be an opportunity to selectively desorb low vapor
pressure analytes from high vapor pressure compounds, as has been done with the
DART source.49
Because the C-G discharge of the DART source is typically colder than the GA discharge of the FAPA source, the aforementioned external plasma gas heater was
added to the plasma source to enhance the analyte desorption. Consequently, several
studies have demonstrated that the modulated increase of the plasma gas temperature
can be used to somewhat separate analytes with different vapor pressures by delayed
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evaporation.49,56 For example, Nilles et al. used a temperature program to separate the
chemical warfare agent sarin from the interference compounds 5-Nitro-1H-pyridin2-one (HNP) and N,N-Dimethyloctan-1-amine (DMOA) and to avoid the isobaric
interference at m/z 158. At this m/z the protonated molecule of DMOA interferes
with the ammonium-adduct ions of sarin and HNP and a mass resolution greater than
10,000 is required to resolve these ions and to avoid false positives for the warfare
agent. However, with a slowly increasing temperature gradient of the plasma gas
temperature (gradient ~1.5 °C/sec) this DART-MS method was also made accessible
for low resolution mass spectrometer used in the field for warfare agent detection.

2.4

Parameters for the Adjustment of the Analyte Ionization
Process

Similar to analyte desorption, the ionization of the target molecules is a very
important step in mass spectral analysis. With a mass spectrometer only charged
molecules or atoms can be detected and therefore the analyte ionization efficiency
partially determines the sensitivity of the ADI-MS technique. For this reason, the
knowledge about the ionization mechanism, for plasma-based ADI-MS techniques,
is crucial, so the plasma conditions can be optimized for ionization of a specific
application and analyte. For plasma-based ADI sources several studies have been
made to elucidate the ionization mechanism,7,9,57 and theories form other plasmabased techniques (e.g., APCI)21 have been used to explain the ions generated by ADI
sources (e.g., Penning ionization).58 In the following, a brief overview about the
reaction pathways for analyte ionization by plasma-based ADI sources is presented.
When DART-MS was introduced,7 Cody et al. researched the ionization
mechanism for the protonated molecules and molecular ions, of model analytes,
generated by the DART source. Because the C-G discharge in the DART source is
known to generate metastable helium atoms (He*) in the (23S) exited state, an
ionization pathway similar to APCI was suggested and this theory was confirmed by
following studies.13 In this ionization mechanism, the generated He* reacts with
nitrogen, oxygen, or water molecules from the ambient air (cf. Equation 2.1 to
Equation 2.3). Furthermore, the direct reaction of He* with the analyte molecule (M)
is possible. Due to the typically faster and thermodynamically better reaction between
He* and nitrogen the ion yield of the nitrogen radical cations is much higher
compared to direct Penning ionization of the analyte.
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𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∗ + 𝑁𝑁2 → 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑁𝑁2+• + 𝑒𝑒 −

Equation 2.1

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∗ + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂+• + 𝑒𝑒 −

Equation 2.3

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∗ + 𝑂𝑂2 → 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑂𝑂2+• + 𝑒𝑒 −
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∗ + 𝑀𝑀 → 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 𝑀𝑀 +• + 𝑒𝑒 −

Equation 2.2

Equation 2.4

However, the reaction between N2+•, O2+•, or H2O+• with the analyte molecule
would produce molecular ions, but in plasma-based ADI-MS for most of the analytes
protonated molecules are observed. Therefore, a continuation of the plasma gas
reaction cascade is suggested (Equation 2.5 to Equation 2.9), in which the nitrogen
reacts with water molecules in the ambient air (humidity) and protonated water
clusters with highly acidic protons are formed. This proton is transferred in a
subsequent reaction to a proton accepting analyte molecule.59,60 A more detailed
explanation of this mechanism for the DART source is also summarized in the review
by Gross.39
𝑁𝑁2+• + 𝑁𝑁2 + 𝑁𝑁2 → 𝑁𝑁4+• + 𝑁𝑁2

Equation 2.5

𝑁𝑁4+• + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 2𝑁𝑁2 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂+•

Equation 2.6

𝐻𝐻3 𝑂𝑂+ + 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → [(𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂)𝑛𝑛 + 𝐻𝐻 ]+

Equation 2.8

𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂+• + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐻𝐻3 𝑂𝑂+ + 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 •

Equation 2.7

𝑀𝑀 + [(𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂)𝑛𝑛 + 𝐻𝐻 ]+ → [𝑀𝑀 + 𝐻𝐻 ]+ + 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

Equation 2.9

Due to the variety of different analyte molecules and diverse sample matrices
both ionization pathways – the formation of molecular ions and protonated
molecules – are important and need to be optimized for the application. As described
in the previous chapter the formation of molecular ions by the reaction of e.g., O2+•
with the analyte molecule can be enhanced via an optimized positioning between ADI
source and the mass spectrometer inlet. However, the following explanations will
focus on the optimization of the analyte ionization via proton transfer by protonated
water clusters.
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Cunningham et al. demonstrated in a publication that the plasma gas
temperature can have an effect on the formation of the protonated water clusters.61
The authors could show that the ion abundance of clusters with water molecules of
n>3 significantly decreased at higher temperatures of the plasma and explained this
finding with the weak bonding strength between the water molecules in the clusters.
Due to the higher temperatures the water clusters dissociate to smaller clusters and
water molecules “evaporate” from these clusters.61,62 However, for lower plasma
temperatures the water molecules are more likely to condensate together, which is
why the population of water clusters with n>3 is larger. The ionization mechanism
for analyte protonation is largely influenced by these findings because the proton
acidity of the water clusters correlates with the number of attached water molecules.52
Larger clusters have a higher proton acidity and therefore might be required to detect
a sufficient mass spectral signal for analytes with low proton affinity. Consequently,
it might be necessary to operate the plasma at lower operating currents or higher gas
flow rates to improve the sensitivity for such analytes. Furthermore, a separation of
the analyte desorption and the ionization might need to be considered, if the analytes
cannot be desorbed with lower plasma temperatures.
Badal et al. studied the addition of oxygen to the helium plasma gas for FAPAMS and found that only a very small fraction of oxygen (e.g., 0.1% (v/v)) is needed to
enhance the (H2O)2H+ production by a factor of 3.4.16 This trend was also observed
for the protonated water clusters with 3, 4, and 5 attached water molecules.
Interestingly, with these plasma conditions the abundance of all other reagent ion
species (e.g., NO+, HCO+, and O2+•) decreased and, therefore, analyte protonation
was significantly improved over the formation of molecular ions. However, it has to
be noted that the addition of elemental oxygen also caused minor abundances of
irreversibly oxidized species for analytes with a conjugated π-system. Through this
reaction a stable alcohol functional group was attached to the analyte molecules.
Furthermore, the addition of NH3 to the plasma gas was found to be useful
for some applications to produce ammonia adducts of the analyte molecule.63,64 This
additive can be useful in some application because it can act as a dopant to mediate
the ionization process. Typically, the formation of these adduct ions can be promoted
by placing a small vial of ammonia solution in close proximity to the location of
desorption and ionization or a small capillary with a steady gas flow of NH3 vapors is
directed to the sampling spot. In this case, a NH3 atmosphere with a low ammonia
concentration will be established.
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Lastly, the addition of hydrogen to the plasma gas was studied by Wright et al.65
as well as Ellis et al.66 In both studies, a significant enhancement of the [M+H]+-ion
could be observed. Moreover, Na et al. used the addition of hydrogen to perform a
Birch reduction of benzene to 1,4-cyclohexadiene with an LTP source.67

2.5

Sample Probes and Substrates for Plasma-Based
ADI-MS of Liquid Samples

Aim of ADI-MS is typically the identification and quantitation of analytes from
the samples as they are, without elaborative sample preparation. Consequently, the
large variety of samples and sample matrices require different sample substrates and
sample holder. Very first applications of e.g., DART-MS or FAPA-MS were
performed by directly desorbing the analyte from a glass rod or melting-point tube
(probe-mode (PM) ADI-MS).7,10 With this simple and cost effective “device”
especially liquid samples could be easily probed by dipping the glass rod into the
solution and subsequently positioning the rod in between the ADI source and the
mass spectrometer. Due to the manual sample positioning and the resulting poor
reproducibility of the analyte signal, efforts were made to improve this type of liquid
analyte sampling. Consequently, IonSense Inc. (Danvers, MA, USA) introduced the
Dip-it sampling probe, which is a typical glass sampling probe for liquid samples
which can be mounted to a rail guided holder. For reproducible sample probe
introduction, the probe holder is moved in front of the DART source at a fixed
position, where the hot plasma gas stream desorbs the analyte molecules at the tip of
the Dip-it probe. Unfortunately, for the use of melting point tubes as well as for the
commercially available Dip-it probe examples for the optimization of the probe in
the plasma gas stream are often not explicitly explained in the literature,68 if not the
optimization of the probe positioning is completely neglected during analysis.69 To
address this issue, Pfeuffer et al. performed Schlieren imaging experiments to
visualized the mass transport of the plasma gas into the mass spectrometer when
performing PM-FAPA-MS.70 In this study, the interaction between plasma and the
melting point probe was investigated and turbulences in the plasma afterglow were
studied at different plasma gas flow rates (0.5-1.5 L/min) altered distances between
FAPA and the sample probe (2 mm, 4 mm, and 6 mm). At low flow rates (0.5 L/min)
the sample probe caused distinct turbulences of the laminar plasma afterglow.
Pfeuffer et al. explained this observation by a helium boundary layer which interacts
with the glass surface of the sample rod. With increasing gas flow rate, the helium gas
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appears to spread further around the rod until it fully envelops the probe. The wide
spreading helium gas stream, the collection of the plasma gas by the simulated mass
spectrometer interface was only influenced to a minimal extend. Consequently, it is
assumed that nearly the total amount of desorbed analytes is transferred into the mass
spectrometer. However, at higher plasma gas flow rates (≥1.5 L/min) the tube
disrupts the gas flow so much that the uptake of the gas into the mass spectrometer
is no longer efficient. Furthermore, it was found that farther distances between FAPA
source and sample probe are advantageous for a better helium aspiration of the mass
spectrometer. Especially at higher gas flow rates of 1.25 L/min or 1.5 L/min.
Despite the optimization of the glass rod positioning, quantification of
analytes without internal (isotopically-labeled) standard remains to be very challenging
because of unsatisfying deviations of the analyte signal abundance between different
measurements. This issue was addressed by Jeckelmann et al.,71 who developed a new
type of probe for the deposition of liquid samples in the DART afterglow region. The
new probe consists of a 0.12 mm nickel chromium wire which was coiled 12-times
around a 0.8 mm thick stainless-steel rod. In the following text this probe will be
named “wire probe”. In the original publication a disposable syringe needle with cut
off needle tip was used. The new sampling probe was compared with the commercial
Dip-it probe and calibration curves for the N-ethyl-5-methyl-2-(1-methylethyl)
analyte were determined. It was found that with the new probe the overall RSD was
drastically lower (RSD range between 5 and 20%) for the wire probe than the for the
Dip-it probe (RSD range between 20 and 80%) even though both probes were placed
in between DART source and mass spectrometer by hand. The comparison of the
two calibration curves revealed a drastically better signal-to-noise ratio for the wire
probe and consequently better limits of detections were achieved with the now probe.
As an alternative analyte target for improved and more reproducible analyte
desorption Perez et al. introduced in 2010 the first application of TM-DART-MS and
analyzed insecticides deposited on the wire screen.43 This modification in the
instrumental setup significantly improved the accuracy of DART-MS measurements
and the authors achieved detection limits for 10 ng for the deltamethrin analyte. The
comparison of the analyte ion signal with computational fluid dynamic simulations
from the same study confirmed that for larger distances between the DART source
and the mesh (4 mm) lower gas flow rates (gas velocities) are beneficial to avoid the
plasma gas to be deflected away from the mesh. However, with close proximity
(0 mm) of the DART source and the mesh the gas stream is forced through the net
without deflection. In this case, an increase in the plasma gas flow rate also caused an
increase in the analyte signal abundance. Jones et al. evaluated sampling strategies for
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the analysis of non-target screening of blood samples via TM-DART-MS.72 The
authors confirmed the observations of Perez et al. that a close proximity between
DART source and the wire mesh is beneficial for the analyte signal abundance.
Additionally, it was found that a short distance (e.g., 5 mm) between mesh and mass
spectrometer interface also improved the detected ion abundance. The direct
comparison of TM-DART-MS and PM-DART-MS demonstrated the improved
precision of TM in comparison to the PM due to the easier positioning of the wire
mesh in the plasma gas stream and calibration curves with improved variation
coefficients were obtained.72 However, the improved repeatability and reproducibility
were accompanied with lower sensitivities for TM in comparison to PM. Jones et al.
explained this observation by a worse analyte evaporation from the sample target.
Due to the good heat conductivity of the stainless-steel wire mesh the high
temperatures of the plasma gas are better dissipated by the metal mesh compared to
the glass rod in PM. Consequently, less heat is available for the prompt desorption of
the analyte from the mesh and lower signal-to-noise ratios are detected for TM mode
in comparison to the PM mode. For this reason, it might be useful for future TM
applications to manufacture wire screens from materials with low heat conductivity
to further improve TM sensitivity.
The above described capability of rapid and straightforward screening of solid,
liquid, and gaseous samples is a key advantage for plasma-based ADI sources.
However, the simple sampling of analytes sometimes includes the disadvantage of a
lower sensitivity in comparison to established analysis techniques such as GC or highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC) coupled to MS.73 To overcome this
challenge solid-phase microextraction (SPME) devices have been combined with
plasma-based ADI source such as DART,74-76 LTP,77 or DBDI.78 For example in the
study of Wang et al. an in-tube solid-phase microextraction (IT-SPME) device was
coupled to DART-MS for the analysis of triazine herbicides in lake water and orange
juice.74 With a new developed adsorbent material, which combines carbon nanotubes
(CNT) with a monolithic polymer, IT-SPME was capable to improve the sensitivity
of the DART-MS method for triazine herbicides. Further, it was demonstrated that
the sample can be probed online via IT-SPME-DART-MS and the sensitivity was
found to be comparable to state-of-the-art HPLC-MS methods with limits of
quantification in the sub-ng/mL concentration range.
Identical to the modification of a sample probe for SPME also transmissionmode substrates can be chemically modified to enhance the analyte adsorption,
preconcentration, and matrix removal as demonstrated by Mirnaghi et al.79 The
authors introduced a biocompatible and two layered SPME coating with a fist layer
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of C18-modified polyacrylonitrile (C18-PAN) covered by a second layer of PAN. The
SPME layer could be reproducibly deposited on a wire mesh by brush painting and
was used to separate the interfering matrix components from diazepam in blood
samples. For this application, bloodspots (5 µL) were deposited on the SPME coating
and matrix components, such as intact cells or large biomolecules, were washed of
the wire screen after an incubation time of 5 minutes with purified water. It is
important to note that the wire screen was completely dried before the samples were
analyzed. Otherwise a significant increase in the RSD of the analyte signal abundance
was observed. With this method, Mirnaghi et al. were able to minimize the ion
suppression for the analysis of diazepam in blood samples, while achieving detection
limits of 0.3 µg/mL. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the SPME-TM sample
substrate could be reused up to 30 times for the analysis of the same sample.
However, the deposition of the SPME coating appears to be not ideal and the holes
of the mesh are partially blocked. This hinders the gas stream of exited species to flow
through the mesh into the mass spectrometer and ultimately limits the methods’
sensitivity. This issue was solved by Gómez-Ríos et al.80 who developed a method to
accurately deposit the SPME coating on the wires of the mesh and leaving the space
between the space between the strands open. With this improvement the interaction
of the plasma gas and the analytes on the wire surface as well as the mass transport
of ions into the mass spectrometer were enhanced. This claim could be verified with
the analysis of diazepam and cocaine in urine and blood samples. In these
experiments, very good linearity was obtained for the SPME-TM-DART-MS method.
For the analysis of cocaine in urine and blood plasma quantification limits of 2 pg/mL
and 5 pg/mL were obtained, respectively. Furthermore, the authors demonstrated
that 15 seconds are sufficient to extract quantifiable amounts of diazepam or cocaine
out of a 50-ppm solution with the SPME-TM device from the sample solution.
However, for these short extraction times (<1 minute) it important to precisely
control the variables (e.g., SPME coating distribution, composition, or thickness) of
the extraction process to obtain reproducible results. It is also important to note that
the used DART source was not capable to completely desorb the analytes from the
mesh within the ~20 seconds of analysis, and therefore carry-over effects are
expected. Consequently, Gómez-Ríos et al. recommended SPME-TM devices for
single use if drastically different analyte concentrations shall be probed (e.g., low ppt
to ppm levels) to avoid false positive results.
Another device for the reproducible introduction of small sample droplets into
the plasma afterglow is the DOD generator. This instrument uses a piezoelectric
crystal to emit small droplets at a kilohertz (kHz) repetition rate with a typical volume
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of several picoliter. The first application of this device in combination with a plasmabased ADI source was demonstrated by Schaper et al. who coupled the DOD to a
FAPA source for mass spectral analysis and applied the method for the direct analysis
of urine samples.51 The authors could show that with this technique a very stable
analyte signal (RSD of 4%) can be detected over a long period of time, due to the
precise sample introduction. Due to this very stable signal over a long period of time
the authors suggested that DOD might be a very good introduction system for
different standards while another sample is probed by the FAPA source.
Furthermore, TLC is frequently reported to be a useful tool for the separation
of matrix components from the analyte molecules. Because TLC-FAPA-MS is also
applied in chapter 6 of this thesis a comprehensive summary of TLC-ADI-MS
methods can be found in the corresponding chapter.

2.6

Modifications of the MS Interface for Improved ADIMS Sensitivity

Ion transfer from the location of their desorption and ionization into the mass
spectrometer is as important as the desorption/ionization process by the ADI source.
Several modifications to the atmospheric-pressure interface (API) of the mass
spectrometer have been reported in the literature to improve the ADI-MS iontransfer efficiency.
For the analysis of sample surfaces typically the API is modified to enable
analyte sampling further away from the mass spectrometer inlet (e.g., 30 cm extended
inlet of the mass spectrometer for DESI-MS by Takats et al.6). This modification is
necessary to also probe analytes in the center of larger sample surfaces and the
optimization of this inlet extension is important to gain maximum signal abundance.
For this reason, Takats et al. applied a funnel shaped ion transfer capillary to probe a
larger surface via DESI-MS and to collect as much secondary droplets of the spray as
possible for ion detection.81 This funnel transfer capillary was further characterized
for ESI- and DESI-MS by Wu et al., who determined the dependence of the tip
position relative to the capillary central axis with an i.d. of 2.2 mm at the flared end
of the capillary.82 The funnel capillary tolerated in the case of a short sprayer to inlet
capillary distance of 1 mm a further offset of the ESI sprayer from the central axis
(1.2 mm) in comparison to the regular inlet capillary (0.8 mm) and maintained the
high analyte ion abundance. This observation was also made for the second
experiment with a sprayer to inlet capillary distance of 10 mm. Here, the longer
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distance between ESI source and inlet capillary allowed an increased influence of
droplet charge repulsion. However, the funnel capillary was capable to aspirate analyte
ions even with an ESI probe offset of 20 mm while the analyte ion abundance
collapsed at 10 mm for the regular mass spectrometer inlet capillary. This overall
increased tolerance for the ESI probe position was transferred to DESI-MS and
revealed an enhanced analyte signal abundance with 5-fold improved detection limits
for angiotensin II (10 fmol/mm2 with funnel capillary; 50 fmol/mm2 with regular
inlet capillary).82
Despite the improved sensitivity for spray-based ADI sources, the use of a
funnel capillary in combination with ADI plasma sources might cause problems with
the vacuum inside the mass spectrometer. Due to the different behavior of the helium
plasma gas in comparison to other ambient gases (N2 or O2) the vacuum system of
the mass spectrometer instrument may have problems in removing this gas.
Consequently, the instrument cannot be operated with proper performance. To
overcome this issue, Yu et al. applied additional pumping via a diaphragm pumping
stage in front of the regular API inlet and compensated for the increased vacuum
load.83 This additional vacuum stage attached to the API is called Vapur interface.
During sample analysis the desorbed/ionized analyte molecules are sucked into the
Vapur interface via a ceramic tube (i.d. typically 4.75 mm) and inside the low vacuum
region of the Vapur interface excess helium is separated from the analyte ions before
they enter the original inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer. This instrumental
modification improved the sensitivity of the DART-MS method by a factor of 10 to
100 times.83 The authors explain the improved performance by the reduced potential
of the plasma and analyte gas to drift away into the surrounding atmosphere before
entering the Vapur interface capillary. Furthermore, the vacuum inside the mass
spectrometer is improved and therefore the mean free path inside the instrument is
enhanced.
Studies to improve the effectiveness of the Vapur interface were performed
by Häbe et al.46 The authors shortened the length of the ceramic transfer tube to
50 mm (4.75 mm i.d.) and thus to the shorter distance between orifice and mass
spectrometer inlet capillary reportedly better ion abundances were obtained. For
improved analyte molecule aspiration by the transfer tube the front tip was cut-off in
an angle (5 mm ledge, 20-45° curvature). Furthermore, the analyte aspiration was
improved by an 20° angled sample holder so the deflected plasma gas was directly
guided into the orifice of the transfer capillary and collisions between the gas stream
and the inner transfer tube wall were avoided. Furthermore, Häbe et al. developed
ceramic transfer capillaries with a conical reduction of the inner diameter to spatially
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compress the stream of gas entering the Vapur interface chamber, which helped to
improve the transfer of ions into the orifice of the mass spectrometer.44 Specifically,
with this modification the signal abundance of paraben model analytes could be
increased from 100% (regular straight transfer tube) to 156% for the new transfer
tube. The new capillary had a standard 4.75 mm bore at the front end with a cut-off
tip analogous to the previously reported publication.46 Over a distance of the first
15 mm the inner diameter of the transfer tube was reduced to 2 mm and was the
continued as a straight bore to the back end of the tube. In addition to the conical
inside bore of the transfer tube also the distance between the tube and the mass
spectrometer inlet capillary was optimized. Here, a signal improvement of 219% at a
distance of 0.5 mm (with narrow transfer tube) was detected in comparison to 100%
signal abundance (with standard width transfer tube) at 1 mm distance.
Contrary to the findings by Häbe et al.,46 which stated that short distances
between the location of desorption/ionization and the mass spectral interface are
crucial for a high ion abundance, Garimella et al. were able to demonstrate with DESI
and LTP that a laminar gas flow inside a 6 m long tube can partially sustain the ion in
the gas phase.84 In an enclosed system the DESI spray was first directed to the sample
surface and the desorbed analyte droplets were subsequently forced into transfer tube
with 4.3 mm inner diameter. The length of the transfer tube was altered for the
experiments from 1 cm to 60 cm. It was observed that the signal abundance for the
model analyte cocaine decreased by a factor of six over the first 5 cm. With further
increasing length of the transfer tube the ion abundance decreased much less
significant (16% signal decrease between 10 cm and 60 cm tube length). The authors
explain this effect by a laminar flow which is established after only 5 cm inside the
transfer tube by the DESI spray gas flow rate of 1.1 L/min. Due to the laminar flow
and high gas flow rates the ions do not have enough time to diffuse to the walls of
the transfer tube and consequently remain in the gas phase. In addition to the spraybased ADI-MS technique these experiments were also performed with the LTP probe
and a satisfying signal abundance for 1.7 µg cocaine was detected after the ions were
transported through a 1.2 m long Tygon tubing (10 mm ID). Due to the low gas flow
rates of the LTP probe (0.5 L/min) additional vacuum pumping at the end of the
transfer tube was used to establish the laminar flow. In conclusion these results
suggest that the high ion abundance of a very short transfer tube cannot be sustained
by a laminar flow inside the transfer tube but the “carrier gas” can help to maintain a
certain number of ions to be transported over a longer distance.
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2.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, a brief overview about possible optimization parameters for
direct analyte sampling by plasma-based ADI-MS is given. Specifically, in the first part
different instrumental modifications of DART and the FAPA source are presented.
The DART SVP was presented as a versatile ADI source for direct surface sampling.
Due to the low plasma temperatures (~55 °C) of the C-G plasma discharge of the
DART source the analyte desorption is accelerated via an external gas heater.
Furthermore, the DART ID-Cube was described, which is typically used to analyze
liquid samples in transmission-mode. For the FAPA source different instrumental
geometries were presented and the benefits (e.g., less analyte oxidation, higher plasma
temperatures) of the respective FAPA source design are discussed.
In the subsequent sections of this chapter the desorption and ionization
process for ADI-MS techniques are discussed and possibilities to improve the analyte
desorption/ionization are presented. Exemplarily, Nilles et al. modulated the analyte
desorption process for DART-MS analysis with a temperature gradient of the heated
sample substrate. This enabled the separate mass spectral detection of the isobaric
analytes. Furthermore, different additives for the modification of the plasma
conditions were presented and their benefits for the analyte ionization process were
explained. For example, Badal et al. investigated the influence of oxygen added to the
plasma gas and observed an enhancement of the ion signal for the protonated water
clusters, which can be beneficial for the protonation reaction of analyte molecules.
In addition, different methods for sample introduction were reviewed. In the
literature it was found that rod shaped sample probes offer the possibility for fast
analyte sampling but comprise the drawback of high RSDs between subsequent
measurements. This effect is mainly caused by the manual sample positioning in the
plasma afterglow. Furthermore, a new wire sample probe was introduced by
Jeckelmann et al., which provided a more reproducible analyte signal abundance, even
with manual positioning of the wire probe in the DART afterglow. Additionally,
SPME was described as a useful tool for analyte preconcentration in the case of low
analyte concentrations, and the beneficial and very reproducible analyte introduction
by a DOD generator was explained.
In the last section of this chapter, the optimization of the analyte-ion transfer
into the mass spectrometer was highlighted. Recent studies were presented, in which
the atmospheric pressure interface was modified with a larger inlet capillary so more
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analytes were aspirated by the mass spectrometer. Furthermore, the general operating
principle and the benefits of the Vapur interface for plasma-based ADI-MS was
explained. Specifically, the Vapur interface performs the separation of the helium
plasma gas from the analyte ions in a low vacuum stage attached to the atmosphericpressure inlet and herewith decreases the vacuum load of the mass spectrometer
vacuum system. Lastly, studies by Häbe et al. and Garimella et al. were presented in
which the instrumental setup of the Vapur interface was optimized for maximum ion
transmission, and ions were transferred over 6 m from the ADI source into a mass
spectrometer, respectively.
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3.1

Introduction

The research field of ADI-MS was introduced in 2004 as a new technique to
directly probe samples in their natural environment and as they are. This claim was
demonstrated for the first two ADI sources published in literature – DESI and
DART – by analyzing drugs and chemical warfare agents in the proof-of-principle
publications by Takats et al.6 and by Cody et al.,7 respectively. In the following years,
the field of ADI-MS expanded with a quickly growing number of different ADI
sources comprising (electro-)sprays, plasma sources, and laser beams for sample
desorption/ionization.5,38,53,85 The large majority of these publications are pointing
out the ability for direct surface analysis and, therefore, defining the main purpose of
ADI-MS.
Despite the rather simple appearing workflow for the application of ADI-MS
to real world samples, these methods need to be carefully optimized to improve the
sensitivity as well as the selectivity. For the DART source, multiple modifications have
been presented to optimize the analyte desorption/ionization and the ion transfer
into the mass spectrometer. First, the ADI source comprises an external gas heater to
increase the plasma gas temperature and to enhance the analyte desorption by
evaporation.7 Second, the Vapur® atmospheric pressure ionization (API) interface
was developed by IonSense Inc. (Saugus, MA, USA) for this commercialized product
to remove excess helium, originating from the plasma, with a diaphragm pump in a
pumping stage before the inlet to the mass spectrometer. Furthermore, Häbe et al.
improved the front tip of the DART source to enhance the lateral resolution for
surface scanning as well as the transfer of desorbed species into the Vapur® interface
and mass spectrometer, respectively.44,46 Another ADI plasma source frequently
reported in literature is the LTP probe which is of special interest for direct mass
spectral analysis as a hand-held instrument. The low energy and plasma-gas
consumption was used by Huang et al.86 as well as Soparawalla et al.87 to perform in
situ analysis of melamine in milk products and agrochemical residues in fruits with an
LTP probe coupled to a miniaturized mass spectrometer. The source design of the
LTP as well as the positioning of the source in front of the mass spectrometer was
later optimized by Albert et al. via the chemometric approach named design-ofexperiments (DoE).88 Moreover, Lu et al. optimized the frequency and applied voltage
for the dielectric-barrier discharge and altered the plasma gas composition by adding
nitrogen to the helium gas to change the plasma reactivity.89 The FAPA source went
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through a whole series of instrumental changes in order to optimize the plasma-based
ADI source for the analysis of solids, liquids and gaseous sample. The original p2pgeometry of the source was changed to a p2c-geometry in order to minimize analyte
oxidation by atomic oxygen from the ambient air.11 A redesign of the plasma source
was introduced by Pfeuffer et al., in which a toroidal shaped glow discharge was
formed and the analysis of gases and aerosols was improved.50 Furthermore, the
Hieftje research group investigated the positioning of the FAPA in front of the mass
spectrometer (e.g., angle and distance) and the operating parameters (e.g., helium flow
rate).70,90 In addition to the optimization of the ADI source geometry also the analyte
sampling position offers possibilities to optimize the overall performance of the
analysis method. For example, volatile compounds such as electrolytes used in a
lithium-ion battery (LIB) can easily evaporate at room temperature due to their low
vapor pressure. To avoid the unwanted evaporation of the analytes prior the analysis
by the ADI-MS Campbell et al. developed a Peltier-cooled sample holder to analyze
semi-volatile fragrances on various sample substrates (e.g., glass, paper, or cloth) by
LTP-MS.91 With the aid of this cooled sample substrate detection limits down to
0.2 pg for β-naphthyl methyl ether were achieved. Furthermore, mass spectral
imaging of fragrance droplets in a filter paper was possible with this LTP-MS method
and a modest spatial resolution better than 1 cm could be achieved.
In this chapter, different parameters of the FAPA source are investigated. The
positioning of the FAPA is related towards the signal abundance of the model analyte
caffeine and the results expand the range of geometry settings discussed by
Pfeuffer et al. in previous studies.70,90 Additionally, a shortened anode capillary
(11 mm) is installed into the p2c-FAPA source and will be compared to the originally
used capillary length (25 mm)11 by IR-thermography. The two anodes will be also
compared in regard of their capability to analyze compounds with high vapor pressure
and the amount of analyte oxidation of both anode capillaries will be discussed.11
Furthermore, the interelectrode distance between pin cathode and capillary anode will
be optimized for their best performance to analyze the model analytes caffeine and
nicotine on TLC plates. For semiquantitative signal comparison these substances on
the TLC plates are probed by mass spectral imaging. In the last section of this chapter,
the development of a temperature-controlled sample platform is presented and
applied for the analysis of volatile lithium-ion battery (LIB) electrolytes via LTP-MS.
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3.2

Experimental Section

Reagents. The ADI source performance with different geometries and
settings was tested with self-made test mixtures containing caffeine (>99.9%) and
nicotine (>99.9%), and DPA (analytical grade). The caffeine and nicotine standards
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH (Taufkirchen, Germany), while
DPA was purchased from Honeywell Riedel-de Haën AG (Seelze, Germany).
Isopropyl alcohol (analytical grade), n-heptane (analytical grade), and methanol
(HPLC grade) were purchased from Fisher Scientific GmbH (Schwerte, Germany).
The deionized and double distilled water was produced in the laboratory with a
distillation apparatus from Heraeus-Quarzschmelze GmbH (Hanau, Germany).
The electrolyte LP30 SelectiLyteTM was purchased from Merck KGaA
(Darmstadt, Germany) and contained 1M of LiPF6 salt dissolved in ethylene
carbonate (EC, 99.9%) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC, 99.9%) in a solvent ratio of
1:1. The cycled battery electrodes with LP30 electrolyte were supplied by the MEET
battery research center (Münster, Germany). The batteries contained graphite
electrodes, with SLP 30 (90%), polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF, processed in NMethyl-2-pyrrolidone, 5%), conductive carbon black (5%), and the LP30 electrolyte
(1M LiPF6, EC/DMC 1:1).
Preparation of Test Mixtures for FAPA-MS Analysis. For the FAPA angle
and distance optimization an 8 mg/mL caffeine solution was prepared and directly
used for analysis. 2 µL of this standard was deposited on the glass slide prior to each
analysis. For the comparison of the short (11 mm) and long (25 mm) FAPA anode
capillary, six DPA solutions in the concentration range between 2 mg/mL and
100 mg/mL were prepared with methanol used as solvent. The influence of the
FAPA interelectrode distance was tested via a test mixture containing caffeine and
nicotine. The solution was prepared with 1 mg/mL stock solutions of both analytes,
which were combined in one vial and filled up with methanol to obtain a final
concentration of 0.1 mg/mL for each analyte.
Thermal Electrolyte Aging. Before thermal aging of the electrolyte 1 mL of
fresh LP30 electrolyte (not diluted) was transferred from the storage container into a
10 mL air tight aluminum container with PVDF seal (Leicht & Appel GmbH, Bad
Gandersheim, Germany). This sample preparation was done in a glove box under
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argon atmosphere to avoid the contamination of the electrolyte with ambient air. The
LP30 electrolyte was thermally stressed for 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, and 14 days inside an oven
(Universal Oven U 50, Memmert GmbH + Co. KG, Schwabach, Germany) at 85 °C.
For each aging period three replicates were prepared. All samples were prepared on
the same day. All thermally stressed samples were placed inside the oven on day 0 and
were removed from the oven after the desired time. After removing the samples from
the oven, the samples were stored until the end of the 14-day aging period at −18 °C
to avoid further degradation of the electrolyte. All aged LP30 samples were analyzed
together after the 14-day aging period was completed.
Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. For direct surface analysis of
the TLC plates by FAPA-MS a p2c-geometry of the FAPA source, described by
Shelley et al.,11 was used. A stainless-steel pin-electrode (1.6 mm outer diameter, o.d.)
was positioned inside a ceramic discharge chamber (Macor®, Schröder Spezialglas
GmbH, Ellerau, Germany). The tip of the pin-electrode inside the discharge chamber
was sharpened to a point. On the opposite side of the ceramic body a capillary
electrode (1.6 mm o.d., 1.3 mm i.d., length 11 mm or 24 mm) was positioned with a
distance between the electrodes of 8 mm. The plasma was operated by applying a
negative potential (25 mA, 663 V, constant-current mode) to the pin-electrode
through a 5 kΩ ballast resistor, while the capillary anode was grounded. For power
generation, a Kepco BHK 1000-0.2MG DC power supply (Kepco Inc., Flushing, NY,
USA) was used. Helium 5.0 (99.999%, Messer Industriegase GmbH, Siegen,
Germany) served as plasma gas with a flow rate of 0.5 L/min for all experiments
presented in this chapter. For surface desorption (cf. Figure 3.1a) the FAPA was
mounted in a 60° angle related to the horizontal sample surface plate. The glass slide
or TLC plate was positioned <0.5 mm below the inlet capillary of the mass
spectrometer and 3 mm below the FAPA source. If not stated differently, the distance
between the FAPA and inlet capillary was 2 mm. For TM-FAPA-MS analysis (cf.
Figure 3.1b) of the DPA analyte the FAPA source was positioned in a 7-mm distance
(on-axis) towards the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer. The analyzed sample
was deposited on a stainless-steel mesh, which was positioned between FAPA source
and mass spectrometer inlet capillary (distance to mesh ~1 mm). The metals mesh
was fixed on a custom-made rail system to ensure reproducible mesh positioning.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the instrumental setup for FAPA-MS measurements operated in surfacesampling mode (a) and transmission-mode (b).

Low-Temperature Plasma Probe with Temperature-Controlled Sample
Holder. For the presented experiments a home-built LTP source as described earlier
by Albert et al. was used.92 For the construction of the LTP probe a stainless-steel
needle electrode (0.5 mm o.d.) was positioned inside of a quartz capillary (7 mm o.d.,
1 mm i.d.). A copper ring electrode of 20 mm width was installed on the outside of
the glass capillary. During operation, 0.3 L/min helium (99.999%, Messer
Industriegase GmbH) was introduced into the LTP source. An alternating-current
(AC) voltage of 14 kVp-p at 31 kHz was applied to the steel electrode, while the copper
electrode was grounded, to form a dielectric barrier discharge inside the quartz tube.
The LTP probe was powered with a Voltagezone Electronics e.U. DC-AC converter
(model HVGEN10AC v3.1, Graz, Austria). For surface analysis the LTP source was
positioned in front of the mass spectrometer according to the optimized geometry
parameters published by Albert et al.88 Specifically, the LTP source was positioned in
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a 60° angle and 2 mm distance towards the MS inlet capillary, while the distance
between LTP and sample surface was 5 mm (cf. Figure 3.2). For the analysis 0.5 µL of
the sample was deposited on a custom-made 32-well plate and positioned 1 mm
underneath the MS inlet capillary on the temperature-controlled sample holder.
The temperature-controlled sample holder was constructed with a computer
Raystorm graphics processing unit (GPU) water cooling block (XSPC, Great Britain,
purchased at casekin.de, Berlin, Germany) and a Peltier element (4x4 cm, TEC112706 thermoelectric module, Conrad Electronic SE, Hirschau, Germany). A
constant flow of 19 °C cold water was pumped through the GPU chiller and between
the cooling block and the Peltier element a heat conducting paste was deposited for
improved heat removal from the Peltier element.

Figure 3.2 Schematic of the instrument setup for direct surface-sampling by LTP-MS. For heating
and cooling of the sampling surface a Peltier element with attached heat exchanger was used.

High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry. For mass spectral analysis, a highresolution mass spectrometer (Exactive, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Bremen,
Germany), equipped with an Orbitrap mass analyzer was used. To install the ADI
source in front of the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer, the electrospray
ionization housing was removed and the conventional inlet capillary was replaced by
a 4-cm extended inlet capillary (0.6 mm i.d.), which was bent downward to the
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sampling surface by 12°. The mass spectrometer was calibrated each time before the
ADI-MS experiments were performed to ensure precise mass-to-charge ratio (m/z)
measurement. For mass calibration, a solution of caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.,
St. Louis, MO, USA), MRFA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala acetate salt, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), and
Ultramark 1621 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) was used. The Exactive instrument parameters
used for mass spectral analysis are listed in Table 11.1 in the appendix.
Optimization of the FAPA Positioning. Prior to sample analysis the FAPA
sources was positioned in the desired angle (50°, 60°, or 70°) related to the horizontal
sample surface. Subsequently, the distance between the FAPA and sample surface
was set to 3 mm and the desired distance between FAPA and MS was adjusted
between 1-10 mm. For the previously described measurements of the FAPA
positioning, a caffeine test solution was deposited (2 µL) via a pipette on a custom
made 32-well plate (material: quartz glass, 5 mm diameter and 0.5 mm depth for each
well) and immediately positioned underneath the plasma afterglow for analysis. Each
sample was analyzed for 60 seconds. The combined extracted-ion chronogram (EIC)
of m/z 195.0875 (protonated molecule ([M+H]+), mass accuracy ±0.8 ppm) and
m/z 196.0910 ([M+H]+ with one 13C-isotope, mass accuracy ±0.1 ppm) was used
during data processing to determine the average caffeine ion-abundance for the
individual FAPA setting. This ion abundance is compared to the distance between
FAPA and mass spectrometer.
Infrared (IR)-Thermography. To visualize the surface temperature
distribution on a microscope glass-slide underneath the FAPA source, IRthermography measurements were done with a testo 875i camera (Testo SE & Co.
KGaA, Lenzkirch, Germany). The camera can detect radiation in a wavelength region
between 8-14 µm. For accurate temperature measurement, the IR radiation reflected
from the glass slide plate – also referred to as reflected temperature – as well as the
emissivity (ε) were determined manually. These corrections are necessary because the
glass slide might reflect thermal radiation from the inside of the plasma source
towards the IR detector. Also, the glass slide is not an ideal (black) radiator and the
emissivity of thermal radiation for this sample target is not equal to one.
Consequently, the manually determined emissivity and the reflected temperature are
important factors for precise measurement of thermal radiation and need to be
considered in the context of thermal energy transfer or transformation. In this
context, the transport of thermal radiation is summarized by the three wavelength
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dependent dimensions, the absorptivity (α), reflectance (ρ), and the transmission
factor (τ), which can be combined in one formula (cf. Equation 3.1).93

α(𝜆𝜆)

ρ(𝜆𝜆)
τ(𝜆𝜆)

α(𝜆𝜆) + ρ(𝜆𝜆) + τ(𝜆𝜆) = 1

Equation 3.1

absorptivity
reflectance

transmission factor

The absorptivity, reflectance, and transmission factor are measures for the
absorbed, reflected and transmitted heat by a body, respectively. Summarized the
three factors are equal to one. Based on the Kirchhoff law of thermal radiation the
absorptivity is equal to the emissivity for a body in thermal equilibrium and therefore
Equation 3.1 can be transformed into Equation 3.2.93 This formula is then applicable
to thermal imaging via thermal imaging instruments and defines the fractions of heat
emitted, reflected and transmitted by the analyzed object.

ε(𝜆𝜆)

ε(𝜆𝜆) + ρ(𝜆𝜆) + τ(𝜆𝜆) = 1

Equation 3.2

emissivity

To determine the temperature reflected by the sample surface, it is critical to
keep the experimental setup with plasma source, sample target and IR camera in a
fixed alignment because the reflected temperature is dependent on the radiation angle.
For the measurements the microscope slide was covered with an aluminum surface,
which has a very low emissivity (ε(𝜆𝜆)=0.03). Thus, the major fraction of the thermal

radiation is reflected or transmitted.94 The IR transmission through the aluminum
plate can be neglected due to the fact that the surface is not transparent.
Consequently, the detected IR radiation in this experimental setup is exclusively
dependent on the radiation emitted and reflected by the surface (cf. Equation 3.3).
ρ(𝜆𝜆) = 1 − ε(𝜆𝜆)

Equation 3.3

With an emission of ε(𝜆𝜆)=0.03 the reflectance is ρ(𝜆𝜆)=0.97. To determine

the exact reflected temperature from the aluminum surface this ρ(𝜆𝜆) value is entered
into the IRSoft software (Testo SE & Co. KGaA) as the emissivity value, while the
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reflected temperature value is set to the ambient laboratory temperature of 19 °C.
Hereby, the temperatures shown in the Testo data evaluation software are the actual
reflected temperature and not the temperature emitted by the aluminum plate. The
reflected temperature was measured for each individual current setting applied to the
FAPA source and were used for the correlating temperature measurements in the
following experiments. A graph with the measured reflected temperatures and an IR
image of a measurement at 40 mA with the short capillary is presented in the appendix
in the chapter 11.2.
The emissivity of a glass plate was determined by placing a tape (Scotch™
Brand 88, 3M, Neuss, Germany) with a constant emissivity of ε(𝜆𝜆)=0.95 on the glass
surface and heating up the plate with a heating matte to ~150 °C (the FAPA source
was removed from this experimental setup). Subsequently, the temperature of the
tape was measured precisely via IR thermography with the aforementioned emissivity
and a reflected temperature of 19 °C (ambient temperature in the laboratory). The
emissivity of the glass plate was determined by adjusting the ε parameter in the IRSoft
software so the same surface temperature is measured on the glass surface and the
tape surface. Repeated measurements (n=3) at different spots on the tape and glass
surface reveal an ε(𝜆𝜆)=0.91 (𝜆𝜆=7.5-14 µm) for the sample substrate.

In the subsequent measurements of the glass plate surface temperature with
FAPA source at different operating currents, the measured reflected temperature and
the determined emissivity were used for the data evaluation in the IRSoft software.
To compare the surface temperature of the spot heated by the plasma afterglow, a
circle (diameter (Ø): 5 mm) was placed around the hot spot with a tool of the data
processing software. Within the circle, the highest temperature was selected for the
comparison of the surface temperatures. A detailed description of this data evaluation
method as well as an IR picture can be found in the chapter 11.2.
Sample Handling for TM-FAPA-MS. Prior to analysis the sample solution
(2 µL) was deposited on the stainless-steel mesh. The solvent was evaporated at
ambient laboratory conditions followed by the positioning of mesh in between the
FAPA and mass spectrometer for direct mass spectral analysis of the sample.
Separation of Analyte Mixtures on TLC Plates. To separate the caffeine
and nicotine analytes the following TLC separation procedure was applied. The
sample mixture was deposited (2 µL) with a syringe on the starting line on a normal
phase (NP) silica TLC plate. The samples were applied in ~5 mm wide and ~2 mm
broad lines. Solvent was evaporated at room temperature for two minutes. Separation
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of the analyte mixture was performed by placing the TLC plate in a MINIPLAK
developing chamber (Fungilab Inc., New York, NY, USA) and using a mobile phase
solvent mixture of isopropyl alcohol, n-heptane, and water (ratio of 7:3:1 (v/v/v)).
Separation was completed within in ~25 minutes. Subsequently, the solvent was
evaporated from the TLC plate for 15 minutes on a temperature controlled hot plate
at 50 °C and afterwards placed in front of the FAPA source ready to be probed.
Mass Spectral Imaging of Analytes on TLC Plates. For mass spectral
imaging, line scans across the TLC plates were performed with a motorized
translational x-y-stage (Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA) with a translational
speed of 0.3 mm/s and a line to line distance of 0.5 mm. The stage was controlled by
a self-written LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) routine with a
triggered line scan signal to start the data acquisition of the mass spectrometer. Mass
spectral data was acquired via the Exactive Tune 1.0 software (Thermo Fisher
Scientific GmbH). For further data processing, the analyte EICs were extracted from
the mass spectrometer software to Origin 2017 (OriginLab Corporation,
Northampton, MA, USA). The mass window of the analyte EICs were defined for all
presented results to be 8 ppm above and below the detected exact mass of the analyte
(e.g., caffeine: m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm corresponds to the mass range
195.0864 - 195.0895). In a subsequent step the line scans were combined to a contour
plot to semi-quantitatively compare the detected signal abundance of the analyte
spots. Therefore, a region-of-interest (ROI) was defined, which completely covered
the respective analyte spot and all voxel volumes within this ROI were summed to a
sum of voxel volumes. This sum of voxel volumes is directly proportional to the
amount of analyte on the probed surface and can be used as a measure of the
sensitivity of the FAPA-MS setup with different FAPA interelectrode distances. A
detailed description of the data processing procedure with examples is given in
chapter 11.4.

3.3

Results and Discussion

Optimization of the FAPA Source Positioning in Front of the Mass
Spectrometer. To enhance the ion transfer from the analyte sampling position into
the mass spectrometer, and therefore the method sensitivity, the orientation of the
FAPA source is critical. Here, multiple geometry parameters of the FAPA-MS setup
can be optimized such as the distance between the MS and the sample, the distance
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between FAPA and sample, the distance between FAPA and MS, and also the angle
of the FAPA related to the sample surface. Additionally, the inlet capillary of the MS
can be a straight tube, orthogonal to the sample surface, or a downwards bent capillary
pointing at the sample surface. In this chapter, the FAPA distance in relation to the
mass spectrometer inlet capillary (1-10 mm) and the angle of the FAPA source (50°,
60°, and 70°) related to the horizontally positioned sample surface was optimized.
The parameter of the distance between the MS inlet capillary and the sample surface
has been discussed by Pfeuffer et al., who found that the distance between the sample
surface and the mass spectrometer inlet capillary needs to be as small as possible, due
to a boundary layer of helium which is sticking to the glass surface.90 Hence, the
distance was kept at <0.5 mm for all experiments, and a downwards bent MS inlet
capillary (12°) was used to improve the ion transfer by the vacuum of the mass
spectrometer. Also, the vertical distance between FAPA source and sample surface
was kept constant for all experiments. The horizontal distance between the FAPA
source and the sampling spot was adjusted for each measurement, so the plasma
afterglow was directly pointing in the direction of the analyte droplet. The model
analyte caffeine was directly desorbed – together with residues of methanol solvent –
in the moment it was moved underneath the FAPA source. A combined EIC of
m/z 195.0875 (protonated molecule ([M+H]+), RMA ±0.8 ppm) and m/z 196.0910
([M+H]+ with three 13C-isotope labels, RMA ±0.1 ppm) was used to determine
caffeine ion-abundance, which is compared with the distance of the FAPA and the
mass spectrometer (cf. Figure 3.3).
For the three angle settings of 50°, 60°, and 70° signal abundances of
6·105 a.u., 3·106 a.u., and 1·107 a.u., respectively. With increasing distance between
FAPA and MS the signal abundance of the caffeine analyte increases up to
~1.4·107 a.u. for all angles. Continuous growth of the distance between FAPA and
MS the signal abundance decreases down to 1·106 a.u. and lower. The RSDs for the
individual measurements range between 8 and 28%. In comparison to larger FAPAto-MS distances rather low RSDs (8-11%) are observed for short distances between
FAPA source and mass spectrometer (2-4 mm), and if the signal abundance is
>5·106 a.u.
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Figure 3.3 Absolute ion-abundance of caffeine (EIC of m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm) detected via
FAPA-MS with altered distance between FAPA anode tip and MS inlet capillary tip. For
visualization purposes a y-axis offset of 1·107 and 2·107 was chosen for the 60° and 70° data points,
respectively. Error bars represent ±1σ of three replicate measurements.

For the angles 60° and 70° a closer distance of 2 mm was found to be most
effective, while for 50° a distance of 3 mm was found to be better for the ion transfer
into the mass spectrometer. In comparison of 50°, 60°, and 70° the FAPA angle did
not significantly affect the analyte signal abundance at the optimum FAPA position
of 2 mm or 3 mm distance, respectively. The differences in the optimum desorption
distance, e.g., 2 mm for 60° and 3 mm for 50°, are most probably caused by the angle
of incidence at which the FAPA is pointing in the direction of the sample surface and
the angle of reflection to the mass spectrometer. With decreasing angle θ1 in respect
to the normal vector of the sample surface also the angle θ2 related to the mass
spectrometer is decreased. Consequently, the ideal distance between FAPA and mass
spectrometer for surface analysis increases with decreasing θ1.
Similarly, Pfeuffer et al.,70 studied the influence of the FAPA angle and plasma
gas flow rate on the plasma gas stream spread impacting on the sample surface and
the subsequent transfer to the MS. In this study, the authors detected a higher surface
temperature at a steeper FAPA angle (45°) compared to a 30° angle. Furthermore,
higher surface temperatures were detected when the helium flow rate was increased
from 0.5 L/min to 1.5 L/min. The authors hypothesized that the higher gas velocity
causes an improved analyte desorption by backscattering of the helium stream form
the helium boundary layer. Together with the above stated results it can be concluded
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that steeper FAPA angles (>50°), a close distance between FAPA and mass
spectrometer inlet capillary (2-3 mm), and high plasma gas flow rates (~1 L/min) are
advisable to improve the FAPA-MS sensitivity.
Influence of the Anode Capillary Length. With the introduction of the p2cFAPA source by Shelley et al.11 an ionization source with less oxidized analyte species
and improved detection limits compared to the original FAPA source, p2pgeometry,9,10 was developed. This improvement of performance and sensitivity goes
along with a ~100 °C lower temperature of the flowing afterglow at the front tip of
the p2c-FAPA source in comparison to the p2p-FAPA. This observation probably is
due to cooling of the plasma gas as it travels down the capillary.11,13 However, the
temperature is thought to play an important role in the analyte desorption process
due to enhanced analyte evaporation at elevated temperatures. To decrease the effect
of plasma cooling by a long anode capillary a shorter, 11 mm long, capillary is
compared to the 25 mm long capillary, used in the original p2c-FAPA publication
(cf. photograph of the capillaries in Figure 3.4).
In this chapter, the capillaries are compared by the resulting sample surface
temperature, which was measured by IR thermography. For these measurements, the
FAPA source was positioned at 60° angle with 3 mm distance to the horizontal
microscope slide. The surface temperature was measured, after an equilibration time
of 3 minutes, at different FAPA operating-currents between 2.5 mA and 50 mA.
Emissivity and reflected temperature of the surface were manually measured and
corrected before the experiment (cf. chapter 3.2 and 11.2). The detected sample
surface temperatures caused by the FAPA plasma are plotted in respect to the current
applied to the FAPA pin-electrode in Figure 3.4a. For both capillary types a linear
relationship is observed between increasing surface temperature and current,
respectively. For the 25 mm long capillary, the temperature at 2.5 mA was very similar
to the surrounding surface temperature. Hence, this datapoint was omitted from the
graph Figure 3.5a.
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Figure 3.4 Photograph of the 11 mm (upper) and 25 mm (lower) anode capillary used for the
FAPA source.
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Figure 3.5 IR-thermography of the glass slide surface temperatures at the afterglow impact
position of the FAPA source relative to the applied discharge current (a). Thermographic images of
the FAPA with long (b) and short (c) anode capillary operated at 40 mA DC.
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At low currents (e.g., 5 mA or 10 mA) the shorter anode capillary cause 20 °C
or 50 °C higher surface temperatures compared to the longer capillary. With further
increasing operating current the temperature difference constantly increases and
consequently at 50 mA temperatures of 246 °C and 130 °C were detected for the
short and long capillary, respectively (temperature difference 116 °C). The obtained
results indicate that with a shorter anode capillary the plasma cooling between the
plasma generation region inside the ceramic FAPA body and the sample surface is
decreasing. This effect is probably because of a shorter distance between the two
locations, and has also been suggested by Shelley et al.11 Especially, the shorter metal
fitting on the outside of the ceramic body is believed to be beneficial for less plasma
gas cooling because stainless steel is a good heat conducting material95,96 and can act
as a heat sink from the plasma to the ambient air. These observations are visually
demonstrated by two IR-thermography pictures in Figure 3.5b and c. For the FAPA
with short capillary (cf. Figure 3.5c, 40 mA applied) higher temperatures (213 °C) as
well as a larger heated spot is observed in comparison to the FAPA with long capillary
(cf. Figure 3.5b, 40 mA applied), for which a temperature of 111 °C was detected. The
criterium for the comparison of the spot size an area with a temperature with ≥70%
of the maximum detected temperature is considered. Here it was found that with the
long capillary a surface area of 0.72 cm2 was covered between 78 °C and 111 °C, while
with the short capillary a surface area of 1.55 cm2 was covered in the temperature
range of 149 °C and 213 °C. In comparison to the results obtained by Pfeuffer et al.
the glass plate is heated in a similar elliptical shape because the FAPA is oriented in a
60° angle with respect to the surface.70
An aforementioned benefit of the p2c-FAPA compared to the p2p-FAPA is
the minimized analyte oxidation by ambient oxygen and therefore less possibilities of
mass spectral interferences of these oxides with other analytes of interest. Also, less
oxidation could be advantageous for the instrument sensitivity because less
competitive oxidation of analyte molecules might result in improved ion signals of
protonated molecules. To compare the 25 mm and 11 mm anode capillaries of the
FAPA; in this regard mass spectra of DPA are presented in Figure 3.6. This
compound has also been used by Shelley et al. when p2c-FAPA was introduced in
2011.11
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6 Mass spectra of DPA analyzed via TM-FAPA-MS with the 25 mm (a) and 11 mm (b)
anode capillary of the FAPA source (positive-ion detection mode). The analyte solution (2 µL,
20 µg/mL) was deposited on a stainless-steel mesh and the solvent was evaporated at ambient
conditions prior analysis. Relative mass accuracy (RMA) better than ±1 ppm. The black stars
indicate degradation products and synthesis byproducts of the DPA standard.

By comparing the mass spectra of DPA detected with the two different FAPA
source geometries only minor differences can be observed. Base peak in both mass
spectra is the [M+H]+ peak of DPA (m/z 170.0965, mass accuracy 0.4 ppm). Another
abundant peak at m/z 184.0757 (mass accuracy 0.1 ppm, relative abundance to base
peak 9-15%) originates from an oxidized species with the sum formula C12H11ON
which might originate from oxidation of the standard compound in the storage
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container by ambient air. This reactivity is also described by Vogt and Gerulis in
Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry.97 However, a typical oxidation
product formed by FAPA during the ionization process is the [(M+O)+H]+-ion, in
this case with m/z 186.0915 (mass accuracy 0.9 ppm). This ion is only observed for
the FAPA source with shorter anode capillary (relative abundance to the base peak
4%) and is not observed for the FAPA source with 25-mm anode capillary (cf. Figure
3.6) The peaks in the mass spectrum marked with a black star are originating from
background ions also observed in mass spectra detected with a caffeine analyte in the
same concentration range.
For direct and semiquantitative comparison of the m/z 170.0965,
m/z 184.0757, and m/z 186.0915 ion abundances the transient signal of the respective
ions were integrated and the resulting EIC areas are shown in relation to the current
applied to the FAPA cathode (cf. Figure 3.7). It is observed for both FAPA anodes
that the [M+H]+-ion abundance significantly increases when the FAPA operating
current is increased from 5 mA to 25 mA. With higher operating currents signal
abundance of the DPA [M+H]+-ion reaches a plateau at ~1.4·104 a.u. and
~0.7·104 a.u. for the 25-mm and 11-mm capillary, respectively. It is worth mentioning
that the RSDs for all measurements of m/z 170.0965 are approximately 35% for both
anode lengths. The ion abundance of the oxidized DPA at m/z 184.0757 behaves
slightly different to the trend of the [M+H]+-ion. In case of the 25-mm anode capillary
the [M+O−H]+-ion abundance remains at an abundance of approximately
0.1·104 a.u. over the whole range of applied currents. Contrary, the m/z 184.0757 ionsignal increases from 0.001·104 a.u. (5 mA) to 0.3·104 a.u. (25 mA) for the 11-mm
anode FAPA source, and remaining constant with further increasing currents,
identical to the [M+H]+-ion. However, it is interesting to observe that for example at
45 mA applied to the 11-mm anode the signal abundance of m/z 170.0965 and
m/z 184.0757 behave differently. Here the [M+H]+ signal increases, while the
[M+O−H]+ signal abundance decreases, which raises the question whether the ions
are dependent on each other due to analyte oxidation during the ionization process
or if the oxidation is also (partially) caused in the analyte container during storage.
The oxidized and protonated analyte molecule with sum formula [(M+O)+H]+
(m/z 184.0757) is observed at very low abundances (~250 a.u.) when DPA is analyzed
with the short capillary FAPA source.
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Figure 3.7 Integrated transient signal abundance of the [M+H]+-ion (black), the [M−H+O]+-ion
(orange), and the [(M+O)+H]+-ion (blue) analyzed by the FAPA source with 25 mm (a) and
11 mm (b) anode capillary. For the measurements 2 µL of the DPA analyte solution (20 µg/mL)
was deposited.

In addition to the above presented results also the instrumental detection limit
(IDL) for DPA was measured for the TM-FAPA-MS experiment. For the
measurements DPA standard solutions in the concentration range 2-100 mg/mL (six
calibration levels) and n=5 measurements for each calibration level were used. A
description of the data evaluation procedure and the calculation of the IDLs can be
found in the experimental section and the appendix 11.3 and 11.5, respectively. For
the 25 mm anode capillary, an IDL of 2.5 mg/mL and for the 11 mm capillary an
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IDL of 0.2 mg/mL was found, when 2 µL of the analyte solution is deposited on the
stainless-steel mesh. In conclusion, a shorter anode capillary significantly increases the
surface temperature of the analyte substrate and therefore can aid direct surface
desorption and improve the method sensitivity. Coincidently, the oxidation of the
analyte molecule is not significantly increased in comparison to the 25-mm anode
capillary.
Influence of the Interelectrode Distance. To further study the fundamental
features of the FAPA source and to improve the sensitivity of the desorption/ionization source, the influence of the interelectrode distance is discussed. In the above
presented results for all experiments a distance of 8 mm was selected between the tip
of the pin cathode and the back end of the anode capillary, positioned inside the
ceramic discharge chamber. The interelectrode distance was studied via the mass
spectral signal of caffeine and nicotine test substances deposited and separated on a
NP-TLC plate. By mass spectral imaging and signal integration of these analyte spots
the detected analyte signal can be compared semi-quantitatively and consequently the
relationship between the interelectrode distance and the FAPA-MS sensitivity can be
interpreted. A detailed explanation of the mass spectral imaging procedure and data
evaluation is described in the experimental section 3.2. The sum of voxel volumes
detected for the two analytes are presented in Figure 3.8a in relation to the
interelectrode distance.
For short interelectrode distances (e.g., 4 mm) signal abundances of 4·105 a.u.
and 2·105 a.u. were detected for caffeine and nicotine, respectively. With increasing
interelectrode distance an increase in the signal abundance was observed. For
example, ion abundances of 1·107 a.u. (caffeine) and 3·106 a.u. (nicotine) were
detected for an 11 mm interelectrode distance. These results can be explained by the
information obtained in Figure 3.8b, in which the power applied to the plasma is
plotted against the interelectrode distance. Due to the constant-current mode in
which the FAPA was operated the voltage changes with altered FAPA source
geometry. With increasing electrode distance, an increase of the power consumption
of the glow discharge by an increase of the voltage is observed, which probably leads
to the higher plasma temperatures. The higher plasma temperatures cause a higher
sample substrate temperature and therefore an enhanced analyte evaporation.
Consequently, an increase of the electrode distance could be a useful approach to
analyze samples with compounds of higher vapor pressure or low analyte
concentrations. However, higher power consumption would lead to increased
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operational costs of the method. Most important, the FAPA source would require
more frequent maintenance due to wear and deposits on the electrodes.
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Figure 3.8 Influence of the FAPA (11 mm version) interelectrode distance with respect to the
signal abundance of the model substances caffeine (m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm) and nicotine
(m/z 163.1229 ±8 ppm) (a) and change of the power consumption of the FAPA source with altered
electrode distance (b). The analytes were desorbed from a NP-TLC plate after analyte separation.
The FAPA was operated in constant-current mode (25 mA applied to pin electrode).
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Development of a Temperature-Controlled Sample Holder for the
Analysis of Heat Sensitive and Volatile Analytes. In addition to the optimization
of the ADI source the analyte sampling conditions also play an important role for the
sensitivity of the ADI-MS method. For example, the analysis of very volatile
compounds is a challenging task especially if the analytes can easily evaporate at
ambient temperatures due to their low vapor pressures. Compounds with this
characteristic are for example carbonates, which serve as electrolytes in lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) and the vapor pressure of the frequently used electrolytes dimethyl
carbonate (DMC), ethylene carbonate (EC), or propylene carbonate (PC) are
1.066 kPa, 0.005 kPa, or 0.008 kPa (all at 20 °C), respectively.98,99 To avoid sample loss
by evaporation before the analytes could be probed by ADI-MS a temperaturecontrolled sample holder will be developed in this study and applied to the analysis of
LIB electrolytes.
Today, extensive work is done in the development of new LIB materials to
improve the storage capacity and lifetime span of these devices due to the increased
interest in large-scale energy storage and electric vehicles.100,101 This development
process is accompanied with the elucidation of degradation processes of e.g.,
conducting salts (e.g., LiPF6), and electrolytes inside the battery.102 In this regard,
thermal stress, residues of water molecules, and electrical cyclization were identified
to be an important factor for these decomposition processes. In the past,
investigations have been done by our research group to apply LTP-MS to the analysis
of electrolyte degradation products103 to avoid the extensive sample preparation for
established analysis techniques such as ion chromatography (IC)104 and ESI-MS,105
and to perform direct analysis of the LIB at ambient conditions. In this study, a
heating and cooling stage for the sample substrate is developed to attenuate the
evaporation of the volatile electrolyte components.
The temperature-controlled sample holder was constructed with a Peltier
element on which solid samples (e.g., electrodes) were directly deposited. Liquid
samples were pipetted into a custom-made well plate, which was then positioned on
the above-mentioned Peltier element. Excess heat or cold on the down site of the
Peltier element was removed with a GPU water cooling block. To determine the
surface temperature of the sampling surface IR thermography was performed with
the identical experimental setup as previously used in this chapter. In Figure 3.9, two
thermography images of the sampling surface are shown as well as a graph with the
measured surface temperatures in relation to the voltage applied to the Peltier
element. For these measurements the LTP was turned on to include the temperature
influence of the plasma as well.
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Figure 3.9 IR-thermography images of the cooled (a) and heated (b) sample well plate (quartz
glass) and overview of the measured surface temperature in relation to the voltage applied to the
Peltier element (c). The surface temperature of the sampling spot was measured while the turned on
LTP probe was positioned in front of the mass spectrometer, identical to the true operating setup.
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In Figure 3.9a 6 V were applied to the Peltier element and at the sampling
position underneath the LTP source and in front of the inlet capillary of the mass
spectrometer a temperature of −3 °C was measured. For the example in (b) the
polarity of the applied voltage was interchanged and 15 V resulted in a surface
temperature of 140 °C. The IR thermography measurements are summarized by
Figure 3.9c and the detected surface temperature of the analyte sampling position are
related to the voltage applied to the Peltier element (n=3 for each datapoint). In this
figure, it is observed that a temperature range from −3 °C to 140 °C can be covered
with this new sample holder and even lower temperatures of the sample surface are
possible. However, temperatures below −1 °C caused severe water condensation and
ice formation on the sampling surface.
The characterization of the sample holder temperature was followed by
identification of possible degradation products in an LP30 electrolyte mixture. For
this purpose, the pure electrolyte was thermally stressed over the course of 14 days at
85 °C inside sealed aluminum container. In Figure 3.10 the LTP-MS mass spectra of
the pure analyte mixture after 7 days of thermal aging is presented in positive-ion (a)
and negative-ion (b) detection mode. In positive-ion detection mode mainly the
protonated molecular-ions of the electrolytes EC (m/z 89) and DMC (m/z 91) were
detected and could be identified via accurate mass measurement with relative mass
accuracy (RMA) better than 3 ppm. In addition to the ions for EC and DMC the
degradation product OPF(OCH3)2 could be assigned to the ion at m/z 129.0112
(RMA of 2 ppm) and a protonated EC dimer ion was detected at m/z 177.0397 (RMA
of 3 ppm). For the former ion, also the degradation product OPF(OH)(OC2H5) is
reported in the literature with one ethyl ester group instead of two methyl ester
groups. However, this molecular structure is very unlikely for the analytes probed in
these experiments, because the electrolytes EC and DMC do not involve ethyl groups
in their molecular structure. Consequently, this ethyl group cannot be transferred to
the PF6− ion dissolved in these electrolytes. Furthermore, the base peak at
m/z 103.0394 (RMA of 2 ppm) could be related to the formation of propylene
carbonate (PC), a derivate of EC which was originally not present in the SelectiLite
LP30 electrolyte mixture. Mass spectra of the raw electrolyte mixture before
electrolyte aging (cf. Figure 11.12 in the appendix) prove that this compound is not
present and must have formed during the thermal aging procedure. The other ions
with the black labeled peaks could be related to the analyzed sample but to this date
no specific molecular structure could be related to these ions.
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Figure 3.10 Mass spectra of LP30 after 7 days of thermal aging detected in positive-ion (a) and
negative-ion (b) detection mode via LTP-MS. The sampling surface temperature was set to 50 °C to
aid analyte desorption.

In negative-ion detection mode (Figure 3.10b) ionic phosphorous species
could be detected, which originate from degradation of the PF6− salt (m/z 144.9613)
during thermal aging. In a first application of LTP-MS to the analysis of LIB
electrolytes the compounds OPF2(OH) (m/z 100.9604) and OPF(OH)(OCH3)
(m/z 112.9804) could be already identified by Vortmann et al.103 Based on the results
found in the literature, the authors expanded a decomposition pathway for the
hydrolysis of the PF6− salt and state that residues of water molecules inside the battery
may cause this reaction. The OPF2(OH) is clearly formed by this hydrolysis,104 but
the formation of OPF(OH)(OCH3) (monofluorophosphoric acid methyl ester)
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requires a different or modified reaction mechanism than pure hydrolysis because a
substitution with a methoxy group at the phosphorous atom is observed.
Campion et al. suggested in this regard an autocatalytic reaction of the intermediate
degradation product phosphorus oxyflourid (OPF3) with the carbonate solvent
molecules (RO(CO)OR, R=organic substituent) and with the loss of CO and RF the
methoxy group is bound to the phosphorous atom. Furthermore, the number of
detected decomposition products could be expanded for LTP-MS with the new
temperature-controlled sampling plate (surface temperature 50 °C). The degradation
product OPF4− was detected as the base peak of the above shown mass spectrum at
m/z 122.9623 (RMA of 4 ppm) and the molecules OPF(OH)2 and
OPF(OH)(O(C2H5)OCH3) were detected at m/z 98.9646 and m/z 157.0065 (relative
ion abundances of ~1%), respectively.
To investigate the long-term formation of the decomposition products the
pure electrolyte solutions were thermally stressed (85 °C) over the course of 14 days
in sealed containers. Doing this, separate samples after 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, and 14 days (each
n=3) were collected and the sample solutions were probed by LTP-MS after the
14 days were completed. To quench the electrolyte decomposition reactions the
sealed aluminum containers were stored at −18 °C immediately after they were
removed from the oven. For semi-quantitative comparison of the analyte abundance
in the samples the transient ion-signal of the respective degradation product was
integrated and the resulting ion abundances are summarized in Figure 3.11.
For better readability only the nominal masses of the ions are stated in the
following text of this chapter. In Figure 3.11 the abundances of the ions at m/z 98,
100, 112, 122, and 125 are compared to the hyperbolic decreasing ion abundance of
PF6−. For these decomposition products a significant increase of the ion abundance
is observed in the very beginning of the aging period. As an example, the ion
abundance of m/z 112 increases nearly two orders of magnitude within the first four
days of thermal aging. After these four days of thermal electrolyte aging the signal
abundance of the reaction products reach a plateau and therefore it can be assumed
that the reaction kinetics of the electrolyte decomposition slow down. In the study
published by Vortmann et al.103 this plateau for the electrolyte degradation was not
observed. However, this observation can be explained by the different storage
temperatures (20 °C in comparison to 85 °C), which were used for the electrolyte
aging experiments. Due to the higher storage temperature in this presented chapter
the electrolyte is aged at more drastic conditions and therefore the ion abundance
plateau could be observed after only several days.
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Figure 3.11 Integrated ion abundance of electrolyte degradation products and raw electrolyte
compounds after the electrolyte LP30 was thermally stressed for two weeks, and subsequently
analyzed via LTP-MS in negative-ion detection mode. Error bars represent ±1σ of three replicate
measurements.

In the last part of this chapter section the new temperature-controlled
sampling surface is applied for direct surface sampling of electrolytes on a LIB
electrode. The sample for this experiment was taken from a cycled LIB which was
prepared by the MEET battery research center (Münster, Germany). For cyclization
the battery was charged and discharged for 60 cycles at 20 °C. After cyclization the
battery was opened and the thin electrode sheets (thin film of SLP30, polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVdF), and conductive carbon black on a 11 µm copper foil) were
disassembled form the battery housing. EC and DMC were used as electrolytes (LP30
mixture) in this battery. Unfortunately, the electrodes were not cooled during the
transport from the MEET to our analytical laboratory and thus it is expected that
large amounts of the electrolyte and decomposition substances on the electrodes
surface evaporated. Due to this reason, no distinct signal can be observed in the
extracted ion-chronogram (EIC) of the EC (cf. Figure 3.12a) or DMC analyte (data
not shown). However, via a LTP-MS line scan across the LIB electrode surface the
analyte signals at m/z 125.0804 and m/z 126.9951 could be assigned to the electrode
material (cf. Figure 3.12 c and d). For this experiment, the electrodes were probed at
two different sample surface temperatures (5 °C and 50 °C) to verify the effect of the
cooled sample holder on the analyte signal abundance and a possible influence on
spatial resolved analysis of such compounds in future applications.
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Figure 3.12 Extracted-ion chronogram of the electrolyte EC (a, m/z 89.0236 ±8 ppm), the
m/z 126.9951 ±8 ppm (b) and m/z 125.0804 ±8 ppm (c) detected by an LTP-MS line scan across a
cycled LIB electrode. The samples were analyzed at a glass plate surface temperature of 5 °C (black)
and 50 °C (orange). The blue rectangle demonstrates the 1 cm width of the LIB electrode.
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The EIC of m/z 126.9951 demonstrates that the position of this analyte can be
located on the 1 cm wide electrode, while the analyte signal remains zero when the
LTP-MS is probing the glass surface to the left and right of the electrode. For
m/z 125.0804 a more wide spread transient signal is observed, which assumedly
originates from a more volatile analyte molecule in comparison to the m/z 126
molecular-ion. The greater volatility of the analyte then causes the molecule to
evaporate even if the LTP source is in close proximity to the electrode, but not above
the electrodes’ surface. If the sampling surface is cooled to 5 °C a decreased ion
abundance is observed for both analytes in comparison to the analysis at 50 °C surface
temperature. At 5 °C also the background signal of m/z 125 is reduced to zero ion
abundance for the case the LTP is 1 cm away from the electrodes’ edges. Despite the
benefit of improved analyte localization on the sample target with decreased surface
temperatures, the overall lower ion abundances may also cause a lower sensitivity for
the target molecules because less analyte is desorbed by the LTP source. However,
these preliminary results for the analysis of an electrode and electrolyte sample system
have to be evaluated in more detail in future studies. As described above, not enough
sample material in a good quality was available at that time to perform further
experiments for e.g., structural elucidation of m/z 125 and m/z 126 by MS/MS
experiments or more importantly the detection of electrolytes and their
decomposition components on the electrode surface. Furthermore, the ideal
temperature for the sample preparation, storage and analysis need to be elucidated for
best LTP-MS sensitivity and in order to obtain reproducible results.

3.4

Conclusion

In the above presented results, the positioning of the FAPA source in front of
the mass spectrometer was optimized. Additionally, the anode capillary length and the
distance between the pin cathode and capillary anode were investigated for best
performance for direct surface analysis. The FAPA source positioning in front of the
mass spectrometer was optimized by adjusting the FAPA source angle in relation to
the horizontal sample surface as well as the FAPA distance towards the mass
spectrometer inlet capillary was adjusted. The highest signal abundances for the
caffeine analyte were observed when the FAPA source was position in 3 mm distance
towards the inlet capillary (angle: 50°) or at 2 mm distance, when the FAPA was
adjusted to an angle of 60° or 70°.
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The optimization of the FAPA geometry was performed by adjusting the
anode capillary length and the interelectrode distance between the pin cathode and
the capillary anode. IR thermography revealed that the shorter, 11 mm, capillary
caused an increased sample surface temperature of up to 246 °C in comparison to the
25 mm long anode (130 °C at 50 mA applied to the pin electrode). Thus, this
modification could be utilized to improve the sensitivity of the FAPA-MS method.
This is, because higher surface heating by the plasma might aid the analyte desorption
for the case of volatile compounds. However, Shelley et al. introduced the p2c-FAPA
source (anode length also 25 mm) with the purpose to decrease analyte oxidation by
elemental oxygen from the ambient air. In the results presented in this chapter, only
minor differences between the 11 mm and 25 mm anode capillary were observed in
this regard. The FAPA interelectrode distance between pin and capillary electrodes
were altered and compared in regard of the analyte signal of caffeine and nicotine
standards desorbed/ionized from TLC plates. Mass spectral imaging of the analytes
on the TLC plates enabled the semiquantitative comparison of the analyte signal
abundance and it was found that with increasing interelectrode distance also the
detected signal abundance of the analytes increased.
In the last section of this chapter a temperature-controlled sample holder for
the analysis of lithium-ion battery (LIB) components was developed and the resulting
sampling surface temperature was measured via IR thermography. These
measurements showed an adjustable temperature range for the sample holder
between −3 °C and 140 °C. Subsequently, this sample holder was used for the analysis
of a thermally stressed electrolyte (SelctiLite LP30) by LTP-MS to aid analyte
desorption with an increased sample surface temperature of 50 °C. This experimental
setup helped identify new electrolyte decomposition products via LTP-MS and to
monitor the signal abundance of such electrolyte degradation products. However,
further studies have to be done to improve the surface sampling capabilities of this
method. Due to the volatility of electrolyte components the sample preparation needs
to be improved so the loss of analyte compounds at ambient conditions is minimized.
A cooled sample holder for LTP-MS was presented in preliminary experiments, but
the benefit of this device needs to be evaluated in future experiments.
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4.1

Introduction

Liquid-crystal displays (LCDs) are the most commonly used display
technology worldwide to visualize graphics or text on electronic devices. In general,
LCDs consist of multi-layered structures including glass substrates, polarization
layers, transparent electrodes made of indium tin oxide (ITO), orientation layers, and
color filters, which are stacked onto each other in the display manufacturing process.
Additionally, a homogeneous mixture of rod-shaped liquid-crystalline molecules and
additive components is located between the aforementioned materials to enable the
functionality of the display. Because of the very delicate LCD manufacturing process
with pure, homogeneously distributed liquid crystals (LCs) and additives, even small
impurities may cause a failure spot in the display.106,107
For quality control and the analysis of display failures, new and more powerful
analytical methods are of great interest. The current state-of-the-art technology for
the analysis of these complex mixtures are microscopy-based methods (e.g., optical
microscopy) to identify failing pixels inside the LCD, and time-of-flight secondaryion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS)108,109 is used for further investigations to clarify
the causes of the malfunction. Furthermore, chromatography-based techniques (e.g.,
HPLC or GC) coupled to MS are frequently used in industry for the analysis and
characterization of organic compounds. These techniques can be used to investigate
display failure spots by extraction of the liquid crystals from the display panel,
followed by chromatography and mass spectrometric detection. However, to the best
knowledge of the authors, no publications in peer-reviewed journals on liquid crystal
display analysis via HPLC-MS or GC-MS are available. Lately, also laser-ablation
atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization mass spectrometry (LA-APCI-MS) was
evaluated as a potential surface imaging method for LCD analysis.110 Possible causes
for display failure can be contaminations with other liquid-crystal products, or
particulates, but also errors in the display manufacturing process.106,108,109,111
Therefore, the region of interest of the LCD is cut out of the display panel and the
liquid crystals manually extracted, which is time-consuming and requires the use of
organic solvents commonly used for chromatography. Furthermore, this sampling
and analysis approach leads to a loss in the spatial structure of the display failure spot,
which would provide a better indication of the cause for failure. Therefore, alternative
methods for faster analyte screening that also provide spatial information are of great
importance.
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In the field of organic mass spectrometry, ambient desorption/ionization has
become an important tool for the direct analysis of complex sample materials in the
solid, liquid, or gaseous phase. After Cooks et al.6 founded the research field of ADIMS in 2004, by publishing their first results about the DESI source, three major
classes of ADI-MS sources evolved in the following years. For example, DESI,
desorption sonic spray ionization (DeSSI),112 extractive electrospray ionization
(EESI),113 or easy sonic spray ionization (EASI)114 are examples for spray-based ADIMS techniques. DART,7 ASAP,32 desorption atmospheric pressure chemical
ionization (DAPCI),34 the LTP probe,8 and FAPA9,10 are examples of plasma-based
ADI sources. Techniques that involve a laser beam are referred to as laser-based ADI
sources and include laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI)28 or plasmaassisted laser desorption ionization (PALDI).115 In most cases, these laser-based
techniques use the laser for sample desorption/ablation, while analyte ionization is
caused by an electrospray or plasma source. Until today, more than 40 ADI sources
have been published,27 while more than half of them are plasma-based.38 The first
commercially available plasma-based ADI source was DART, developed by
Cody et al. in 2005.7 In the original DART setup, a corona discharge is formed inside
a discharge chamber by applying a high direct-current (DC) voltage to a pin electrode.
Helium was used as the discharge gas, equal to most of the plasma-based ADI
sources. The resulting ionic species are filtered out by an additional electrode, while
neutral, excited plasma species leave the source through the externally heated front
end of the DART source.7 More recently, various DART configurations can be found
in the literature and are also commercially available.39,43,116-118 The LTP probe is
operated with an alternating current (AC) to form a dielectric-barrier discharge (DBD)
inside a tube made of a dielectric material. In the first published work by Harper et al.,8
2.5-5 kVp-p at 2-5 kHz were applied to a copper ring electrode on the outside of a
glass tube, while a needle electrode inside the tube was grounded. The third ADI-MS
technique, which will be compared with the aforementioned sources, is the FAPA
developed by Andrade et al. in 2008.9,10 This APGD is formed inside an insulating
discharge chamber, by applying a negative potential to a pin cathode, while a pinhole
or capillary anode is grounded.11 An overview of the important plasma-based ADI
sources including instrumental parameters of DART, LTP, and FAPA is given in a
recent review5 and a brief summary is presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of specific DART-, LTP-, and FAPA parameter.5,39

DART
Inventor/scientist:
R. B. Cody et al.

LTP
Inventor/scientist:
J. D. Harper et al.

FAPA
Inventor/scientist:
F. J. Andrade et al.

Year of development: 2005 Year of development: 2008 Year of development: 2008
Commercialized: Yes

Commercialized: No

Commercialized: No

Type of plasma:
Type of plasma:
Type of plasma:
Corona-to-Glow discharge Dielectric-barrier discharge Glow-to-arc discharge
Operation voltage:
DC (kV range, ~6 W)

Operation voltage:
AC (kV range, <3 W)

Operation voltage:
DC (V range, <13 W)

Plasma gas:
He (1-3 L/min)

Plasma gas:
Plasma gas:
He and N2 (0.08-1 L/min) He (0.5-2 L/min)

Plasma temperature:
~55 °C

Plasma temperature:
30-40 °C

Plasma temperature:
250-350 °C

Gas heater:
Typically used for analyte
desorption of high vapor
pressure compounds

Gas heater:
Typically used for analyte
desorption of high vapor
pressure compounds

Gas heater:
None, because of selfheating of the plasma gas

Electrode geometry:
1) Pin electrode with high
voltage applied
2) Additional mesh
electrodes to filter ionic
plasma species

Electrode geometry:
1) Grounded needle
electrode inside dielectric
barrier tube (glass or
ceramic)
2) High voltage ringelectrode (Cu) around the
dielectric barrier tube

Electrode geometry:
1) Pin electrode with
negative potential applied
2) Grounded pinhole plate
or capillary

Since the introduction of these plasma-based sources, various applications for
the analysis or detection of (illicit) drugs, explosives, pesticides, and other small
molecules as well as polymer materials have been presented in literature.8,11,47,48,119-121
Additionally, fundamental studies on the operation of DART,122 LTP,57,92 and
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FAPA52 have been published in the last decade. Interestingly, only a few studies have
been done to compare DART, LTP, and FAPA regarding their performance towards
designated applications or analyte types.123 Due to the different plasma formation
conditions (e.g., corona discharge, DBD, and APGD, respectively), each ADI source
has its own unique features with regard to the desorption and ionization process,
which can be beneficial or unfavorable depending on the application. Therefore, this
chapter aims to compare DART, LTP, and FAPA sources for the purpose of liquidcrystal analysis from standards, mixtures, and real display samples.

4.2

Experimental Section

Reagents. All chemical solvents and agents were analytical grade. Acetonitrile,
methanol, toluene, and water were purchased from Fisher Scientific Inc. (Pittsburgh,
PA, USA). The liquid crystals ST00484, ST00552, and ST00553 were obtained from
Synthon Chemicals GmbH & Co. KG (Wolfen, Germany). The liquid crystal
compound ZLI-1544 was bought from AstaTECH Inc. (Bristol (PA), USA).
CB15/E7, the liquid-crystal mixture, used in commercially available LCDs, as well as
an LCD test cell, was provided by Merck KGaA.
Direct Analysis in Real Time. For all DART-MS measurements, the
commercially available DART ID-Cube (IonSense Inc., Saugus, MA, USA) was used.
For these experiments, a flow rate of 700 mL/min of helium (99.999%, Airgas Inc.,
Radnor, PA, USA) was used. The plasma was operated at 1 kV DC voltage and
45.7 µA applied to the pin electrode inside the DART source. A liquid sample (2 µL,
dissolved in toluene) was deposited on the narrow waist of the metal mesh on an
OpenSpot Card (IonSense Inc.) and positioned between the on-axis aligned DART
source and MS inlet capillary. For enhanced sample desorption, 5 A of DC current
was applied to the metal mesh to enhance the analyte desorption. The temperature of
the wire mesh at the analyte sampling position was determined by IR-thermography
and was found to be ~305 °C (mean value). The aforementioned temperature of the
wire mesh was measured without deposited sample and without the DART source
pointing towards the mesh. For the determination of the wire mesh surface
temperature of the OpenSpot Card a thermal camera (model testo 875) from Testo
SE & Co. KGaA was used. The subsequent data evaluation was performed with the
software testo IRSoft (version 2.5). Therefore, an emissivity of 0.78 (oxidized steel at
a temperature between 125 and 525 °C)124 and a reflected temperature of 20 °C was
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used as parameters for the IR-thermography measurement. To avoid excess helium
entering the mass spectrometer a VAPUR® interface (IonSense Inc.) was used. The
ambient gas from the inside of the VAPUR® interface was evacuated by a diaphragm
vacuum pump (model MZ 2C, Vacuubrand GmbH & Co. KG, Wertheim, Germany).
The amount of removed gas was regulated by a carefully optimized needle valve
(IonSense Inc.) with the valve positioned at the blue ring and rotated to position 9.5.
Low-Temperature Plasma Probe. The LTP source was home-built and was
described earlier by Albert et al.92 The LTP probe consisted of a needle electrode made
of stainless steel (0.5 mm o.d.) inside of a quartz capillary (7 mm o.d., 1 mm i.d.) and
a copper ring electrode of 20 mm width on the outside of the glass capillary. During
operation, 300 mL/min helium (99.999%, Airgas Inc.) was introduced into the LTP
source via a mass flow controller (model EL-FLOW Select, Bronkhorst Mättig
GmbH, Kamen, Germany). An AC voltage of 14 kVp-p at 31 kHz was applied to the
steel electrode, while the copper electrode was grounded, to form a dielectric-barrier
discharge inside the quartz tube. The LTP probe was powered with a Voltagezone
Electronics e. U. DC-AC converter (model HVGEN10AC v3.1). In on-axis
operation, sample deposition and analysis were performed analogously to the DART
analysis. For surface analysis an optimized LTP to MS geometry, published by
Albert et al.,88 was used since the identical LTP configuration with equal instrument
parameters was used in this chapter. Therefore, the LTP source was positioned in a
60° angle and 2-mm distance towards the MS inlet capillary, while the distance
between LTP and sample surface was 5 mm. For the analysis, 1 µL of the sample was
deposited on a microscope slide and positioned 1 mm underneath the MS inlet
capillary. To enhance sample desorption, the microscope slide was heated to 150 °C
surface temperature by applying 30 V to a silicon resistance heating mat (Thermo
Flächenheizungs GmbH, Rohrbach, Germany).
Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. Due to the similarities in the
source design of the ID-Cube DART source and the original p2p-FAPA source, the
on-axis FAPA experiments were performed with the ID-Cube source housing, but
with adjusted operating conditions. Helium (99.999%, Airgas Inc.) at 700 mL/min
was used as the plasma gas. The plasma was operated by applying a negative potential
to the stainless-steel pin electrode through a 5 kΩ ballast resistor by a Kepco highvoltage DC power supply (model BHK 1000-0.2MG, Kepco Inc.). The FAPA source
was operated at 20 mA in constant-current mode. The anode was connected to the
ground potential of the power supply. Sample deposition and analysis was analogous
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to the DART and LTP analysis as described above. For direct surface analysis, the
p2p-FAPA source described by Shelley et al. was used.55 The discharge was
maintained between the stainless-steel pin-electrode and a brass plate anode. The
distance between the electrodes was 7.5 mm. Helium (99.999%, Airgas Inc.) was
introduced into the discharge chamber with a flow rate of 600 mL/min.
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry. For this chapter, two high-resolution
mass spectrometers equipped with an Orbitrap mass analyzer were used (Exactive
and Exactive Plus, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH). Before the experiments were
performed both mass spectrometers were calibrated with a mass calibration standard
containing caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), MRFA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala acetate salt,
Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), and Ultramark 1621 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), on a daily basis. To
ensure accurate m/z measurements, mass calibration was performed with the
automated calibration routine implemented in the instrument software. For all
identified m/z presented in this chapter (mass range 236-430 u) the RMA was better
than 2 ppm. To position the ADI source in front of the mass spectrometer the
electrospray ionization housing was removed and the conventional inlet capillary was
replaced by a 4-cm extended capillary on the front end. The inner diameter of the
inlet capillary (0.6 mm) was the same as the original inlet capillary for ESI-MS.
Information of the experimental settings of the mass spectrometers is given in the
appendix (cf. chapter 11.1, Table 11.1).

4.3

Results and Discussion

Analysis of Commercially Available Liquid Crystals. In this chapter, three
plasma-based ADI-MS techniques are compared for their ability to directly analyze
liquid crystals. In addition, this method could be a potential tool for fast screening of
liquid crystals, degradation products, and impurities in LCDs to investigate display
failure spots. Due to the special requirements for the LCD application, liquid-crystal
mixtures are specifically formulated with designated liquid crystals and additives.
Consequently, even unwanted liquid crystals and additives originating from the
former LCD type produced at the manufacturing line could be possible contaminants.
Also, adhesive materials (e.g., Loctite 352) on the edges of the display panel may
interact with the liquid crystals in case of not sufficient adhesive curing and, in turn,
may cause display spots to fail.
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To compare the capabilities of DART-, LTP-, and FAPA-MS for direct liquidcrystal analysis, 2 µL of diluted liquid-crystal standard solutions (0.06-0.41 µg/µL,
dissolved in toluene) was deposited on a stainless-steel mesh and analyzed in TMADI-MS. The LC molecules analyzed are listed in Table 4.2 and comprise imide and
pyrimidine functional groups as well as aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbon structures
(more detailed information about the LC-I to III is given in Table 11.6).

Table 4.2 List of LCs analyzed by DART-, LTP-, and FAPA-MS.

LC-I

LC-II

Product name: ST00484 a
MW c: 267.37 g/mol
Sum formula: C18H21NO

Product name: ST00552 a
MW: 368.56 g/mol
Sum formula: C24H36N2O
LC-III

Product name: ZLI-1544 b
MW: 430.71 g/mol
Sum formula: C32H46
Product name of Synthon Chemicals, Wolfen, Germany. b Product name of AstaTECH Inc., Bristol (PA),
USA. c MW: molecular weight.

a

The sample target with the liquid samples was positioned between the ADI
source and the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer. Additional heating of the
sample substrate was used to evaporate the main portion of the analytes by thermal
desorption. In this regard, Krechmer et al. were able to show that aided thermal
desorption of the sample can be used to separate the analyte desorption process from
the analyte ionization in TM-DART-MS experiments.118 For these experiments, the
authors deactivated the plasma gas heater of the DART SVP-A source (IonSense,
Inc., Saugus, MA, USA) and detected no analyte signal when the resistively heated
sample target was at ambient temperatures. These findings correlate with a study by
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Shelley et al. who determined the plasma temperature of DART-like discharges
(without external heating) to be ~55 °C13 and concluded that external heating is
required to analyze organic molecules of low volatility. Similarly, to the C-G discharge
of the DART source, the dielectric-barrier discharge of the LTP probe also operates
at temperatures close to ambient temperatures (~30 °C).8 Based on these findings, it
is assumed here that the liquid crystals are desorbed at a very similar rate with both
ADI sources, DART and LTP, when external heating is applied to the wire screen
between ADI source and the atmospheric pressure inlet of the mass spectrometer.
Therefore, the differences in analyte ion abundance reported below are likely
governed by other factors than plasma temperature (discussed below). In contrast to
DART and LTP, Shelley et al. reported afterglow temperatures of up to 235 °C for
the G-A discharge of the FAPA source.13 The discharge itself is very likely to aid in
the thermal desorption process in addition to the resistively heated stainless-steel
mesh (~305 °C). This hypothesis is discussed in detail below when the analyte signal
abundances are compared for different ADI-MS conditions with and without external
heating.
Detected and identified m/z in the mass spectra of the single standard
compound analysis include positively charged molecules ([M]+•) and protonated
molecules ([M+H]+) (cf. Figure 4.1). These observed species of the analyte molecules
were produced via a charge transfer and proton transfer reaction mechanism,
respectively, caused by the reactive plasma species such as H3O+, N2+, NO+, and
NO.55,57,123,125,126
The imide liquid crystal with the product name ST00484 (cf. Figure 4.1a-c) was
readily ionized and detected with all three ADI sources. With DART-MS
approximately 10- and 2-times higher signals can be detected for the base peak in
comparison with LTP- and FAPA-MS, respectively. In addition to the [M+H]+ peak,
no further m/z values corresponding to analyte fragmentation can be identified when
analyzing this LC with DART-MS, but analyte oxidation (e.g., [(M+O)+H]+,
m/z 284.1646) can be observed at low relative abundances of less than 0.1%. For
LTP-MS, similar observations compared with DART-MS can be made. Only a small
portion of the analyte (<0.3%) was oxidized by the ADI source. In the mass spectrum
of ST00484 detected by FAPA-MS, the protonated molecular ion and the oxidized
species can be observed with abundances of 48% (m/z 268.1691) and 1.5%
(m/z 284.1646) relative to the maximum intensity of the DART-MS analysis. Further,
two abundant peaks can be detected in addition to the [M+H]+-ion.
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(a) DART

(b) LTP

(c) FAPA

Figure 4.1 Mass spectra of ST00484 (a-c), ST00552 (d-f), and ZLI-1544 (g-i) detected by DART-,
LTP-, and FAPA-MS in positive-ion detection mode. DART- and FAPA-MS measurements were
performed with an Exactive Plus, while LTP-MS measurements were performed with an Exactive.
Analyte signals were identified with an RMA better than ±2 ppm. For visualization purposes, the
peak heights are normalized to the most abundant ion produced by any of the three ADI sources.
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(d) DART

(e) LTP

(f) FAPA

Figure 4.1 Continued.
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(g) DART
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(h) LTP

•

(i) FAPA
•

Figure 4.1 Continued.
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The m/z 150.1275 ion was identified as C10H16N+, which results from cleavage of the
imide bond in the molecular structure of the Schiff base molecule (cf. Figure 4.2a).
The peak at m/z 166.1224 (C10H16ON+) could be associated to oxidation of the
aforementioned fragment at m/z 150.1275 by an oxygen radical formed by the plasma
(cf. Figure 4.2b). However, by addition of the protonated molecular-ion signal
abundance and the fragment ion signal abundance of LC-I, an almost identical signal
abundance for this analyte is obtained by DART- and FAPA-MS. The fragmentation
and oxidation of ST00484 caused by the FAPA source might be explained by two
reasons. First, it is reported in the literature that the p2p-FAPA source may cause
analyte oxidation by ambient oxygen. Second, the high temperatures applied to the
stainless steel mesh and the additional heating of the FAPA source certainly exceed
the flashpoint of LC-I at ~113 °C.127 The combination of the aforementioned oxygen
species and the rather high temperature might promote analyte fragmentation.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.2 Possible reaction pathway of the fragmentation and oxidation of ST00484 by
FAPA-MS (a), followed by the oxidation of the fragmentation product (b).

For the analytes ST00552 (LC-II) and ZLI-1544 (LC-III), most abundant
analyte-ion signals were detected with FAPA-MS. For LC-II, further peaks in addition
to the [M+H]+-ion were observed (cf. Figure 4.1e and f). Via accurate mass detection
a mass shift of 15.9952 u and 31.9906 u towards the protonated molecular ion can be
determined for the m/z 385.2849 and m/z 401.2803 ions, respectively. This
corresponds to oxidation of the analyte with one and two oxygen atoms. In the
literature, this type of oxidation by plasma species has already been described by Tosi
et al.128 for corona discharge APCI. Additionally, Chan et al.57 revealed the presence
of atomic oxygen by optical emission spectroscopy inside the helium plasma and
afterglow region of the LTP probe. The radical atomic oxygen in the plasma originates
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from molecular oxygen in the ambient air diffusing into the discharge region.
Therefore, the observed analyte oxidation is caused by a reaction of oxygen radicals
with the aromatic system of the molecule.11 For the DART source, an oxidized species
at m/z 385.2849 can be identified as well, but the relative abundance of the
[(M+O)+H]+-species is approximately 20 times lower compared with the FAPA-MS
measurement. Due to a comparatively high molecular mass of 430.36 u it is difficult
to directly desorb the analyte due to the lower vapor pressure. Further, the absence
of polar functional groups in LC-III prevents the ionization by protonation, which is
the often-observed ionization mechanism for the three plasma sources. Nevertheless,
it was possible to detect the [M]+• ion of this LC-III at m/z 430.3594 with aided
sample desorption by external heating. The ion at m/z 279.1583 in Figure 4.1g-i was
due to a background signal from the ambient conditions around the ADI source.
Comparing the aforementioned results with the analysis of the identical liquid
crystals but in this case without external heating (cf. Figure 11.13), it was observed that
ST00552 and ZLI-1544 cannot be detected with any of the discussed ADI-MS
techniques. The most abundant ion in these mass spectra at m/z 279.1583
corresponds to the background and was identified to be the protonated dibutyl
phthalate or an isomeric phthalate structure with the sum formula C16H23O4+ (mass
accuracy better than ±0.2 ppm). The lightest analyzed molecule, ST00484, could be
detected with DART-, LTP-, and FAPA-MS, but with a drastic loss in signal
compared with the mass spectra detected with external heating. This finding was
particularly true for the thermally cooler DART and LTP sources where a decrease in
the signal of approximately two orders of magnitude was observed. Due to the higher
plasma and afterglow temperatures of the FAPA source, the signal for ST00484 was
only 50% lower compared with the case where external heating of the metal mesh
was used. These findings confirm that the desorption process of plasma-based ADI
sources dramatically depends on the thermal desorption capabilities of the ADI
source and the volatility of the analyte(s).
Typically, LCs are used in mixtures to fulfill a designated purpose. Therefore,
a commercially available mixture of cholesteric LCs CB15 (33%) and E7 (66%) was
analyzed with DART-, LTP-, and FAPA-MS. The LC mixture was dissolved in
toluene and a total amount of 0.52 µg of CB15/E7 was directly analyzed via plasmabased ADI-MS in transmission-mode and from a (heated) stainless-steel mesh.
Structures of the analyte molecules, detected ions, m/z ratios, and mass accuracy of
the corresponding analyte, are shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Identified molecular cations for the CB15/E7 liquid crystal mixture detected by DART-,
LTP-, and FAPA-MS.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

249.1512
250.1588
264.1383
266.1541
267.1853
499.3105

−0.1 ppm
−1.1 ppm
0.3 ppm
0.5 ppm
−1.1 ppm
−0.6 ppm

277.1823
278.1900
295.2166

−0.6 ppm
−1.2 ppm
−0.9 ppm

308.2010
325.2274

−0.4 ppm
−0.1 ppm

LC-IV and LC-V

or
Prod. name:
CB15 or 5CB
MW: 249.35 g/mol
Formula: C18H19N

[M]+•
[M+H]+
[M−H+O]+
[(M+O)+H]+
[M+NH4]+
[M2+H]+

249.1512
250.1590
264.1383
266.1539
267.1856
499.3108

LC-VI

Prod. name: 7CB
MW: 277.40 g/mol
Formula: C20H23N

[M]+•
[M+H]+
[M+NH4]+

277.1825
278.1903
295.2169

LC-VII

Prod. name: 8OCB
MW: 307.43 g/mol
Formula: C21H25NO

[M+H]+
[M+NH4]+

308.2003
325.2274
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Table 4.3 Continued.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

326.1902
343.2169

−0.2 ppm
−0.1 ppm

527.3420

−0.2 ppm

LC-VIII

Prod. name: 5CT
MW: 325.45 g/mol
Formula: C24H23N

[M+H]+
[M+NH4]+

326.1903
343.2169

LC-IV and LC-VI
Ma =
Dimer ion of LC-IV
and LC-VI

and Mb =

[Ma+Mb+H]+

527.3421

The mass spectra of the liquid-crystal mixture CB15/E7 are depicted in Figure
4.3. In Figure 4.3a-c, sample desorption was enhanced by resistively heating the metalmesh. In all the three mass spectra, the [M+H]+-peak of LC-IV and LC-V at
m/z 250.1588 was the most abundant peak. DART and FAPA ionization also
produced an ammoniated adduct ([M+NH4]+, m/z 267.1853, black star in Figure 4.3a
and c). With LTP-MS, no [M+NH4]+ was detected, but a positively charged
[M−H+O]+-species (double cross in Figure 4.3b) as well as a [(M+O)+H]+-species
(square in Figure 4.3b) was found at m/z 264.1383 and m/z 266.1541, respectively.
For the third liquid crystal of this LC mixture, LC-VI, a [M+H]+-peak (m/z 278.1903)
was detected with all three ADI sources and also ammoniated adducts were observed
(m/z 295.2166) with DART- and FAPA-MS for this analyte. The two additional LCs,
LC-VII and LC-VIII, in this liquid-crystal mixture, could be detected as an [M+H]+ion as well with any of the ADI sources. The LC-VII was detected at m/z 308.2010
([M+NH4]+ at m/z 325.2274) while the LC-VIII was detected at m/z 326.1902
([M+NH4]+ at m/z 343.2169). For all three ADI sources, a trend of decreasing signal
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abundance with increasing molecular weight was observed. Here, the decrease in
signal abundance was not as severe for the FAPA source (m/z 250.1588 with
2·108 a.u. compared with m/z 326.1902 with 1·107 a.u.); the most drastic decrease in
analyte signal was observed for the LTP source (m/z 250.1588 with 3·106 a.u.
compared with m/z 326.1902 with 6·103 a.u.). In contrast to the results for ST00484,
ST00552, and ZLI-1544, a significant amount of ammonium adduct ions was
observed for the liquid crystals containing a nitrile group, when the sample substrate
was heated. This observation might be caused by the decomposition of the nitrile
group of other analyte molecules due to the high temperatures of the metal mesh (up
to 450° C) on which the LC mixture was deposited for analysis. In the literature,
ammoxidation is described as a common synthesis for nitriles. These are formed in a
strong exothermic reaction by using oxygen, ammonia, and an alkene in combination
with a bismuth molybdate catalyst.129 Therefore, the high temperatures of the metal
mesh and the plasma source might cause a thermodynamically driven degradation
reaction in the gas phase, where ammonia is released as a product.
In Figure 4.3d-f the analyte mixture CB15/E7 was analyzed without external
heating of the metal mesh. As such, analyte molecules in these samples could only
be desorbed by the respective ADI source. In this case, FAPA-MS was the
only ADI technique to produce detectable analyte ions at m/z 250.1588 ([M+H]+ of
LC-IV or LC-V), m/z 267.1853 ([M+NH4]+), m/z 278.1903 ([M+H]+ of LC-VI),
(m/z 295.2166) ([M+NH4]+), and m/z 308.2010 ([M+H]+ of LC-VII) from the
sample mixture. This observation can be explained by the significantly higher plasma
and afterglow temperatures of the FAPA source.
In the literature, afterglow temperatures of about 235 °C can be found for the
p2p-FAPA source with similar operating conditions.13 In comparison, the corona
discharge of the DART source (~55 °C)13 and the dielectric-barrier discharge of the
LTP probe (~30°C)8,130 have significant lower gas temperatures, which ultimately
leads to less analyte desorption and lower analyte signals. Furthermore, these results
point out that the elevated FAPA source temperature presumably assists the thermal
desorption of the heated metal mesh.
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Figure 4.3 Mass spectra of the CB15/E7 liquid-crystal mixture analyzed by DART-, LTP-, and
FAPA-MS (a-c) with an Exactive Plus mass spectrometer. External heating was used to enhance
sample desorption. In (d-f) no external heating but the plasma source was exclusively used for
sample desorption. For visualization purposes, the relative abundances in (a-f) are normalized to
m/z 250.1588 of (c). Mass spectra were obtained in positive-ion detection mode and ions were
identified with an RMA within ±1.2 ppm.
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(d) DART

(e) LTP

(f) FAPA

Figure 4.3 Continued.
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0

Figure 4.4 Extracted-ion chronograms (EICs)of m/z 250, 278, 499, and 527 are shown (a-c). For
visualization purposes, the relative abundances in (a-c) are normalized to m/ 250.1588 of (c).
Mass spectra were obtained in positive-ion detection mode and ions were identified
with an RMA within ±1.2 ppm.
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For the identification of the high m/z signals, the extracted-ion chronograms
(EICs) of the protonated analyte species were compared with the peaks at
m/z 499.3108 or m/z 527.3420 (cf. Figure 4.4a-c). Here dimerization of LC-IV can be
correlated to m/z 499.3108. This dimerization of LC-IV is observed when the LC
mixture is analyzed with DART- and FAPA-MS. Further, the mass traces of LC-IV
and LC-VI correlate very well with the EIC of m/z 527.3420 and the accurate mass
of the mass spectrometer (∆m/z = −0.2 ppm) indicate the formation of a
[Ma+Mb+H]+ adduct, which was observed for DART- and FAPA-MS.
Plasma-Based ADI-MS Applied to Liquid Crystals Used in Display
Technology. In subsequent analyses, a mixture of liquid crystals used in an LCD test
cell was analyzed with the previously mentioned experimental setup of the three ADI
sources. These liquid crystals were provided by Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany)
and are different compounds compared with the above presented liquid crystals. Due
to confidentiality, no further information about the molecular structures and the exact
liquid crystal mass fractions can be provided. For the analysis of the test cell, the
sealant on the outer edges was removed (performed by the test cell manufacturer,
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and the two LCD test cell halves were separated
from each other. Subsequently, a small droplet of the liquid-crystal mixture was
transferred with a pipette from the display surface to the OpenSpot Card for the
analysis by ADI-MS. The analyzed mixture contained nine liquid crystals with
different functional groups. However, aliphatic-chain and saturated ring-structured
molecules represent by mass more than 50% of the absolute amount in the mixture.
Furthermore, molecules with small aromatic systems (e.g., phenyl or biphenyl) and
double bonds were also present. As stated by the LC manufacturer, LC structures
with larger aromatic systems and fluorinated phenyl rings represent the smallest
fraction of the sample matrix.
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(a) DART

(b) LTP

(c) FAPA

Figure 4.5 Mass spectra of a liquid-crystal mixture extracted from a commercially available LCD
provided by Merck KGaA. The mixture was analyzed by DART- (a), LTP- (b), and FAPA-MS (c)
(Exactive Plus) in positive-ion detection mode. The relative abundance in (a-c) is normalized to the
most abundant signal from any of the ion sources. RMA within ±0.8 ppm. The accurate mass of
the analytes is not shown due to patent reasons.
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In Figure 4.5a-c, the obtained mass spectra at the maximum of the transient
analyte signal are depicted. With DART-MS, four of the nine components in the
mixture could be detected. The detected compounds contain adjacent aromatic rings
(e.g., biphenyl and triphenyl) as well as molecules with larger aromatic systems. Liquid
crystals with just one double bond could not be detected. In the case of LTP- and
FAPA-MS, all nine analytes were detected. In these cases, the heated metal mesh
ensured sufficient sample desorption, while the diversity of plasma species from the
DBD and APGD enabled ionization of less polar analyte molecules. Both ADI
sources were even able to ionize mono- and di-substituted double bonds. Hence, for
one species, an abstraction of a CH3-group combined with an addition of an oxygen
atom was observed. Moreover, the peaks at m/z 511.15 and m/z 529.18 the latter
attributed to adduct of water were equally observed.
The lowest detectable amount (instrumental limit-of-detection (IDL)) of the
respective liquid crystal was determined with a diluted solution of the liquid-crystal
mixture. The calculated IDLs for DART-, LTP-, and FAPA-MS are presented in
Table 4.4. For the measurements, 2 µL of the diluted standard solution (five
measurement points in the concentration range of 9 µg to 12 pg absolute deposited
amount of sample, standards dissolved in toluene) was deposited on the OpenSpot
mesh substrate and directly probed by either of the three plasma-based ADI sources.
Additional heating was applied to the sample substrate by an applied current of 5 A.
However, for some analytes, the number of calibration points was not sufficient for
accurate IDL determination due to comparatively high IDLs. In these cases, the
lowest detectable amount (deposited amount of the sample substrate, transient analyte
signal abundance at least three times higher than the standard deviation of the
background signal) of the analyte is mentioned as a rough estimate for the respective
instrumental detection limit. For the IDL determination, the detected ion signal and
the corresponding 13C-isotope peak of the particular analyte were summed and the
transient ion signals were integrated (cf. Figure 11.14a-f, three replicates per calibration
point measured). The IDLs were derived by dividing three times the standard
deviation of the background signal by the slope of the calibration curve.
In relation to the actual amounts of liquid crystals in an LCD, the calculated
IDLs are promising results for the future application in LCD analysis. Kelly et al.
reported the distance between the two substrates of a typical LCD to be 2-10 µm.107
By assuming a distance of 5 µm and a simultaneously probed surface area by the ADI
source of 1 mm2, the probed volume is 5·10−3 mm3 (5 nL). This volume is filled by
approximately 4.9 µg of the liquid-crystal mixture (density of ~0.98 mg/µL,
experimentally determined for the according liquid-crystal mixture), which
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corresponds to, e.g., 294 ng of the analyte at m/z 318, and is well above the TM-ADIMS detection limit for this analyte.

Table 4.4 IDLs for the analysis of liquid crystals incorporated in an LCD by TM-ADI-MS.a

Nominal
m /z of
compound

IDL for DART-MS
(RSD)

IDL for LTP-MS
(RSD)

IDL for FAPA-MS
(RSD)

235

N.A.b

86 pgc

86 pgc

236

14 ng (RSD 2.2%)

125 pg (RSD 1.1%)

193 pg (RSD 0.7%)

249

N.A.b

235 pgc

23 pgc

283

N.A.b

22 ngc

22 ngc

310

N.A.b

176 ngc

176 ngc

318

4.3 ng (RSD 0.3%)

17 pg (RSD 0.3%)

30 pg (RSD 0.2%)

420

10 ngc

10 ngc

10 ngc

511

9 ngc

9 ngc

9 ngc

522

118 ngc

118 ngc

118 ngc

Number of measurements averaged for IDL calculation n=3. b N.A.: not detectable. c lowest detected
amount of the respective liquid crystal in the diluted liquid-crystal mixture.
a

Comparison of Plasma-Based ADI Sources for Direct Surface Sampling.
To test the three ADI-MS techniques for direct surface desorption of liquid crystals,
selected liquid crystals were diluted and combined in a mixture (0.5-2.0 µg/mL,
dissolved in toluene) and probed directly from a planar glass surface. The analysis of
liquid crystals on a glass substrate via direct surface desorption by the ADI sources
simulates the analysis of such liquid crystals from an opened LCD panel surface,
which is also a glass substrate. Specifically, for the analysis of future LCD failure spots,
a display section with the failing pixels would need to be cut out of the display panel
and the two halves of the display would need to be separated. ADI-MS analysis would
be used as a tool to investigate the causes of the display failure in the display
manufacturing process so adjustments can be made in the production line and further
produced LCDs do not comprise this display error. For the purpose of liquid-crystal
analysis from a flat surface, liquid crystals with a large variety of functional groups
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(e.g., pyrimidine, isothiocyanate, amino, ether, aromatic ring-structures, and cyano
groups) and different molecular weights (cf. Table 4.5) were selected. Prior to the
experiments, the geometry of the experimental setup (e.g., distance of ADI source and
mass spectrometer, angle of ADI source towards sample surface) was carefully
optimized (cf. chapter 3, Figure 3.3). Therefore, findings in studies by Albert et al. and
Pfeuffer et al. were considered for the experimental setup geometry to obtain the best
performance for the experiments.70,88,90

Table 4.5 Liquid-crystal mixtures detected by DART-a, LTP-b, and FAPA-MSc.

Information

Ion

Theoretical
m /z

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

250.1588

−1.1 ppm

267.2681

−1.8 ppm

268.1694

−0.9 ppm

LC-IV and LC-V

or
Prod. name: CB15 or
5CB
MW: 249.35 g/mol
Formula: C18H19N

[M+H]+

250.1590

LC-IX

Prod. name: ZLI-3005
MW: 266.46 g/mol
Formula: C18H34O

[M+H]+

267.2682
LC-I

Prod. name: ST00484
MW: 267.37 g/mol
Formula: C18H21NO

[M+H]+

268.1696
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Table 4.5 Continued.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

278.1901

−0.4 ppm

287.1701

−0.3 ppm

308.2010

0.4 ppm

326.1902

−0.2 ppm

LC-VI

Prod. name: 7CB
MW: 277.40 g/mol
Formula: C20H23N

[M+H]+

278.1903
LC-X

No commercial
product
MW: 287.46 g/mol
Formula: C18H25NS

287.1702

[M]+•

LC-VII

Prod. name: 8OCB
MW: 307.43 g/mol
Formula: C21H25NO

[M+H]+

308.2003

LC-VIII

Prod. name: 5CT
MW: 325.45 g/mol
Formula: C24H23N

[M+H]+

326.1903
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Table 4.5 Continued.

Information

Ion

Theoretical
m /z

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

369.2900

0.2 ppm

LC-II

Prod. name: ST00552
MW: 368.56 g/mol
Formula: C24H36N2O

[M+H]+

369.2900

Analyte desorbed from a heated metal mesh. b Analyte desorbed from a heated glass surface (150 °C). c
Analyte desorbed from a glass surface at room temperature (25 °C).
a

To perform direct surface desorption, the FAPA and LTP sources were
positioned at an angle of 60° towards the horizontally oriented sample surface. The
DART source used in this chapter was a DART ID-Cube by IonSense Inc., which is
exclusively designed for on-axis operation towards the MS inlet capillary. Also, no
plasma gas heater is available for this type of DART source because the sample target
– a stainless-steel mesh – is resistively heated by an applied current. However,
IonSense Inc. claims in the manual of the DART ID-Cube that the ion signals
obtained with the ID-Cube (high heating current at 5 A, ~305 °C mesh temperature)
are similar to the ion signals obtained with a DART-SVP ion source (IonSense Inc.,
Saugus, MA, USA) operated with a plasma gas temperature of 450 °C (uses gas
heater). In this chapter, DART-MS analysis was performed in transmission-mode
with a heated metal mesh (temperature of the wire mesh ~305 °C), while direct
analysis of liquid crystals with FAPA-MS and LTP-MS was performed using a nonheated and a heated (~150 °) glass substrate, respectively. It was found that the FAPA
source comprises a sufficiently hot afterglow (~235 °C) to thermally desorb the
analytes and no additional heating was required. The corresponding mass spectra are
depicted in Figure 4.6.
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(a) DART

sample substrate
at ambient temp.

(b) LTP

sample substrate
at 150 °C

(c) FAPA

sample substrate
at ambient temp.

Figure 4.6 Mass spectra of the diluted liquid crystal model mixture analyzed by DART- (a), LTP(b), and FAPA-MS (c) in positive-ion detection mode with an Exactive Plus mass spectrometer.
LTP- and FAPA-MS analysis was performed by desorbing the analyte from a glass substrate (at
150 °C and ambient temperature, respectively). DART-MS was performed in transmission-mode
with a sample substrate at room temperature because direct surface desorption was not possible
with the available DART ID-cube source. RMA within ± 1.9 ppm.
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For DART-MS, the most abundant ion signals were detected for LC-II, LCIV, and LC-I with ion abundances of 1.1·107 counting units, 3.7·106 counting units,
and 4.6·107 counting units, respectively, when operated in transmission-mode with
5 A heating current applied to the metal mesh (cf. Figure 4.6a) Furthermore, the liquid
crystals LC-VI and LC-VII could be detected at low ion abundances of <1% relative
to the most abundant ion detected by DART-MS. In contrast to these results, only
the analyte LC-II (m/z 369) could be detected via DART-MS (data not shown), which
demonstrates that the external heating of the analyte substrate or the DART plasma
gas stream is necessary to obtain sufficient thermal desorption of the analyte.
The direct analysis of the LC mixture via LTP-MS at ambient sample substrate
temperature did not give satisfactory analyte signals for any of the liquid crystals in
the mixture (not shown). Hence, the sample plate was heated to a temperature of
150 °C to assist the analyte desorption process. Due to the versatile pool of ionic
species in the LTP plasma, it was possible to detect all compounds listed in Table 4.5.
In the LTP-MS mass spectrum (cf. Figure 4.6b) relatively high ion abundances are
observed for all analytes in the mixture. Specifically, low mass LCs have the highest
ion signal abundances while m/z species of higher mass feature significantly lower ion
signal abundances. However, the detection of LCs from a glass substrate is only
possible with external heating to aid analyte desorption.
The mass spectrum of the LC mixture detected by FAPA-MS is depicted in
Figure 4.6c. Similarly, to the LTP-MS results, the FAPA-MS approach was successful
in detecting all LC compounds, which were present in this artificially made liquidcrystal mixture. The ions in the lower mass range (m/z 150 to 230) in Figure 4.6c may
result from potential contaminations of the ADI source or background signals from
ambient air. Distinct analyte fragmentation was not observed. Due to the
comparatively high plasma temperatures of the FAPA source no additional heating
of the sample substrate or the plasma gas was necessary to detect the above-presented
ion abundances.
In summary, the surface desorption of the majority of liquid crystal
compounds analyzed in this chapter is possible with all three ADI sources. With LTPand FAPA-MS, it was possible to detect in fact all liquid crystals in the mixture (most
probably due to the more versatile ionization pathways which are available with these
ionization sources). While this makes fast screening of LCs on sample substrates
possible with plasma-based ADI-MS, it will be worthwhile to study the possibility to
perform spatially resolved analysis with these types of ADI source in the future.
Spatially resolved information may help to identify display failure at an exact location
on the display. In this regard, the LTP-MS method in combination with a heating
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matt underneath the sample substrate is not an ideal analysis technique, because the
spatial resolution is lost by the simultaneous evaporation of the LCs by the heating
matt. However, DART- and FAPA-MS seem to be promising ADI sources, because
the DART source is commercially available with a gas heater to promote analyte
desorption, while the FAPA source itself is capable to thermally desorb the analytes
from the sample surface. Even though the current designs and gas outlets are larger
than the pixel sizes of LC products, modified source geometries might provide the
necessary spatial resolution required for successful mass spectral imaging of LCD
panels. In this case, the only sample preparation step required before directly probing
the display, would involve cutting out the section of the display panel (typically
5 x 5 cm or 10 x 10 cm) and separating the two glass plates of the LCD where the
malfunction is observed. To the best knowledge of the authors the display failure
spots on these display panel cut outs have a diameter in the millimeter to micrometer
range. Häbe et al. optimized the DART source for the spatially resolved surface
analysis and with an exit hole diameter of 1 mm on the DART front cap a FWHM of
0.8 mm was determined as spatial resolution for the analysis of HPTLC plates.44,46
The FAPA source used in this chapter – a p2p-geometry – comprised an exit hole
diameter of 1.6 mm, but measurements of the spatial resolution neither for the p2pFAPA source nor for the p2c-FAPA source are available in the literature. Comparison
and optimization of the attainable spatial resolution with these different types of ADI
sources will be an interesting task for a future study. Another approach to improve
the spatial resolution for surface analysis is the addition of a laser ablation system for
analyte desorption. Müller et al.110 used LA-APCI-MS to analyze LCD components
(liquid crystals and adhesives) with laser spot sizes down to 150 µm. The combination
of such a laser ablation system with plasma-based ADI-MS could also be a promising
application because of two reasons. First, the laser beam can be focused to spot sizes
in the micrometer range and ensures high spatial resolution. Second, the plasma-based
ADI sources presented in this chapter offer versatile ionization pathways to produce,
e.g., molecular-ions or protonated molecular-ions, and these ionization pathways can
be easily changed by the operation mode of the respective ADI source.14,45,57
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4.4

Conclusion

Aim of this chapter was to compare the applicability of DART-, LTP-, and
FAPA-MS for liquid-crystal analysis. It was shown in this chapter that the three
plasma-based ADI sources show significantly different sensitivities for individual
liquid-crystal standards as well as for liquid-crystal mixtures. Analyte oxidation was
observed with LTP- and FAPA-MS (e.g., Figure 4.1e and f) and fragmentation was
only observed for the analysis of ST00484 with FAPA-MS (cf. Figure 4.1c). LTP- and
DART-MS do not produce much (if any) fragmentation of liquid crystal molecules
but these ADI sources are also limited in the range of detectable analytes. Particularly,
in the case when the dielectric-barrier discharge and the corona discharge were
operated without external heating of the sample substrate, only one of the probed
analytes (ST00484) could be detected at very low abundances. Similarly, the LTP
source required aided analyte desorption by external heating of the sample substrate
to detect any ion signal. In contrast, FAPA-MS is capable to detect a variety of liquid
crystal molecules with a molecular mass of up to approximately 370 u without external
heating. Due to the low vapor pressure of analytes with high molecular weight (e.g.,
> 400 u) the detection of such compounds was difficult with any of the ADI sources,
even with additional heating.
Moreover, FAPA-MS was the most sensitive method compared with other
ADI sources especially for the analysis of LCs with cyano groups. Protonated
molecules and a strong formation of ammonia adducts for liquid crystals with cyano
group were equally observed. FAPA-MS has proved to be a promising ADI source
for the analysis of liquid crystals without the need to heat the glass substrate or the
plasma gas. Hence, this technique could be useful for molecular mapping of liquid
crystals and additive materials within the LCD and also rapid analysis of display failure
spots.
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5.1

Introduction

In the age of digitization, electronical devices can be found in every part of our
daily life. One part most electronic devices have in common is the display which helps
the operator to control the device. With the improved performance of the electronic
devices also the complexity of these displays dramatically increased and ultra-highresolution displays are currently becoming state-of-the-art for display technology. In
most of these displays, liquid crystals are used to visualize the information.
Due to the increasing complexity of display devices, quality control and
assurance of the displays’ correct functional capabilities are very important during the
liquid crystal display (LCD) manufacturing process. In this industrial process, the
correct combination and alignment of multiple layered components (e.g., additives in
the liquid-crystal mixture, transparent indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrodes, or an
orientation layer for the liquid crystals) in addition to the liquid crystals need to be
precisely combined. A more detailed description of the LCD structure can be found
in the book “Liquid Crystals, Display and Laser Materials” in the chapter by
Kelly et al.107 However, liquid crystals play an important role for the proper function
of the LCD device and a contamination during the manufacturing process (e.g., by
other liquid-crystal products and particulates) may have severe consequences for the
display functionality.106,108,109,111
State-of-the-art techniques for the elucidation of these display failures
comprise microscopy-based methods (e.g., optical microscopy or electron
microscopy)108 as well as ToF-SIMS.109 Furthermore, chromatography-based
techniques (e.g., HPLC or GC) coupled to MS are often used in industry for the
analysis of organic compounds. Therefore, one would assume that these techniques
also play a major role in the elucidation of display failure spots. However, to the best
of the authors’ knowledge so far, no publications of HPLC- or GC-MS methods for
the analysis of liquid crystals displays exist in peer-reviewed journals. To access the
liquid crystals, it is necessary for any of these methods to open the LCD, so that the
region around the display failure spot can be analyzed. This is typically done by cutting
a region of interest out of the large-format display. Before chromatography and mass
spectrometry techniques can be applied for analysis, manual extraction of the liquid
crystals with organic solvents (e.g., methanol or acetonitrile) is required. Inevitable
dilution of the target molecule(s) with relatively large amounts of solvents, as well as
with intact liquid crystals surrounding the failure spot, may cause challenges for the
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analyte detection due to the manual extraction procedure. In addition, any spatial
information is lost, which may further complicate the identification of the failure
causing substances in a complex mixture of various liquid crystals and additives. For
this reason, it is suggested to apply direct surface-sampling methods which are able to
maintain and resolve the spatial distribution of the analytes, such as ADI-MS or laser
ablation coupled to organic mass spectrometry. The latter approach was performed
by Müller et al. who used LA-APCI-MS to perform first experiments for mass spectral
imaging (MSI) of liquid crystals in LCDs.110
Shortly after the introduction of ADI-MS by the two pioneer techniques
DESI6 and DART,7 also MSI via ADI-MS techniques became an important tool for
analyzing the sample surfaces in a way that allowed to visualize the spatial distribution
of the analytes. Due to the very narrow spray plume of the DESI source the spatial
resolution could be optimized down to ~40 µm131 and applied for the analysis of inks
for forensic analysis132 or drugs in histological section of organs.133 A recent review
which mainly focuses on mass spectral imaging via spray-based ADI techniques, their
applications and future use was published by Perez et al.134 Also, the plasma-based
DART source has been successfully applied for MSI of TLC plates, while spatial
resolutions of 3 mm135 and 0.8 mm46 could be obtained. Furthermore, the LTP probe
was applied for mass spectral imaging of fragrances on glass, paper, and clothes
substrates (spatial resolution better than 1 cm)91 and for the forensic analysis of
paintings and calligraphy artworks (spatial resolution approximately 250 µm).136 The
limitation of the spatial resolution for such plasma-based ADI sources can be often
explained by the fact that the spatial resolution is largely influenced by the diameter
of the plasma afterglow leaving the plasma source and interacting with the sample
surface.136 In this regard, a smaller diameter is expected to result in a better spatial
resolution for MSI. In addition to the spatial resolution, the dimeter of the plasma
afterglow also influences the heat transfer from the inside of the plasma source
towards the analyte surface. A smaller diameter causes a decreased heat transfer
outside the plasma source and the resulting thinner afterglow stream is cooled more
quickly by the ambient air. This ultimately causes less analyte to be desorbed by the
plasma because thermal analyte evaporation is largely responsible for the sample
desorption with plasma-based ADI sources.
Because of these limitations in spatial resolution lasers were incorporated into
the experimental setup to aid or completely take over the analyte desorption. For
example, the DART source was combined with laser ablation by Galhena et al.137 as
well as Fowble et al.138 to spatially resolve small-molecules in biological and nonbiological matrices. Furthermore, Shelley et al.139 coupled laser ablation to the FAPA
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source and Pfeuffer et al.50 modified the geometry of the said plasma source to ease
the sample introduction of dry aerosols produced by laser ablation into the afterglow
region of the glow-to-arc plasma.
Due to the benefits of FAPA-MS for direct surface sampling of liquid crystals
without external surface or plasma heating (cf. chapter 4), this technique is applied for
the first time for mass spectral imaging of liquid crystals. Aim of the study is to
visualize the spatial distribution of the liquid crystals in a “LCD test cell”. These
proof-of-principle experiments are performed to verify the capabilities of the ADIMS method for future application to liquid crystals and contamination analysis in
LCDs. Unfortunately, the analytical method could not be applied to real-world display
failures because these samples were not provided by a display manufacturer during
the time of the experiments. For the experiments, liquid crystals surrounded by a UVcured Loctite 352 sealant were analyzed by consecutive line scans with FAPA-MS.
The resulting extracted-ion chronograms (EICs) for the target analytes were
combined to mass spectral images of the respective compounds. This particular
sample system made out of liquid crystals and adhesive material was selected because
mixing of the two components at the interface is known to pose a risk for display
failure spots. Because FAPA-MS is somewhat limited in its capabilities for spatial
resolved analysis the obtained results are compared to measurements by LA-h-FAPAMS. In this regard, the ability of both methods for spatially-resolved display failure
spot analysis – typically very localized phenomena in the mm- to µm-size range – will
be discussed.

5.2

Experimental Section

Reagents. The custom-made liquid-crystal mixture for use in the simulated
LCD test cell was prepared with the liquid crystals CB15/E7 (Merck KGaA),
ST00551 (Synthon Chemicals GmbH & Co. KG), ST00484 (Synthon Chemicals
GmbH & Co. KG), ZLI-1184 (AstaTECH Inc.), K18 (BDH Chemicals Ltd., Poole,
UK), and K36 (BDH Chemicals Ltd.). Furthermore, the adhesive Loctite 352 (Henkel
AG & Co. KGaA, Düsseldorf, Germany) was used.
Sample Preparation. A mixture of the liquid crystals CB15/E7 (5.1 mg),
ST00551 (4.0 mg), ST00484 (4.1 mg), ZLI-1184 (4.5 mg), K18 (7.4 mg), and K36
(6.0 mg) was prepared in a HPLC vial. For more information about the liquid crystals
cf. Table 11.7 in the appendix. The mixture of solid liquid crystal was homogenized
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by melting the compounds at 50 °C and vortex mixing for 2 minutes. Afterwards the
liquid was ultrasonicated for 30 minutes at 40 °C.
The simulated LCD was prepared by depositing 0.5 µL of the liquid-crystal
mixture on a microscope slide. The droplet was spread out on the surface with the
pipette tip. A smooth analyte film was obtained by heating the glass slide at 50 °C for
2 minutes (surface area of the analyte film approx. 746 mm2). The liquid-crystal film
was surrounded with a ~1 mm wide line of the Loctite 352 adhesive, which was
applied with a µL-syringe. This sample was covered with a second microscope slide
to complete the LCD test cell. The adhesive was cured in an UV cabinet (CAMAG
UV Cabinet 4, CAMAG Chemie-Erzeugnisse & Adsorptionstechnik AG, Muttenz,
Switzerland) at 254 nm (8 W). Afterwards the two microscope slides were separated
with a scalpel and the two halves of the LCD test cell were subsequentially analyzed
by FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPA-MS.
Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. The p2p-FAPA source11 used
in this study was positioned in a 60° angle towards the horizontal sample surface. The
distance between FAPA and the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer was 2 mm
while the FAPA to sample surface distance was 3 mm. The FAPA source itself
consisted of a stainless-steel pin-electrode (1.6 mm o.d., sharpened to a point) inside
a ceramic discharge chamber (Macor®, Schröder Spezialglas GmbH) and an anode
capillary (25 mm capillary length, 1.3 mm i.d.) with a distance of 8 mm between the
electrodes. A negative potential (approx. −730 V) was applied to the pin electrode
through a 5 kΩ ballast resistor using a model BHK 1000-0.2MG high-voltage DC
power supply (Kepco Inc.) operated in constant-current mode (25 mA), while the
anode capillary was grounded. Helium (99.999%, Messer Industriegase GmbH) at
0.5 L/min was used as the plasma gas.
Laser Ablation and Halo-Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. The
h-FAPA source used in this study was first described by Pfeuffer et al., who also
demonstrated the coupling of laser ablation to h-FAPA.50 For laser ablation a model
MNL 103 LC N2 laser (Lasertechnik Berlin GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was used, which
was operated at 192 µJ and at repetition rate of 5 Hz. The spot size was measured to
be approx. 20 µm. The laser beam was focused into a custom-made, rectangular
ablation cell (4x4 cm) and the ablated analyte material was transported into the central
stainless-steel capillary of the h-FAPA source with a stream of Helium (0.3 L/min,
99.999%, Messer Industriegase GmbH).
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The h-FAPA source was assembled with two concentric stainless-steel
capillaries, both separated by a tubular aluminum oxide insulator (i.d. 1.1 mm,
o.d. 2.1 mm) to electrically separate the metal tubes from each other. At the front end
of the h-FAPA the tip of the inner steel capillary (i.d. 0.6 mm, o.d. 1.0 mm) is aligned
with the tip of the outer capillary (i.d. 2.9 mm, o.d. 4.0 mm). The front end of the
aluminum oxide tube was retracted by 1 mm, so that the steel electrodes were only
insulated in this region by ambient air. The three capillaries were mounted into a 1/8inch stainless-steel Swagelok tee (Swagelok, Solon, OH, USA) and helium plasma gas
(0.5 L/min, 99.999%, Messer Industriegase GmbH) was fed into the outer stainlesssteel capillary. To ignite and sustain the plasma a negative potential (approximately
−350 V) was applied though a 5 kΩ ballast resistor to the central steel capillary, while
the outer metal electrode was grounded. A model BHK 1000-0.2MG high-voltage
DC power supply (Kepco Inc.) operated in current-regulated mode (20 mA) served
as electrical power source. The toroidal-shaped plasma formed at the tip of the hFAPA source and was directed towards the mass spectrometer inlet capillary (on-axis,
7 mm distance).
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry. HR-MS measurements were
performed with an Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH),
equipped with an Orbitrap mass analyzer. The ADI sources were installed either in a
60° angle (p2c-FAPA) or on axis (h-FAPA) in front of the inlet capillary of the mass
spectrometer. Schematics of these two experimental setups are shown in Figure 3.1a
and Figure 5.1. For this, the electrospray ionization housing was removed and the
conventional inlet capillary was replaced by a 4-cm extended inlet capillary (0.6 mm
i.d.). The mass spectrometer was calibrated daily before the ADI-MS experiments
were performed to ensure precise m/z measurement. For mass calibration, a solution
of caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), MRFA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala acetate salt, Sigma-Aldrich
Inc.), and Ultramark 1621 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) was used. The operating conditions
of the Exactive mass spectrometer can be found in the appendix in Table 11.3.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the LA-h-FAPA-MS setup.

Mass Spectral Imaging and Data Processing. Mass spectral images of the
LCD test cells were acquired via consecutive line scans across the sample surface of
the microscope slide. Therefore, a motorized translational x-y-stage (Newport
Corporation) was used and each line was scanned with a translational speed of
0.3 mm/s. The line to line distance for the FAPA-MS measurements was 1 mm
(resulting pixel size: 1x0.12 mm) and for the LA-h-FAPA-MS measurements 0.15 mm
(resulting pixel size: 0.15x0.14 mm). The translational stage was controlled by a selfwritten LabVIEW (National Instruments) routine. The Exactive data acquisition
software (Exactive Tune 1.0 by Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH) was started for each
line scan with a trigger signal generated by the translational stage controller. The EICs
of the analyte signals (e.g., CB15/E7 at m/z 250.1588 ±8 ppm) were manually
extracted from the Exactive vendor software and imported into Origin 2017
(OriginLab Corporation) for further data processing and plotting of the mass spectral
images as a contour plot. A detailed description of the data extraction procedure can
be found in chapter 11.4.

5.3

Results and Discussion

Mass Spectral Imaging of the Liquid-Crystal Spatial Distribution in
Model LCDs via FAPA-MS. For the following results the liquid-crystal mixture was
directly probed from the glass surface of the manually prepared LCD test cell. Inside
the test cell the liquid-crystal mixture was deposited in the middle of the microscope
slide and was surrounded by cured Loctite 352. Mass spectral imaging via FAPA-MS
was performed immediately after the test cell was opened to elucidate the spatial
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distribution of the ten individual liquid crystals (cf. Table 11.7) as well as the adhesive
material (cf. Table 11.8). A photograph of the probed LCD test cell is presented in
Figure 5.2a next to a mass spectral image Figure 5.2b of the protonated molecularion of LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm).

Figure 5.2 Photograph (a) of the LCD test cell and mass spectral image (b) of the protonated
molecular-ion of LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm) detected via FAPA-MS (positive-ion detection
mode). The green and blue area in (a) highlight the regions in which the Loctite 352 adhesive and
the liquid-crystal mixture, respectively, were located after the LCD test cell was opened. The red
squares in (a) indicate the locations where the liquid-crystal mixture intercalated into the adhesive
material. The orange rectangle in (b) represents the probed sample area analyzed by LA-h-FAPAMS (shown in the second section of this chapter).

In addition to the mass-spectral image of LC-XIV further images of the liquid
crystals LC-XIII (m/z 348.2688 ±8 ppm), LC-IV/V (m/z 250.1588 ±8 ppm), and
LC-I (m/z 268.1699 ±8 ppm) can be found in the appendix in Figure 11.15 to support
the following interpretation of the results. It is important to note at this point that
with the aid of the Exactive high-resolution mass spectrometer possible isobaric
interferences could be resolved form the analyte ion signals of the four detected liquid
crystals. Consequently, the presented mass spectral images exclusively originate from
the abundance of the specific analyte molecule.
As can be seen in the photograph of the LCD test cell (cf. Figure 5.2a) the
liquid crystals occupied an elliptical-shaped circle in the middle of the glass slide and
the colorless and transparent adhesive material (cf. Figure 5.2a, highlighted in lite
green) surrounded this thin film of the liquid-crystal mixture. Before the test cell was
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opened, a homogeneous layer of the liquid-crystal mixture without droplets or
enclosed air bubbles was observed. Immediately after the LCD test cell was opened
small droplets of the liquid-crystalline material (cf. Figure 5.2a, highlighted in lite blue)
formed on the outer edges of the elliptical-shaped region. Evaluation of the droplet
sizes via manual measurement with a caliper resulted in an approximate droplet size
range between 0.5 and 2 mm. Unfortunately, it was not possible to keep the even layer
of liquid crystals on the glass surface intact after opening the test cell, but the surface
tension of the liquid crystals caused the formation of the droplets. Additionally, two
pots are observed in Figure 5.2a where the liquid-crystal mixture intercalated into the
adhesive material (highlighted with two red squares). This phenomenon is most
probably caused by the manual preparation of the LCD test cell before the adhesive
was cured in the UV cabinet. Despite the obviously not perfect LCD test cell
preparation the spatial resolved analysis of millimeter sized liquid-crystal droplets can
be achieved as demonstrated by the following example. The droplet in the upper red
square in Figure 5.2a has a measured diameter of 1.5 mm in x direction and 1.2 mm
in y direction (in respect to the y and x scale of the mass spectral image in Figure
5.2b). The maximum signal abundance of this analyte spot can be localized to
x=11.3 mm and y=15 mm with a signal abundance of 393831 a.u. The subsequently
calculated diameter of the analyte spot at 20% of the maximum detected ion
abundance was found to be x=2 mm and y=1.5 mm. For the diameter in y direction
this is a 20% deviation from the manually measured diameter. Despite these
promising results it is important to note for this experiment that the pixel size for the
FAPA-MS measurements is 1x0.13 mm. This is due to the distance of 1 mm between
the different line scans across the LCD test cell. Consequently, the droplets’ width
measured by mass spectral imaging in x direction has to be viewed as a preliminary
result and has to be verified by further measurements with a smaller pixel width in
this direction. However, the smaller pixel width of 0.13 mm in the y direction enables
a more detailed description of the LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm) distribution on
the sample surface by 13 pixels.
In addition to the determination of the droplet size first preliminary
information about the possible FAPA-MS spatial resolution can be obtained from the
mass spectral imaging experiment and for demonstration purposes the EIC of LCXIV at y=16 mm is depicted in Figure 5.3. For the analyte a high ion abundance is
detected at x=1.6 mm which corresponds to the droplets of the liquid-crystal mixture
at the left interface area between liquid crystals and the adhesive material. A second
droplet of the liquid-crystal mixture can be observed 1.5 mm (manually measured with
the scale bar in Figure 5.2a) to the right of the first droplet. With a FAPA-MS line
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scan these two droplets can be individually detected (cf. Figure 5.3, highlighted in blue)
and the distance between the two transient ion-signal maxima is found to be 1.7 mm.
Due to the uniqueness of the sample no repeated measurements of the analyte
distribution could be measured to determine the RSD. However, by assuming an RSD
of 10% (corresponds to ~150 µm) for the manual measurement as well as for the
FAPA-MS line scan, these two measured distances appear to be within the margin of
error and can be viewed as identical.

Figure 5.3 EIC of LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm) detected in positive-ion detection mode by a
FAPA-MS line scan across the LCD test cell at y=16 mm.

Despite these promising results for the direct analysis of the LCD test cell by
FAPA-MS, the plasma afterglow diameter of the p2c-FAPA source is relatively large
(1.3 mm i.d. of the anode capillary) in comparison to the (sub-)millimeter sized
droplets on the glass surface. Consequently, the above described droplets could not
be baseline separated but a signal abundance minimum between the two peaks was
detected at ~30% ion abundance height in respect to the maximum ion abundance
for the first analyte droplet (cf. Figure 5.3, red arrow).
In conclusion this preliminary study suggests that mass spectral imaging via
FAPA-MS is a powerful tool for the fast screening of liquid crystals on glass substrates
such as opened LCDs. It was possible to localize droplets in the mm-size range and
to differentiate droplets with a distance of ~1.5 mm to each other. However, the
spatially-resolved analysis extremely localized events in the µm-range requires further
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instrumental improvements of the FAPA source or other techniques with an
inherently better spatial resolution.
Improved Spatial Resolution for LCD Analysis via LA-h-FAPA-MS. To
further improve the spatial resolution for the analysis of liquid crystals in the LCD
test cell a nitrogen laser (wavelength of 337 nm) was incorporated into the
experimental setup and MSI was performed with the second half of the LCD test cell.
A photograph and the resulting mass spectral image of LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062) is
presented in Figure 5.4. For these measurements a h-FAPA source was used for
analyte ionization instead of the p2c-FAPA source. Due to limitations in the travel
distance of the x-y-translational stage the excerpt of the test cell for the LA-h-FAPAMS analysis is slightly smaller (highlighted by an orange rectangle) than the surface
area analyzed via FAPA-MS (cf. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4 Photograph (a) of the LCD test cell and mass spectral image (b) of the protonated
molecular-ion of LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm) detected via LA-h-FAPA-MS (positive-ion
detection mode). The blue region in (a) represents the area where the Loctite 352 adhesive is
located. The red squares highlight the locations of liquid-crystal mixture droplets in (a) and the
related locations of high ion abundance in (b). The orange rectangles represent the probed sample
area analyzed by LA-h-FAPA-MS. The x scale has been inverted for visualization purposes to
enable an easier comparison between the two halves of the LCD test cell analyzed by FAPA-MS
and LA-h-FAPA-MS.

Similar to the observations made for FAPA-MS, small droplets of the liquidcrystal mixture formed on the glass surface especially in close proximity to the
interface area of liquid crystals and the Loctite 352 adhesive material (highlighted in
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light blue). In the mass spectral image detected by LA-h-FAPA-MS (cf. Figure 5.4b) a
high ion abundance of the LC-XIV is observed in the locations where liquid-crystal
droplets are present in the photograph (highlighted by red squares). Due to the smaller
laser spot size of ~20 µm in comparison to the diameter of the FAPA afterglow the
mass spectral image appears to have more detailed information about the distribution
of the liquid crystals on the glass surface. This observation can be explained by the
significantly lower pixel size of 0.15x0.13 mm for the LA-h-FAPA-MS measurements
in comparison to the FAPA-MS measurements with a pixel size of 1x0.13 mm. The
pixel width of 0.13 mm in y direction appear to be the same size in both experiments
because of the same mass spectrometer scan rate of 0.65 recorded spectra/second
was used. The lower pixel width of 0.15 mm in x direction was enabled due to the
smaller laser spot size of the laser beam and therefore the distance between the line
scans were selected to be smaller in the software of the x-y-translational stage.
Additional mass-spectral images of the liquid crystals LC-XIII (m/z 348.2688
±8 ppm), LC-IV/V (m/z 250.1588 ±8 ppm), and LC-I (m/z 268.1699 ±8 ppm) can
be found in the appendix in Figure 11.16.
Identical to the FAPA-MS measurements the diameter of the liquid-crystal
droplets can be also measured by LA-h-FAPA-MS. As an example, the droplet
diameter was measured for the analyte spot in the upper red rectangle (cf. Figure 5.4b)
and the manually measured droplet size of 0.8 mm could be confirmed by results
measured via mass spectral imaging for which a droplet diameter of 1 mm was
detected (cf. Figure 11.17).
More important for the spatially-resolved detection of the analyte distribution
is the differentiation between separate analyte droplets on the glass surface.
Unfortunately, a suitable spatial resolution target was not available at the time of the
experiments. However, to estimate the capabilities of LA-h-FAPA-MS for spatial
resolved analysis the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the analyte signal
abundance was determined for two analyte droplets in close proximity and the
(assumed) spatial resolution is determined as described by Häbe et al.46 For this task
the two droplets highlighted by two red squares in Figure 5.4 were selected. For better
visibility of the two droplets in the mass spectral image an excerpt of this region of
interest is presented in Figure 5.5. Both droplets in Figure 5.5 have a diameter of
approximately 1 mm and the distance between these two droplets was measured to
be ~0.5 mm. For the upper droplet at x=2.1 mm and y=14 mm a FWHM of 0.7 mm
was measured from the EIC of the line scan across the analyte spot. The second
analyte droplet at x=2.3 mm and y=12 mm a FWHM of 0.6 mm was determined.
Additionally, LA-h-FAPA-MS was also capable to visualize even smaller droplets in
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the middle of the glass surface, which were not visible in the photograph taken with
a microscope. Consequently, the preliminary determined spatial resolution of 0.6 mm
is more of an estimate for the LA-h-FAPA-MS technique and surely a better spatial
resolution can be presented if a proper spatial resolution target will be used in future
studies.

Figure 5.5 Excerpt of Figure 5.4b with the mass spectral image of LC-XIV
(m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm) detected via LA-h-FAPA-MS.

Differentiation of Liquid Crystals and Adhesive Materials in LCDs. In
addition to the liquid crystals also other chemicals such as adhesives are incorporated
in LCDs. During the manufacturing process of display devices, adhesives are
deposited on the outer edges of the two glass substrates so that the two halves of the
display panel can be glued together. The interface area of these adhesive materials and
the liquid crystals in between the glass plates may cause a failing display in the event
of chemical reaction or mixing of the two components. Consequently, spatiallyresolved information of these components is very valuable to identify the source of
error in the display manufacturing process.
Before performing the mass-spectral imaging experiments the pure Loctite 352
adhesive was analyzed to identify the mass spectral signal of the components in the
sealant. Consequently, a mass spectrum of Loctite 352 was recorded in positive-ion
detection mode via FAPA-MS after curing the adhesive in a UV cabinet (cf. Figure
5.6).
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Figure 5.6 Mass spectrum of the Loctite 352 adhesive detected via FAPA-MS in positive-ion
detection mode. RMA better than 2.4 ppm.

In the mass spectrum six dominant peaks with nominal m/z 77, 95, 105, 165,
197, and 225 could be related to the compounds used in the adhesive. The peaks were
identified by accurate mass measurement with an RMA better than 2.4 ppm. Possible
molecular structures of the identified (fragment) ions were elucidated by relating the
calculated sum formulas to the reagent compounds present in the Loctite 352
adhesive. These reagent compounds are listed in Table 11.8 in the appendix. It was
found that all identified ions have a benzene ring in common and most probably they
are related to the compounds 2,2-dimethoxy-1,2-diphenyl ethenone and tert-butyl
peroxybenzoate. Interestingly, these two compounds have a relative abundance of 15 percent by weight (wt%) in the adhesive mixture, and for example the tert-butyl
peroxybenzoate is used to initiate the polymerization of the adhesive under UV
radiation. The presence of these monomers indicates that the polymerization of the
adhesive was possibly not completed in this case, which can be an important finding
in display failure analysis.
To relate the spatial distribution of the Loctite 352 adhesive to the distribution
of the liquid crystals in the test cell the m/z 197 was selected for mass spectral imaging.
Therefore, the mass window at m/z 197.0961 ±8 ppm was exported from the raw
data previously used for the analysis of LCD test cells by FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPAMS. The corresponding mass spectral images are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Spatial distribution of the Loctite 352 adhesive in the LCD test cell detected via mass
spectral imaging by FAPA-MS (a) and LA-h-FAPA-MS (b). For EIC extraction the mass window at
m/z 197.0961 ±8 ppm was selected (positive-ion detection mode) and the raw data was processed
to obtain the presented contour plot. In (a) the red square highlights the intercalation of the liquidcrystal mixture into the adhesive material caused by the manual LCD test cell preparation. The x
scale of the LA-h-FAPA-MS has been inverted for visualization purposes to ease the comparison
between the FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPA-MS measurements. The red/white striped zone in (b) was
constructed by matching a photograph of the LCD test cell and the LA-h-FAPA-MS image and
gives an estimate where the adhesive material is located.

The two mass spectral images detected, appear to be very different from each
other even though the same m/z is shown. For the FAPA-MS measurement (cf. Figure
5.7a) large areas with similar ion abundance of ~2·106 a.u. (light blue on the ion
abundance color scale) and ~3·106 a.u. (bright green on the ion abundance color
scale) are present to the left and right of the elliptical area of liquid crystals,
respectively. These areas match with the area of adhesive in the test cell (cf. Figure 5.2,
highlighted in green). Compared to these ion abundances an up to 3-fold higher signal
abundance is detected for the m/z 197 ion in the interface area of liquid crystals and
Loctite adhesive. This observation of significantly different signal abundances in the
interface region to the liquid crystals and the surrounding area might have two
reasons. First, the amount of the adhesive material in these areas of the test cell might
be significantly higher and, therefore, more analyte molecules are desorbed/ionized.
This hypothesis was examined by optical inspection of the polymerized adhesive
material, but no visible differences in the amount of adhesive were found under the
microscope in these areas. Second, mixing of the liquid crystals and the liquid adhesive
material in the interface region of said materials may have caused defects in the
adhesive polymerization. Consequently, the higher signal abundance of the m/z 197
ion, as well as other ions related to the adhesive material (m/z 77, 95, 105, 165, and
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225), can be explained by the presence of not polymerized Loctite 352 compounds in
the interface area of liquid crystals and adhesive. The effect of liquid crystals and
adhesive mixing can be nicely observed in Figure 5.7a highlighted with a red square.
Here, a small channel of the liquid-crystal mixture (width of the channel: ~1 mm) is
spread towards the bottom right corner of the mass spectral image. This defect is
most probably caused by the manual preparation of the test cell. In the central
locations of this channel the signal abundance of the m/z 197 ion comparatively lower
than at the edges of the channel, where the liquid crystals interact with the adhesive
before UV-curing. Consequently, these observations support the hypothesis that the
interaction of the liquid crystals with the adhesive material interfere with the adhesive
polymerization and therefore an enhanced m/z 197 ion abundance is observed in the
interface region of the two materials.
Contrary to the results obtained by FAPA-MS imaging, the analyte at m/z 197
could not be detected by LA-h-FAPA-MS imaging outside the surface area occupied
by the liquid-crystal mixture (cf. red/white striped area in Figure 5.7b). However, in
the interface region of liquid crystals and adhesive, the m/z 197 ion is detected with a
comparatively high signal abundance in the same locations as the liquid crystals in
Figure 5.4b. These observations are very similar to the mass spectral image detected
via FAPA-MS in which the highest signal abundances for m/z 197 are observed in
this interface region of the two materials. Thus, the LA-h-FAPA-MS mass spectral
image supports the hypothesis that liquid crystal mixing with the adhesive cause nonsatisfactory curing of the adhesive and consequently the non-polymerized adhesive
components can be desorbed by the plasma-based ADI source as well as with the N2
laser.
These observations lead to the interpretation that with the hot plasma
(~235 °C) of the FAPA source mass spectral imaging of the adhesive material can be
performed whether or not the adhesive is cured. Furthermore, it was observed that
the nitrogen laser was not able to desorb the cured adhesive but only the m/z 197 was
detected in the locations where the adhesive mixed with the liquid crystals. However,
the findings in this preliminary study need to be further investigated and validated.
Especially the detection of the Loctite 352 adhesive via FAPA-MS needs to be verified
because in the above presented experiments the UV-curing process was not
performed in an industrial standardized manner. Also, the reason for the poor
desorption capabilities of the N2 laser for the adhesive need to be investigated and
improved.
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5.4

Conclusion

In this study, a liquid crystal display (LCD) test cell was constructed by manual
preparation of a liquid crystal film in between two glass plates, glued together using a
common adhesive. This LCD test cell was used to study the capabilities of FAPA-MS
as well as LA-h-FAPA-MS for mass spectral imaging of liquid crystals. With both
techniques it was possible to perform mass spectral imaging of the liquid-crystal
distribution on the glass surface. Locations with low amounts of liquid crystals could
be differentiated from positions with large liquid-crystal droplets. For the FAPA-MS
measurements droplets with diameters between 0.5 mm and 2 mm could be
differentiated next to each other in the mass spectral image. The mass spectral image
detected via LA-h-FAPA-MS revealed more detailed information of the droplet
locations due to the smaller laser spot size of ~20 µm and an approximate spatial
resolution of 0.6 mm was calculated via the full with at half maximum (FWHM) of
an analyte droplet. The analysis of the LCD test cell was completed with the analysis
of compounds from the Loctite 352 adhesive. Before mass spectral imaging, separate
mass spectra were recorded of the UV-cured sealant, and six components could be
identified in the FAPA-MS mass spectrum. Via mass spectral imaging the distribution
of the cured adhesive material could be depicted around the central spot with the
liquid crystals in the LCD test cell. Furthermore, it was observed for FAPA-MS and
LA-h-FAPA-MS that a significantly higher ion abundance for adhesive components
can be detected in the interface region between liquid crystals and the adhesive, which
is most probably caused by mixing of the two materials and subsequent insufficient
UV curing of the adhesive.
In future studies, the exact spatial resolution of the FAPA-MS and LA-hFAPA-MS methods need to be evaluated. This information is important to evaluate
the applicability of both methods to the spatially-resolved analysis of display failure
features in the µm-range. Furthermore, the two analytical methods need to be applied
to real world LCDs which incorporate true display failure spots to accurately prove
whether or not FAPA-MS or LA-h-FAPA-MS are useful tools for LCD failure
identification. Another critical aspect to be addressed is the formation of small
droplets of liquid crystals on the glass substrates after the LCD is opened.
Unfortunately, this agglomeration of the flat liquid-crystal film to droplets is causing
a partial loss in spatial information, which ultimately makes the identification of the
failure causing compounds more difficult. Consequently, techniques have to be
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developed, which make the liquid crystals inside the LCD accessible to mass
spectrometry, but keeping the original liquid-crystal layer inside the display intact.
Furthermore, it is recommended for future experiments to perform laser scanning
microscopy with the opened LCD test cell instead of optical microscopy to get threedimensional information about the droplet and sealant distribution and to better relate
the mass spectral images to the droplets on the sample surface.
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6.1

Introduction

ADI sources have become versatile tools for direct analyte sampling in mass
spectrometric analysis. Shortly after the introduction of DESI6 and DART7 for MS
of small molecules, many other spray-, plasma-, and also laser-based techniques
evolved. Today more than 40 ADI sources are published and they all share the
common aim to perform direct mass spectral analysis of a sample in its natural
environment.38,140 Most of these ADI sources were developed to avoid lengthy sample
preparation (e.g., analyte extraction with organic solvents) and separation procedures
(e.g., by HPLC or GC) before analyte detection. Despite these promising features of
ADI-MS, some challenges remain including sometimes limited capabilities of analyte
desorption, ion suppression in the ionization process, and ion transmission to the
mass spectrometer. Furthermore, it is still a common practice in ADI-MS that analyte
mixtures are deposited on a flat surface (e.g., a glass substrate) in front of the mass
spectrometer without any separation and, thus, matrix effects have to be considered
for these experiments. To address these challenges, some selected ADI sources were
combined early on with planar chromatography to remove matrix compounds and to
separate analytes from each other in the liquid phase prior to desorption/ionization.
For example, it was reported for DART-MS that a spatial separation between the
target molecule (9-chloro-10-methylphenanthrene, synthesized in a Kodomari
reaction) and the reaction educt (9-methylphenanthrene) using TLC enabled the
monitoring of the reaction progress.141 TLC-DART-MS was also used to separate and
identify the analyte curcumin in the turmeric plant from its derivatives
(demethoxycurcumin and bisdemethoxycurcumin) after solvent extraction of the
compounds from rhizome powder. Here, protonated molecular ions of the three
compounds could be detected in different locations on the TLC plate.142 Despite the
fact that several studies are published on TLC-DART-MS applications, which were
recently reviewed by Morlock et al.,143 no fundamental investigations into the
potential benefits of a preceding TLC step to avoid analyte ion suppression due to
matrix effects in DART-MS or other plasma-based ADI sources were reported so far.
Also, it is still a common practice in ADI-MS that analyte mixtures are deposited on
a flat surface (e.g., a glass substrate) in front of the mass spectrometer without any
separation and, thus, matrix effects have to be considered for these experiments.
Planar chromatography is defined as a separation technique with a stationary
phase on a planar surface and can be divided in two major fields, paper
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chromatography and TLC. Paper chromatography144 is rarely performed as a
separation technique today,145 but the method gained attention as early as 2010 with
the introduction of paper spray ionization mass spectrometry (PS-MS).146 In PS, a
mixture of solvent and sample is deposited on a triangular chromatographic paper
sheet. By applying an electrical potential, analytes such as small organic molecules,
lipids, and peptides can be ionized for mass spectral analysis in a manner similar to
ESI. Cooks et al. used the PS-MS technique to directly analyze therapeutic drugs (e.g.,
imatinib) in dried blood spots, while most of the complex blood sample matrix
remained on the paper.147 The other and more dominant field of planar
chromatography is TLC, which is a versatile tool for fast screening of reaction
mixtures and for the separation of target analytes from a complex sample matrix.
During the last decades, the performance of the TLC stationary phase has been
improved and new TLC products, such as stationary phases with smaller particle sizes,
stationary phases with spherical particles, stationary phases with modified functional
groups, and preparative-layer chromatography (PLC) have been commercialized. The
separation performance of planar chromatography improved drastically with the
commercialization of high-performance TLC (HPTLC) plates in the 1970s.148 At that
time, silica particles with smaller sizes (5-6 µm) and narrower size distribution
(4-8 µm) compared to classical TLC (particle size: 10-12 µm, particle size distribution:
5-20 µm) were used. Both stationary phases, TLC and HPTLC, feature particles with
a rough and uneven surface structure.149 Stationary phases with spherical particles,
such as the commercial product LiChrospher by Merck KGaA (Darmstadt,
Germany), were developed in the beginning of the 2000s and typically have a mean
particle size of ~7 µm and a particle size distribution between 6-8 µm. The advantages
of spherical particles compared to the irregular shaped HPTLC material include
shorter separation times as well as more compact spot sizes, while the separation
selectivity is reportedly not influenced by the particle shape.149,150 The improved
resolution and compact analyte spots can be explained by a partially suppressed
analyte diffusion during separation with spherical LiChrospher particles.149 To modify
the selectivity of HPTLC silica plates and to match the stationary phase to the
analyzed sample, TLC manufacturers offer chemically modified (bonded) phases. For
reversed-phase (RP) modified thin-layer chromatography, linear alkanes with a chain
length of two (RP-2), eight (RP-8), or eighteen (RP-18) hydrocarbon units directly
bond to the SiO2 surface via di- or trichloroalkylsilanes.149 Furthermore, amino (NH2)
modified, cyano (CN) modified, and diol (DIOL) modified silica layers can be
produced via a linking n-propyl group between the silica gel matrix and the functional
group. The polarity of these stationary phases decreases in the following order: SiO2 >
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NH2 > DIOL > CN > RP-2 > RP-8 > RP-18.149 The use of medium polar solvent
mixtures (e.g., toluene/ethyl acetate (95:5 (v/v))), however, poses a challenge for
HPTLC, because the solvents are capable of dissolving plasticizers from the
packaging material, which consequently may cause ghost spots on HPTLC plates. To
avoid this issue, highly pure stationary phases with minimal background are produced
by TLC manufacturing companies (e.g., Premium Purity or MS Grade plates by Merck
KGaA) and are carefully wrapped in aluminum foil to avoid unwanted
contaminations during transportation and storage. The above presented stationary
phases are all designed for analytical purposes and only small sample amounts can be
deposited. For preparative purification and analyte isolation PLC plates are
manufactured on glass substrates with a thicker stationary phase (layer thickness: 5002000 µm). The sample loading capacity of the PLC plate is linearly correlated to the
square root of the layer thickness. Consequently, a 2-mm thick plate can be
approximately loaded with twice the amount of a 0.5 mm thick plate.151 However, a
drawback is the reduction of chromatographic resolution with increasing layer
thickness. A decrease in resolution can also be observed when more coarse silica
particles (~25 µm) and broader particle size distribution (5-40 µm) for PLC plates are
used.151
The main advantage of TLC compared to other separation techniques, such as
HPLC or GC, is that complex sample matrices can be separated via this technique
from the target analyte to avoid interferences during the analyte detection. Through
this, time-consuming sample preparation before analyte separation can be avoided
because TLC plates are made for single use. Moreover, up to 30 samples can be
separated simultaneously on a single plate with low solvent consumption, which
makes TLC a cost- and time-effective method.152
To further enhance the sensitivity and selectivity of the analyte detection and
to identify compound spots without additional standards separated on the same TLC
plate, efforts were made in the past to couple TLC to MS. For example, lipids and
antibiotics (e.g., cephalosporins) were detected on a standard TLC plate via SIMS;153,154
glycosphingolipids and small peptides (e.g., bradykinin) were successfully probed via
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS).155,156
Furthermore, two different liquid extraction devices were developed by Luftmann157
and Van Berkel et al.158 which comprise a plunger or a surface sampling probe,
respectively, for analyte extraction followed by ESI-MS. The instrument by Luftmann
comprises a plunger, which seals the sample spot on the silica plate from the
surrounding stationary phase and elutes the analyte with a suited solvent. This solvent
flow is then directed to an ESI-MS instrument. In the device by Van Berkel et al., an
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appropriate solvent is directed to the TLC surface via a capillary positioned closely
above the surface and after online analyte extraction the solvent flow is directed to
the ESI emitter via a second concentric capillary around the aforementioned capillary.
Additionally, several ADI-MS techniques have been used to directly couple TLC
plates with mass spectrometers. Van Berkel et al. used DESI-MS to enable the direct
desorption of inks, analgesics, alkaloids, and peptides and also gained quantitative
information for goldenseal dietary supplements by external calibration.159-161
Additionally, the same research group developed a method with easy ambient sonicspray ionization (EASI) mass spectrometry to analyze beta blocker and high blood
pressure drugs, which were extracted from tablets and separated via TLC.162 In
addition to these spray-based ADI sources also plasma-based ADI techniques were
applied for TLC-MS coupling. These plasma-based techniques have the advantage
that they do not require the use of solvents, which may distort the shape of the analyte
spot by, e.g., molecule diffusion in the liquid phase. The commercially available DART
source was used for TLC-MS coupling and direct analysis of, e.g.,
isopropylthioxanthone in milk products by Morlock et al.135,163 Additionally,
quantitative information could be obtained for the analysis of, e.g., butyl-4hydroxybenzoate by external calibration46 and recent studies reported further
instrumental improvements to enhance the performance of TLC-DART-MS.44
Another plasma-based source applied for TLC-MS coupling is the FAPA,9 which was
used in combination with a continuous wave (cw) laser for the qualitative screening
of pyrazole derivatives, nicotine, sparteine, and extracts from drug tablets on TLC
plates.164 In these experiments the cw laser aided the sample desorption.
In principle, TLC-ADI-MS can be applied to a variety of sample types and the
ADI source itself was frequently optimized to enhance the techniques’ sensitivity.44,46
However, no fundamental investigations into the potential benefits of a preceding
TLC step to avoid analyte ion suppression due to matrix effects were reported so far
and the modification or the thickness of the stationary phase has never been
considered as a parameter to optimize the sensitivity of the analytical method. For
this reason, first a fundamental study about the influence of a variety of different
stationary phases on the performance of TLC/HPTLC-ADI-MS is presented in this
chapter. Specifically, glass-backed TLC plates with different stationary phases (NP,
RP-modified silica plates, CN-modified silica plates), selected TLC grades (TLC,
HPTLC, MS Grade), and different stationary phase thicknesses are probed. In
addition, the mass spectral response of model analytes (caffeine, acetaminophen,
nicotine, cortisone), which are semi-quantitatively detected by mass spectral imaging,
is compared. Finally, a carefully optimized HPTLC-FAPA-Orbitrap-MS method
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using stable isotope dilution is reported for the quantitative analysis of caffeine in
energy drinks. Results are validated by HPLC/UV measurements.

6.2

Experimental Section

Reagents. The used solvents isopropyl alcohol (analytical grade), n-heptane
(analytical grade), and methanol (HPLC grade) were all purchased from Fisher
Scientific GmbH. Deionized and bidistilled water was produced in the laboratory with
a distillation apparatus from Heraeus-Quarzschmelze GmbH. Caffeine (>99.9%), and
nicotine (>99.9%) standards were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH.
Acetaminophen (Ratiopharm GmbH, Ulm, Germany) was extracted from a tablet
obtained from a local pharmacy. The caffeine-13C3 reference standard (>99.9%,
1 mg/mL in methanol) was provided by Merck KGaA. A variety of different TLC
plates with different stationary phases and quality grades (silica plates in the grades of
TLC, HPTLC, MS-grade, LiChrospher, and Premium Purity, RP-HPTLC plates, CNHPTLC plates, NH2-HPTLC plates, DIOL-HPTLC plates, and PLC plates with a
layer thickness of 500 µm, 1000 µm, and 2000 µm) from Merck KGaA were used in
this chapter and a complete list of the TLC is provided in Table 11.9.
Test Mixture Preparation. The TLC-FAPA-MS test mixture was prepared
by weighing caffeine, nicotine, acetaminophen, and cortisone, 10 mg each, into
individual 10 mL volumetric flasks and filling up with HPLC-grade methanol to
obtain stock solutions with final concentrations of 1 mg/mL. Afterwards, stock
solutions were combined and merged with a 1 mg/mL caffeine-13C3 reference
standard to obtain a standard test mixture with a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL
for each compound.
TLC Separation and Conditioning. To perform a TLC separation the
following general procedure was applied. Each sample solution (2 µL) was deposited
with a syringe on a marked starting line on the TLC plate. The samples were applied
in ~5 mm wide and ~2 mm broad lines. Solvent was evaporated at room temperature
for two minutes. Separation of the analyte mixture was then performed by placing the
TLC plate in a MINIPLAK developing chamber (Fungilab Inc.) and using a mobile
phase solvent mixture of isopropyl alcohol, n-heptane, and water (ratio of 7:3:1
(v/v/v)). Separation was typically completed within in 25 minutes. Subsequently, the
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TLC plate was immediately dried for 15 minutes on a hot plate at 50 °C (if not stated
differently below) and then placed in front of the ADI source ready to be probed.
Preparation of Energy Drink Samples for TLC-FAPA-MS. For
quantitative analysis of the caffeine content in energy drinks via stable isotope dilution
analysis an aliquot of 80 µL energy drink (nominal caffeine content stated by the
manufacturer was 32 mg/100 mL, purchased in a local store) was spiked with 20 µL
of a 1 mg/mL caffeine-13C3 reference standard. The mixture was vortexed for 20
seconds to ensure homogenization. Afterwards the mixture was directly spotted on a
TLC silica plate, to be separated before mass spectral analysis. TLC development and
drying were performed as stated above.
Desorption Electrospray Ionization. In this chapter, two different homebuilt ADI sources namely DESI6 and FAPA9,10 were used. A DESI probe with a
central quartz capillary of 0.05 mm i.d. and 0.19 mm o.d. was used in combination
with a concentric outer quartz capillary of 0.25 mm i.d. and 0.36 mm o.d. A solvent
mixture of acetonitrile and bidistilled water (50:50 (v/v)) with 0.1% formic acid (FA)
was injected to the DESI source via a syringe pump at a flow rate of 10 µL/min. The
electrospray was maintained by applying a direct current (DC) voltage of 5.0 kV to
the spray solvent while N2 gas (1.2 L/min, 99.999%, Messer Industriegase GmbH)
was used as nebulizing gas. The DC voltage was generated by the ESI power supply
of the mass spectrometer.
Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. For direct surface analysis of
the TLC plates by FAPA-MS, a p2c-geometry of the FAPA source, described by
Shelley et al.,11 was used. A stainless-steel pin-electrode (1.6 mm o.d.) was positioned
inside a ceramic discharge chamber (Macor®, Schröder Spezialglas GmbH). The tip
of the pin-electrode inside the discharge chamber was sharpened to a point. The
distance between this pin-electrode towards the back end of a capillary electrode on
the other side of the ceramic chamber was 8 mm. The plasma was operated by
applying a negative potential (25 mA, 663 V, constant current mode) to the pinelectrode through a 5 kΩ ballast resistor while the capillary anode was grounded. For
power generation a Kepco BHK 1000-0.2MG DC power supply (Kepco Inc.) was
used. Helium (99.999%, Messer Industriegase GmbH) with a flow rate of 0.5 L/min
was used as the plasma gas. The FAPA was mounted in a 60° angle towards the
horizontal sample surface plate. The TLC plate was positioned approximately 0.5 mm
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below the inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer and 3 mm below the FAPA source,
while the distance between the FAPA and inlet capillary was kept at 2 mm.
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry. For mass spectral analysis, a highresolution mass spectrometer (Exactive, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH), equipped
with an Orbitrap mass analyzer was used. To install the ADI source in front of the
inlet capillary of the mass spectrometer, the electrospray ionization housing was
removed and the conventional inlet capillary was replaced by a 4-cm extended inlet
capillary (0.6 mm i.d.). The mass spectrometer was calibrated daily before the ADIMS experiments were performed to ensure precise m/z measurement. For mass
calibration, a solution of caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), MRFA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala
acetate salt, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), and Ultramark 1621 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) was used.
The Exactive instrument parameters used for mass spectral analysis with DESI-MS
and FAPA-MS are listed in Table 11.4.
Mass Spectral Imaging and Data Processing. Line scans across the TLC
plates were performed with a motorized translational x-y-stage (Newport
Corporation) with a translational speed of 0.3 mm/second and a line-to-line distance
of 0.5 mm. The stage was controlled by a self-written LabVIEW (National
Instruments) routine with a triggered line scan signal to start the data acquisition of
the mass spectrometer. Mass spectral data was acquired via the Exactive Tune 1.0
software (Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH). For further data processing the
extracted-ion chronograms (EICs) of the analytes (e.g., caffeine at m/z
195.0879 ±8 ppm) were extracted from the mass spectrometer software to
Origin 2017 (OriginLab Corporation). In a subsequent step the line scans were
combined to a contour plot and the detected analyte spots (bands) were integrated to
compare the analyte signal abundance in respect to the analyzed stationary phases. An
example for this data processing procedure is presented in Figure 6.2 and more a
detailed explanation of the data processing steps can be found in chapter 11.4.
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6.3

Results and Discussion

Comparison of Selected Spray-Based and Plasma-Based ADI-MS
Sources for Direct Screening of TLC Plates. Until today, ESI- and APCI-MS are
the state-of-the-art techniques for mass spectral analysis of intact molecules on TLC
plates. The transfer of the analytes from the TLC plate to the ionization source can
be done either by manual extraction (instrumental detection limits (IDL) for caffeine
reported to be 2 µg/band (5 µL/band applied))165 or by commercially available
plunger-based extraction devices (reported IDL of 0.75 ng/band (10 µL/band
applied)).166 Kertesz et al.167 as well as Harry et al.168 analyzed RP-TLC plates with a
commercially available DESI-MS setup and reported IDLs of 39.4 ng/band
(0.25 µL/band applied) and 16 µg/cm2 (6 µL/band applied) for caffeine, respectively.
Additionally, a systematic study was performed with the DESI source to compare
ultra-thin-layer chromatography plates and porous silica to other frequently used
DESI substrates such as polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE).169 Except from the aforementioned work, no further systematic
studies are known to the authors, which directly compare different TLC stationary
phases for ADI-MS analysis. Consequently, a comprehensive and systematic
comparison of different stationary phases via TLC-FAPA-MS is presented in the first
part of this chapter.
For the following measurements, caffeine, acetaminophen, and nicotine were
selected as model standards because they are known to be well accessible by DESI
and FAPA desorption/ionization. First, the performance of FAPA-MS is compared
to DESI-MS for direct qualitative screening of a mixture of spotted compounds after
RP-HPTLC separation. In Figure 6.1, the corresponding mass spectra for a spot of
standard and 13C3-labled caffeine are exemplarily presented.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6.1 Mass spectra of caffeine ([M1+H]+, m/z 195.0879), caffeine-13C3 ([M2+H]+,
m/z 198.0981) nicotine ([M3+H]+, m/z 163.1229), and acetaminophen ([M4+H]+, m/z 152.0705)
standards directly desorbed from an RP-HPTLC plate by DESI-MS (a, c, e) and FAPA-MS (b, d, f)
in positive-ion detection mode. Peak identification was facilitated via accurate mass detection with
an RMA better than ±2 ppm. Mass spectral analysis was performed after TLC separation, in which
the caffeine standards were spatially separated from nicotine and acetaminophen. The peak heights
of the analytes M1, M2, M4 are normalized to the most abundant ion produced by the FAPA source
and for analyte M3 the peak height is normalized to the most abundant ion produced by the
DESI source.
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The experimental parameters for the performed HPTLC-DESI-MS analysis
were adapted from the literature160 and were carefully optimized for best performance
with the home-built experimental setup. In the mass spectrum detected by DESI-MS
(cf. Figure 6.1a) [M+H]+ signals were detected for caffeine (M1, m/z 195.0879) and
isotope-labeled caffeine-13C3 (M2, m/z 198.0981). In addition to these signals, no
further adduct ions, such as [M+Na]+, [M+NH4]+, or [M+K]+, were detected and no
analyte fragmentation was observed. The mass spectra of nicotine and acetaminophen
detected by DESI-MS are presented in Figure 6.1c and e. Similarly to caffeine,
nicotine was observed as protonated molecule ([M+H]+, m/z 163.1229) and neither
adducts nor fragment ions were observed. In the case of acetaminophen, a sodium
adduct at m/z 174.05317 was detected in addition to the [M+H]+-peak
(m/z 152.0705). The mass accuracies of the aforementioned ion signals in this
paragraph were better than ±3.6 ppm.
The same sample mixture was separated on a second RP-HPTLC plate and
analyzed via FAPA-MS. For all three analytes, the [M+H]+-ion could be detected
(cf. Figure 6.1b, d, and f), while no adduct ions were observed. Analyte fragmentation
was only observed for caffeine and caffeine-13C3, for which fragment ions at
m/z 138.0658 ([M−(O=C=NCH3)]+) and m/z 140.0729 ([M−(O=C=N13CH3)]+)
were observed, respectively. These fragment ions are also typically formed by
(desorption) electrospray ionization and are reported in literature.167,170 Further,
analyte oxidation by oxygen radicals produced in the FAPA plasma source11,13 was
observed to a relatively small extent to give rise to [(M1+O)+H]+ (m/z 211.0864) and
[(M2+O)+H]+ (m/z 214.0970) ions, which were observed at relatively low abundances
(<2%).
Direct comparison of the DESI- and FAPA-MS mass spectra reveal
approximately 20- and 8-fold higher signal abundances for caffeine and
acetaminophen, respectively, when analyzing the sample mixture with FAPA-MS
(cf. Figure 6.1b and f). For nicotine an opposite trend was found with 8-fold higher
signal abundance for the [M+H]+-ion with DESI-MS (cf. Figure 6.1c). A possible
explanation for the observed higher nicotine signal abundances for DESI-MS might
be found in the solubility of the three chemicals. Caffeine and acetaminophen have a
rather low solubility in water of 21 mg/mL and 14 mg/L (both at 25 °C),
respectively.171,172 Hence, the two analytes are moderately extracted from the RPHPTLC plate by the acetonitrile/water solvent mixture used for the DESI spray. In
contrast, nicotine has an approximately 50-fold higher solubility in water
(1000 mg/mL at 25 °C)173 in comparison to caffeine and acetaminophen. It is
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assumed here that the extraction of nicotine via the DESI spray solvent is more
efficient compared to caffeine and acetaminophen, and, thus, results in the opposing
trend of the analytes’ signal abundances discussed above. Furthermore, the higher
signal abundance of caffeine in the FAPA-MS mass spectrum in comparison to the
DESI-MS measurement can be explained by the compounds’ sublimation
temperature of 178 °C.171 This temperature is similar to the temperature range
typically reported for the FAPA plasma afterglow11 and consequently the desorption
of caffeine via the FAPA source is considered to be very efficient.
For (semi-) quantitative comparison of analyte signals detected by ADI-MS,
mass spectral imaging was performed with consecutive line scans across the TLC plate
in the direction and in the order of the blue arrows shown in Figure 6.2. The EIC of
each analyte of interest (e.g., caffeine, acetaminophen, nicotine, and cortisone) was
extracted for each line scan and exported to the data processing software. The m/z
windows of the analyte EICs were defined for all presented results to be 8 ppm above
and below the detected exact mass of the analyte (e.g., caffeine: m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm
corresponds to the m/z window from m/z 195.0864 to m/z 195.0895). Subsequently,
the EICs were combined for each individual TLC plate to a contour plot, which was
then used to integrate each analyte spot and to obtain semiquantitative information
for the analyte spot. To do so, a ROI was defined that would completely cover the
analyte spot (cf. blue box in Figure 6.2b). In a next step, all voxels, which are illustrated
as small yellow boxes within the ROI, were summed up to a sum of voxel volumes.
Similarly, to a peak integration approach in conventional liquid chromatography, the
determined signal abundance was found to be proportional to the amount of analyte
on the probed surface.
To determine the linearity and the IDL of the HPTLC-FAPA-MS method, an
external calibration plot for a caffeine standard on RP-HPTLC plates was established.
After analyte separation on RP-HPTLC plates, and solvent residue evaporation, mass
spectral imaging was performed via FAPA-MS. The calibration plot was created after
data export and data processing of the eight analyte levels (n=4/level, 5 µL/band
deposited), described in the paragraph above. By using a log-log plot for the resulting
calibration plot a linear regression ranging from 1 to 500 µg/mL with a determination
coefficient of R2=0.996 was found (cf. Figure 11.10). For the calculation of the IDL
the recommended data processing routine for HR-MS data by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA; Title 40, Part 136, Appendix B) was used
(as explained in chapter 11.5).174 With this data processing method an IDL of
0.6 ng/band (5 µL/band applied) was found for caffeine when deposited on a RPHPTLC plate. In comparison to the aforementioned detection limits of the plunger118
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based extraction device and the direct analysis via DESI-MS, the detection limits
determined via FAPA-MS are as well in the single digit ng/band range.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 (a) Combined mass spectral image of nicotine (m/z 163.1229 ±8 ppm), caffeine
(m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm), and acetaminophen (m/z 152.0705 ±8 ppm) detected via HPTLC-FAPAMS after separation of the analyte mixture on a NP-HPTLC plate (three spots deposited in dashed
ellipses). The blue arrows indicate the scan direction and order of the FAPA-MS line scans (step
size 0.5 mm) performed for mass spectral imaging. (b) EIC of the protonated molecular ion of
caffeine. For better visualization purposes only the EIC of m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm for the third
analyte spot in (a) is shown. The ROI for data evaluation is illustrated by a large blue square. The
small yellow rectangles represent the individual voxels, which are summed up and contribute to the
overall abundance of the analyte.

Comparison of Different Post-Separation Drying Conditions for
HPTLC-FAPA-MS. The mobile phase in TLC is typically a combination of organic
solvents, deionized/distilled water, and small amounts of additives (e.g., acids or bases)
and is carefully selected based on the polarity of the solid phase/analytes. After
carrying out the separation, the TLC plate is typically conditioned (e.g., solvent
evaporation, staining, derivatization) before further diagnostic tools are used for
analyte spot detection and identification. These conditioning steps can also have an
influence on the subsequent ADI-MS analysis. Because TLC staining and
derivatization methods are more likely to be useful for the optical detection of analyte
spots the two methods are not addressed in this chapter. However, residues of the
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mobile phase on the TLC plate might have an influence on the desorption and
ionization properties of the ADI-MS technique.
In the past, Song et al. proposed the theory of transient microenvironments
(TMEs) for DART-MS,122 in which it was reported that the sample matrix (e.g.,
solvents) may surround the analyte molecules during the sample desorption process
and therefore shield the analyte molecules from direct exposure to the plasma. The
TMEs are formed by the desorption of the analyte containing matrix. Subsequently,
the matrix molecules are ionized by the plasma in an intermediate step followed by
gas-phase ion/molecule reactions in which the analyte is ionized by the matrix.
Similarly, in this chapter the influence of post-separation conditioning and the degree
of remaining solvent on the TLC plate on the mass spectral response was investigated
to address the question, whether or not a beneficial effect in TLC-FAPA-MS could
be observed. Here, a caffeine test-mixture was separated on NP-HPTLC and CNHPTLC plates (cf. Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3 Sum of voxel volumes for the protonated molecular ion of caffeine (m/z 195.0879
±8 ppm, n=3) relative to the post-separation drying temperature of the HPTLC plate. The error
bars originate from the standard deviation of three replicate measurements performed for each data
point. The experiments per plate were performed on different days in a random order to avoid, e.g.,
drift effects. The measurement order can be identified as follows: the label “D2-3” corresponds to
the second measurement day and the third measurement on said day.

Afterwards, the HPTLC plate was dried for 15 minutes at various
temperatures (20-80 °C, in 10 °C steps) before it was probed by the FAPA source.
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The signal abundance of the caffeine spots was determined semi-quantitatively by
mass spectral imaging of the complete HPTLC plate. The experiment was also
performed with RP-HPTLC, NH2-HPTLC, and DIOL-HPTLC plates (cf. Figure
11.18c-e). To avoid a drift in the measurement results the experiments with different
stationary phases and different drying temperatures were performed on different days
in a random order.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the influence of the HPTLC drying temperature on the
signal abundance of the protonated molecular ion of caffeine. Even though the
caffeine signal abundances vary between 1.7·106 a.u. and 4.4·106 a.u. (NP-HPTLC
silica plate, coefficient of variation: ~37%) for the different HPTLC drying
temperatures, no significant signal trend can be observed. Similar observations can be
made for the experiments with other stationary phases presented in Figure 11.18a-e.
The coefficients of variation for each data point in the scatter diagrams (cf. Figure
11.18a-e) are summarized in Table 6.1 in respect to the stationary phase type.

Table 6.1 Coefficient of variation for the HPTLC-FAPA-MS analysis of caffeine deposited on
different stationary phases (conditioned at different drying temperatures).

Type of stationary phase

Coefficient of variation range

Silica plate (NP)

13-35%

Reversed-phase-modified silica plate (RP)

13-20%

Cyano-modified silica plate (CN)

5-15%

Amino-modified silica plate (NH2)

2-13%

Diol-modified silica plate (DIOL)

3-26%

For the theory of TME to be applicable for this type of experiment one would
expect drastically increased signals towards lower drying temperatures – more solvent
residues on the HPTLC plate – compared to measurements with higher drying
temperatures. Based on these findings, it is suggested that the HPTLC-FAPA-MS
response is not significantly influenced by a post-separation drying step (up to 80 °C).
Clearly, the sampling geometry compared to the original publication on TME is
different as well (stainless steel mesh of an OpenSpot card versus TLC plate) and
further studies should be performed to investigate TME in plasma-based ADI-MS.
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For the experiments discussed below, a drying temperature of 50 °C was selected
because this temperature was found to result in slightly elevated ion abundances (cf.
Figure 6.3).
Influence of Stationary Phase Chemistry on Analyte Ion Abundance in
HPTLC-FAPA-MS. Similar to HPLC, different types of stationary phases (e.g., RPmodified silica plates, CN-modified silica plates, NH2-modified silica plates, and
DIOL-modified silica plates) of silica-based HPTLC plates are commercially available
to match the stationary phase to the analyzed sample and to enhance the separation.
By changing said material, the polarity and possible chemical interactions between the
analyte molecule and the stationary phase are changed, which might also have an
impact on the desorption parameters for ADI-MS techniques. Therefore, the
sensitivity of HPTLC-FAPA-MS is tested with selected analytes and different HPTLC
stationary phases (cf. Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4 Sum of voxel volumes for selected analytes relative to different commercially available
stationary phases. The error bars in the column diagram correspond to the standard deviation of
n=3 measurements for each data point. Before FAPA-MS analysis the TLC plates were dried on a
hot plate at 50 °C for 15 minutes. The analyte spots were visualized by extraction of a selected EIC
for caffeine (orange, m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+), nicotine (blue, m/z 163.1229 ±8 ppm,
[M+H]+), acetaminophen (green, m/z 152.0705 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+), and cortisone (pink,
m/z 301.2020 ±8 ppm, [M−C2H4O2+H]+). For analyte spot integration all voxel volumes of the
analyte spot were summarized.
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Figure 6.4 depicts the influence of the TLC stationary phase material on the
signal response of caffeine (m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+), nicotine (m/z 163.1229
±8 ppm, [M+H]+), and acetaminophen (m/z 152.0705 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+), in addition
to a fragment ion of cortisone (m/z 301.2020 ±8 ppm, [M−C2H4O2+H]+). The
column diagram shows a trend of steadily increasing signal abundances for all analytes
for the stationary phase in the order of NP, DIOL, NH2, RP, and CN. In this context,
it is observed – especially for caffeine – that the standard deviations of the replicate
measurements for the individual stationary phases are comparatively low (<25%) and
the detected signal abundances are significantly different from each other (confirmed
by an 99% confidence interval). To avoid a bias by the measurement order of the
stationary phases, the experiments were repeated in a random order during the course
of two days. A solvent mixture of isopropyl alcohol, n-heptane, and water (7:3:1
(v/v/v)) was used as the mobile phase for all different stationary phases to ensure
that the remaining solvent residues on the analyzed TLC plates were same for each
measurement. This, however, degraded the separation power in some cases and
somewhat broad analyte spots were observed on the TLC plates. For example, very
blurred analyte spots of acetaminophen with poor separation were observed on the
DIOL stationary phase. This observation was caused by low interactions of the
analyte with the stationary phase in combination with the used mobile phase and
therefore distinct analyte diffusion might have caused the blurred acetaminophen
spots on the DIOL plate. Consequently, the sum of voxel volumes could not be
determined in this case and no signal for acetaminophen related to the DIOL
stationary phase is presented in Figure 6.4. The presented results do not provide more
detailed knowledge of the desorption process initiated by the FAPA source itself, but
are highlighting the influence of the HPTLC stationary phase on the analyte
desorption process for this plasma-based ADI source. In this regard, polar
interactions of the analyte, e.g., hydrogen bonding or dipole interactions, with the
polar silica stationary phase cause a stronger retardation, which leads to lower
retardation factors (Rf) during the sample separation. These strong interactions are
assumed to result in a less efficient analyte desorption from the NP-HPTLC surface,
and in a reduced signal abundance when compared to e.g. results with RP- or CNHPTLC. The slightly less polar DIOL- and NH2-stationary phases can be used in a
normal-phase separation system and in a reversed-phase system, depending on the
used solvent (less polar solvent (mixture) for NP system and more polar solvent
(mixture) for RP system). This flexible separation mechanism is established by the
polar modification of the stationary phase and the non-polar propyl group, which is
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used to bind the DIOL- and NH2-group to the silica. It is assumed that the lower
polarity of the functional group and also the influence of the non-polar propyl group
are the reason why better signal abundances for caffeine (3- and 50-fold compared to
NP plates, respectively) and nicotine (30- and 80-fold compared to NP plates,
respectively) are obtained. In contrast to the aforementioned analytes a neglectable
change in the signal abundance of acetaminophen is observed when changing the
stationary phase from NP to NH2 silica plates (sum of voxel volumes for both
~5·105 a.u.). This observation goes along with increasing Rf values (cf. Table 11.10)
for caffeine and nicotine while the Rf value for acetaminophen slightly decreases.
Increasing or decreasing Rf values indicate stronger or weaker interactions between
the analyte and the stationary phase, respectively, when a mobile phase with an
identical polarity is used. Consequently, acetaminophen forms stronger interactions
with the NH2 silica plate compared to the other two analytes (e.g., by hydrogen bonds)
and, therefore, analyte desorption via FAPA-MS is not as efficient. For CN- and RPmodified silica plates, the two least polar stationary phases, a further increased signal
abundance was observed for caffeine, nicotine, and acetaminophen (e.g., ~2 orders of
magnitude signal increase for caffeine and nicotine compared to NP plates).
Additionally, a fragment-ion of cortisone (m/z 301.2020, [M−C2H4O2+H]+) could be
detected from these stationary phases. Due to the missing polar groups on the RP
stationary phase only weaker interactions (e.g., Van-der-Waals interactions) compared
to polar interactions with NP or DIOL plates can be established with the analytes.
Hence, polar analytes are more easily desorbed from RP silica plates. However, the
highest detected signal abundances for all analytes were obtained with the moderately
polar CN-HPTLC stationary phase. Because the mobile phase polarity was kept the
same for all stationary phases the increased Rf values of, e.g., caffeine (cf. Table 11.10)
can be seen as an indication for relatively less solute and stationary phase interaction.
Additionally, CN functional groups are good hydrogen-bond acceptors due to their
electron lone pair at the terminal nitrogen atom. Because the analytes caffeine,
nicotine,175 acetaminophen, and cortisone are good hydrogen-bond acceptors as well,
weaker chemical interactions are expected between the solutes and the CN stationary
phase in comparison to analyte interactions with, e.g., NP silica plates of DIOL silica
plates. Hence, it is assumed that higher analyte signal abundances are obtained for
CN plates due to easier analyte desorption. Another observation made during the
comparison of the stationary phase modifications was a trend of the relative standard
deviation from high to low RSDs. Specifically, for each of the four analytes
comparatively high RSDs of 25-40% were observed for the stationary phases with
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low ion abundances (e.g., NP plates), while RSDs below 15% were detected especially
for the RP- and CN-modified stationary phases with high ion abundances.
The aforementioned results suggest a direct correlation between the used
stationary phase and the signal abundance of the analyzed compounds. In the future,
these findings have to be considered for the development of quantitative TLC-ADIMS methods. This holds especially true in case the analyte concentration is close to
the limit of quantification. Furthermore, the poor separation of acetaminophen on
the DIOL stationary phase demonstrates that not only the stationary phase
modification has an impact on the quantification limit but also the shape of the analyte
spot. In this regard, very blurred spots cannot be integrated for quantification due to
overlapping analyte bands and broad spots distribute the analyte over a larger surface
area. This ultimately decreases the maximum detectable ion abundance for the
respective analyte spot and consequently impairs the limit of detection and
quantification. Therefore, it is recommended for the future applications of TLCFAPA-MS to carefully optimize the separation conditions for narrow and sharp
analyte spots and to evaluate the benefit of an enhanced analyte desorption for
different stationary phase modifications.
Influence of the TLC Grade on TLC-FAPA-MS Response. During the
last decades, the physical properties of the TLC stationary materials have been
optimized to enhance the separation performance of this chromatography technique.
For this purpose, the size and shape of the silica particles (HPTLC and LiChrospher),
as well as the purity of the used material (MS Grade and Premium Purity) have been
optimized. Because the different properties of these stationary materials might have
an influence on the analyte desorption process for FAPA-MS, the stationary phases
are directly compared for the first time in this chapter (cf. Figure 6.5).
In Figure 6.5, the comparison of regular silica-based plates, the highest signal
abundances for caffeine and nicotine can be observed with the coarse-grained TLC
plates. In comparison to the TLC plates, a signal loss for caffeine between 50-85% is
observed for the other types of stationary phases. For nicotine a signal loss of 80%
for HPTLC and LiChrospher as well as a loss of 96% for Premium Purity was
observed. Interestingly, no signal is detected for nicotine when analyzing the sample
mixture on a MS Grade plate. Acetaminophen was detected with TLC, HPTLC, and
LiChrospher stationary phases at similar signal abundances (~30% relative variation),
while for the MS Grade and Premium Purity plates the analyte signal decreased by
70-90%. By reviewing the characteristics of TLC, HPTLC, LiChrospher, MS Grade,
and Premium Purity silica materials a critical factor for the above presented results
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was identified. The silica particle size and size distribution of TLC plates (size:
10-12 µm, distribution: 5-20 µm) differs significantly from HPTLC (size: 5-6 µm,
distribution: 4-8 µm) and LiChrospher (size: 7 µm, distribution: 6-8 µm) plates.150
Hence, an explanation for the higher signal abundances in case of the TLC plates
could be that the analytes are more easily released into the gas phase from the more
porous TLC material. Additionally, the total surface area of smaller particles (e.g.,
HPTLC) packed into a fixed volume is much larger in comparison to larger particles
(TLC) packed into the same volume. Consequently, less analyte interaction points are
available on TLC plates, which might also enhance the analyte desorption in
comparison to HPTLC, LiChrospher, MS Grade, and Premium Purity silica plates.

Figure 6.5 Signal abundance of caffeine (orange, m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+), nicotine (blue,
m/z 163.1229 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+), and acetaminophen (green, m/z 152.0705 ±8 ppm, [M+H]+) for
the direct desorption/ionization by FAPA-MS from different silica plates. The error bars originate
from the standard deviation of n=3 measurements for the respective analyte and type of
stationary phase.

Influence of Stationary Phase Thickness and Particle Size on TLCFAPA-MS Response. Despite the regular analytical TLC plates with typical
stationary phase layer thicknesses of 100 µm (HPTLC), 200 µm (HPTLC) and 250 µm
(TLC), also silica plates for preparative purposes with a layer thicknesses of 500 µm
to 2000 µm are commercially available. These PLC plates can be loaded with a larger
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sample amount for subsequent analyte isolation. In 2014 Griesinger et al. found that
HPTLC plates with a decreased stationary phase thickness of 100 µm can enhance
the analyte ion abundance of phosphatidylcholines and phosphatidylethanolamines
when analyzed via MALDI-MS.176 Consequently, the question arises whether or not
the stationary phase thickness has an influence on the analyte desorption process of
plasma-based ADI-sources. Therefore, TLC plates with different stationary phase
thicknesses were probed with FAPA-MS and the results for caffeine are presented in
Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 Sum of voxel volumes for caffeine (m/z 195.0879 ±8ppm, [M+H]+, n=3, error bars
represent the standard deviation of replicate measurements) determined via TLC-FAPA-MS with
TLC plates inhabiting different thicknesses of the stationary phase (100-2000 µm).

A steady signal increase for caffeine is observed with increasing thickness of
the stationary phase (despite the fact that the same amount of sample volume and
concentration was applied to all TLC plates). The same observations can be made for
nicotine and acetaminophen. With increasing stationary phase thickness from 100 µm
to 200 µm (both HPTLC silica plates) the detected signal abundance doubled from
1·104 a.u. to 2·104 a.u. Unfortunately, rather high RSDs of 45% and 30% were
observed for these ion abundances of the 100 µm and 200 µm thick silica plates,
respectively, and both standard deviation ranges overlap. For the 250 µm plate
(1·105 a.u., RSD: 14%, TLC silica plate) a significant signal increase by approximately
one order of magnitude was observed in comparison to the 100 µm plate (1·104 a.u.,
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RSD: 45%). These findings can be partially explained with observations made in the
previous section. Due to the larger and more coarse particle size of the TLC grade
material, which was used for the 250 µm thick plates, the packing of the stationary
phase particles is not as dense as for the HPTLC material (100 µm and 200 µm), which
might ease the sample desorption. A further increase of the stationary phase thickness
from 250 µm to 500 µm, 1000 µm, and 2000 µm causes a steady enhancement of the
caffeine ion abundance from 2·105 a.u. to 3·106 a.u. (cf. Figure 6.6) and also steadily
decreasing RSDs of <14% were observed for these thicker stationary phases. These
findings can be explained with the same explanation given above, in which the
increasing particle size and size distribution of the stationary phase was suggested to
be the cause of the enhanced analyte signal. Compared to HPTLC and TLC, larger
mean particle sizes (20-25 µm) as well as larger particle size distributions (5-40 µm)
are used for PLC plates.150,151 Due to the larger particles the capillary channels
between the particles become larger and consequently desorbed/evaporated analytes
can leave the labyrinth of silica channels more easily.
Caffeine Quantification in Energy Drinks via TLC-FAPA-MS. In
addition to the comparison of different TLC stationary phases TLC-FAPA-MS was
also applied to quantify the content of caffeine in energy drinks. Because energy
drinks contain many other ingredients such as sucrose, sodium citrate, taurine,
vitamins, and food colors, in addition to caffeine, the quantification via FAPA-MS
can be complicated due to matrix interferences. TLC can serve as a fast and cheap
method to separate the beverage matrix from the caffeine analyte to avoid these
interferences.
For the quantification of caffeine (M=194.2 g/mol) in energy drinks of three
different brands (A, B, and C) via HPTLC-FAPA-MS the degassed energy drink
samples were spiked with a caffeine-13C3 reference standard (M=197.2 g/mol). After
homogenization of the mixtures the samples were deposited on the NP-HPTLC silica
plate, analytes were separated, and solvent residues were evaporated prior FAPA-MS
analysis. Subsequent mass spectral imaging was performed via line scans. Data
extraction of the [M+H]+ signals for caffeine (m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm) and
caffeine-13C3 (m/z 198.0981 ±8 ppm) result in the mass spectral images shown in
Figure 6.7.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7 Mass spectral image using FAPA-MS of (a) m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm (caffeine) and (b)
m/z 198.0981 ±8 ppm (caffeine-13C3) of the energy drink from brand A, B, and C on a NP-HPTLC
silica plate after separation of the spiked energy drink liquids (after separation the solvent was
evaporated at 50 °C for 15 min prior to mass spectral imaging). The orange arrow indicates the scan
direction of a line scan performed in an additional experiment to investigate the cause of the two
analyte spots originating from the m/z 198.0981 (cf. Figure 11.19). The black lines represent the
starting line of the separation (lower line) and the solvent front at the end of the separation
(upper line).

In Figure 6.7a, the mass spectral image of the caffeine analyte in the energy
drinks of manufacturer A, B, and C is shown. In Figure 6.7b, the mass trace of the
caffeine-13C3 standard is presented. In the latter, for each of the spiked energy drink
mixtures two spots are visible suggesting that the caffeine-13C3 standard is split into
two separate spots. However, further investigations of the high-resolution mass
spectra revealed that the more retained spot is caused by a matrix substance, which
causes an isobaric interference (caffeine-13C3 standard: m/z 198.0981, matrix
substance: m/z 198.0987). To elucidate the origin of the two bands at m/z 198, the
mass spectra acquired along the orange arrow in Figure 6.7b were searched for
interfering peaks. As a result, m/z 180.0881 was identified as the interfering species
with a sum formula of C7H10ON5 (mass accuracy 0.6 ppm). With the addition of a
water molecule (18.0106 u) an ion at m/z 198.0987 (C7H12O2N5, mass accuracy
0.8 ppm) is formed which has a mass shift of 3 ppm (0.6 milli mass units) compared
to the [M+H]+-ion of the caffeine-13C3 standard. To visualize the correlation between
the EICs of m/z 180.0881 and m/z 198.0981 the extracted ion-chronograms are
depicted in Figure 11.19. In this figure, the EIC of the m/z 180.0881 and the
caffeine-13C3 standard rise and decrease at the same locations of the line scan (between
5 and 15 mm) on the TLC plate. Consequently, the detected interference spot can be
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neglected for the quantification of caffeine in energy drinks. Due to careful
optimization of the HPTLC separation conditions the interference and the
caffeine-13C3 standard can be adequately separated from each other. Hence, this
matrix effect can be neglected for further calculations. A complete separation of the
caffeine-13C3 standard and the interfering substance was not possible with the CNHPTLC silica plate and the tested solvent mixtures (data not shown).
By integrating the sum of voxel volumes in Figure 6.7 (n=3) the caffeine
concentration for each brand was determined to be 0.32 mg/mL, 0.31 mg/mL, and
0.31 mg/mL for the energy drink A, B, and C, respectively. All determined
concentrations have a standard deviation of ±0.01 mg/mL. Detailed calculations can
be found in the appendix (chapter 11.9). In comparison to the manufacturer values
these findings are in very good agreement with the values stated by the manufacturers
(0.32 mg/mL stated by all three manufacturers on the product label). Additionally,
the IDL for caffeine on NP-HPTLC silica plates was determined to be 8 ng/band
(5 µL/band applied) with a linear range for the analyte starting at the IDL up to a
concentration of 250 ng/band (5 µL/band applied). In respect to the manufacturers’
information (0.32 mg/mL), the found caffeine analyte concentration measured by
HPTLC-FAPA-MS is ~2% lower, which is within the margin of error for this method
(standard deviation of measurements: 0.01 mg/mL). For this experiment the IDL of
NP-HPTLC-FAPA-MS is approximately one order of magnitude better in
comparison to NP-HPTLC/UV detection (45 ng/band with 10 µL/band applied)177
and in a similar ng/band range as NP-HPTLC-DESI-MS (39.4 ng/band with
0.25 µL/band applied).167
To validate the results obtained by TLC-FAPA-MS the caffeine content in the
energy drink was also quantified by HPLC/UV analysis. The detailed sample
preparation method and the results of the HPLC/UV analysis can be found in the
appendix (chapter 11.9). Here, a caffeine concentration of 0.31 mg/mL
±0.01 mg/mL was found for all three brands, which confirms a caffeine
concentration of 0.32 mg/mL, stated by the manufacturers on the sample container,
and validates the HPTLC-FAPA-MS method. Further, the recovery of the extraction
method used for the HPLC/UV method was tested with a caffeine standard
(~0.30 mg/mL). It was found that the used sample preparation method has a
recovery of 107%. The 7% higher concentration of caffeine might have been caused
a contamination during the manual analyte extraction procedure.
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6.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, a method for quantitative analysis of small molecules on TLC
plates based on FAPA-MS was carefully evaluated and optimized for best
performance. Different TLC stationary phases were evaluated for best mass
spectrometric signal response. The results are interesting because a TLC separation
before direct MS analysis can help to remove unwanted matrix compounds and
reduce potential measurements artifacts due to competitive ionization and matrix
effects in ambient desorption/ionization. As a proof-of-principle, quantitation of
caffeine in energy drinks is demonstrated using HPTLC-FAPA-MS and isotope
dilution. For caffeine an instrumental detection limit (IDL) in the low nanogram-perband range was obtained via RP-HPTLC-FAPA-MS (0.6 ng/band (5 µL/band
applied)).
A large variety of different commercially available stationary phase polarities
(NP-, RP-, CN-, NH2-, DIOL-plates) as well as stationary phase layer thicknesses and
particle sizes (TLC, HPTLC, MS Grade, LiChrospher, Premium Purity) were probed
with FAPA-MS. The comparison of the stationary phase modification with polar and
non-polar functional groups revealed that semi-polar stationary phases (CN-, RPplates) caused significantly higher signal abundances (approximately two orders of
magnitude) for the analyzed compounds in comparison to the polar NP stationary
phase. Additionally, larger silica particles (e.g., TLC plates) resulted in 50-85% higher
signal abundances for caffeine and nicotine in comparison to high-performance
stationary phases (e.g., HPTLC, MS Grade) with smaller particles and particle size
distributions. The influence of the TLC layer thickness (100 µm to 2000 µm) was
tested via TLC-FAPA-MS and better signal abundances were observed for thicker
stationary phases (200 µm: 2·104 a.u., 2000 µm: 3·106 a.u.). Lastly, NP-HPTLCFAPA-MS was successfully applied for the first time to quantify caffeine at a
concentration level of 0.32 mg/mL in energy drinks via stable isotope dilution
analysis. The new method was validated by measurements with HPLC separation and
UV light absorption detection (HPLC/UV).
In the future, the precise measurement of the interaction strength between the
analyte and the different stationary phases should be addressed and compared to the
results obtained by HPTLC-FAPA-MS. This will give a better understanding of the
desorption process. Additionally, it is recommended to optimize the experimental
conditions for the comparison of different TLC layer-thicknesses. Identical mean
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particle sizes and particle size distributions will give a more realistic view on the
impact of the layer thickness towards the ADI desorption process. In this work, the
(HP)TLC plates have not been pre-washed with pure solvents. This could also be
performed in future studies to decrease overall background signals. Moreover,
reducing the presence of background substances may also decrease the problem of
competitive molecule ionization observed for other plasma-based ADI sources,123
eventually leading to further improvements in IDL.
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7.1

Introduction

The malaria disease is the most dominant infectious disease in the world and
in 2017 approximately 219 Mio. people were infected.178 The most affected region
worldwide is the Sub-Sahara region in Africa with 92% of the malaria cases
(~200 Mio.), while in South-East Asia 5% and in the eastern mediterranean region
2% of the malaria cases are reported by the world health organization (WHO).178 The
infection is caused by Plasmodium parasites and is transferred by mosquitos into the
human blood steam where the parasite multiplies and infects red blood cells. In 2017
this infection caused approximately 435,000 deaths, mostly children under 5 years of
age. Despite the introduction of the new vaccination program of the WHO with the
vaccination agent RTS,S/AS01 in the beginning of 2019,179 the most effective
treatment of the malaria disease is currently the artemisinin-based combination
therapy (ACT). These preparations consist of the artemisinin active agent (and its
derivates, e.g., artesunate, artemether) combined with a second antimalaria drug (e.g.,
lumefantrine, amodiaquine, atovaquone, proguanil).180 Consequently, ACTs are
nowadays the “first-line treatment policy” and due to its effectiveness, the WHO
pursues “universal access” to ACTs in all regions of the world by 2030 to eradicate
the malaria disease.181 Depending on the disease severeness the medications are
applied in different ways. An uncomplicated malaria caused by the Plasmodium
falciparum parasite is usually treated by oral application of ACT tablets for three days,
while more severe malaria is treated with injectable artesunate (an artemisinin
derivate) followed by a 3-day ACT application.181
Due to the importance of these ACT medications for the malaria treatment,
especially oral applied tablets are suspect of falsification which may cause severe
consequences.182 Falsified (counterfeit) antimalarial drugs may be without any active
agent, or may comprise a lower amount of the drug per dose. In case of no active
agent in the medication tablet obviously no treatment and cure of the sickness is
observed, which has severe consequences for the individual patient. However, lower
amounts of the active agents might have even worse consequences due to the fact
that lower active agent concentrations are not sufficient to fight the parasite and
therefore the parasite can develop resistances for artemisinin-based medications over
time.183 In this regard, rapid screening tools for falsified (the term ‘counterfeit’
medication implies intellectual property issues and therefore the term ‘falsified’ is
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used) medications are very important to further decrease the number of malaria
infections and deaths to meet the WHO goals to eradicate the malaria disease by 2030.
Analytical tools for the analysis of antimalaria active agents which can be used
in the field comprise colorimetric testing,183-185 IR spectroscopy,186 Raman
spectroscopy,187 and TLC.188-190 With these non-destructive spectroscopy techniques
the sample can be scanned very quickly, while the instruments are easy operate and
have rather low operating/instrumentation costs (in comparison to more advanced
analytical techniques e.g., chromatography or mass spectrometry). However, the main
disadvantage of spectroscopy techniques are the rather complex absorption spectra
due to broad absorption bands (NIR) or fluorescent interfering compounds
(Raman).183 Colorimetric testing and TLC have the advantage of very low
consumables costs and operating costs as well as the quickly obtained information
about the active agents in the drug preparation. For this reason, both analysis
techniques are used in field-kits (e.g., GPHF-Minilab® of the Global Pharma Health
Fund (GPHF)) and can be applied in not developed areas of the world for active
agent screening. Unfortunately, these relatively low-cost techniques have limitations.
In this regard, TLC requires expensive, synthesized standards to compare Rf values
of the sample spot and the pure standard spot to identify the analyte. Further,
colorimetric testing is sometimes limited by interfering active agent colors and drug
indicator colors. Also, an experienced TLC operator is required to obtain comparable
Rf values for the sample and standard, and co-eluting species cannot be
considered/identified with this type of analysis. More advanced analysis techniques
performed in the laboratory are GC,191 capillary electrophoresis (CE),191
HPLC/UV,191 fluorescence,192 or electrochemical detection193,194 as well as HPLCMS195-197 and ADI-MS198-200 and can be applied for antimalarial screening and
identification of the drug ingredients. GC and HPLC instruments are widely available
in laboratories around the world and are powerful tools for the identification and
quantification of pharmaceuticals. In combination with mass spectrometry the
performance and sensitivity of the methods is further enhanced and the mass
spectrometer enables structural elucidation of the analyzed molecules.201,202 However,
these techniques require appreciable amounts of solvents for the sample
preparation/analysis and to avoid contamination of the chromatography system
sample preparation can be time extensive. Mass spectrometry on its own became a
versatile tool for direct sample and surface analysis when DESI-MS was introduced
in 2004.6 This spray-based ADI source and the later on developed plasma-, and laserbased ADI sources were applied qualitatively and quantitatively in the past 15 years
to a large variety of sample matrixes (e.g., drugs, explosives, agricultural products, and
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biological samples).1,36,38 For more complex sample types researchers developed
finger printing techniques and automated data processing by principle component
analysis, to identify e.g., falsified (antimalarial) drugs.199 In the regard of complex
sample matrices, ADI sources have also been combined with chromatography to
minimize matrix effects and competitive ionization, due to the sensitivity of the ADI
sources towards these effects.160,163
In this chapter, the FAPA source is combined with high-performance thinlayer chromatography (HPTLC) to couple chromatography with mass spectrometry.
In doing so, the benefits of both analysis techniques can be used to ensure quick
screening of antimalarials in the field. Also, in case of justified doubts of the
medication purity further mass spectral analysis can be directly performed from the
HPTLC plate. In previous studies the combination of plasma-based HPTLC-ADIMS was already presented,143,198 but antimalarials could not be analyzed from these
substrates without external heating.200 Certainly, the FAPA source plasma has a
temperature of ~250 °C and is capable of desorbing such analytes. Because no
external heating of the HPTLC plate is needed spatially resolved information is
obtained for the analytes on the HPTLC and semiquantitative information of the
analytes can be obtained by mass spectral imaging.

7.2

Experimental Section

Reagents. The solvents acetone (for analysis, 99%) and ammonium hydroxide
(25%) were bought from Fisher Scientific GmbH. LC-MS grade water (HiPerSolv
CHROMANORM) was purchased from VWR (Langenfeld, Deutschland). The
antimalarial drug preparation Coartem® (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) was bought in
a local pharmacy store.
Standard and Sample Preparation. The Coartem® tablets were grinded in a
mortar and approximately 30 mg of the powder were weighed in separate vials. The
active agent was extracted with 2 mL of acetone and vortex homogenization for
30 seconds. After filtration with a 0.45 µm pore size syringe filter (Carl Roth GmbH
& Co. KG, Karlsruhe, Germany), to remove the filling material of the tablets, the
sample was diluted by the factor of 1:10 with acetone.
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HPTLC Separation and Conditioning. For the analyte separation 2 µL of
the drug sample solution was deposited on the HPTLC plate with a syringe. A solvent
mixture of acetone, water, and ammonium hydroxide solution (25%) was prepared in
a ratio of 80:20:1 (v/v/v) and used as the mobile phase for the HPTLC separation.
After completion of the chromatography (approximately 5 minutes) the mobile phase
remaining on the HPTLC plate was evaporated at 50 °C for 10 minutes on a
temperature controlled hot plate.
Flowing Atmospheric-Pressure Afterglow. For HPTLC-MS coupling the
identical FAPA source described in chapter 6 with a p2c-geometry, introduced by
Shelley et al.,11 was used. For the analysis of the antimalarial active agents the plasma
inside home-built FAPA source was operated with a negative potential (730 V at
35 mA, fed through a 5 kΩ ballast resistor, operated in constant-current mode)
applied to the stainless-steel pin-electrode (1.6 mm o.d.). The capillary anode (11 mm
length, 1.3 mm i.d.) on the other side of the ceramic discharge chamber (Macor®,
Schröder Spezialglas GmbH) was grounded. Power generation was done by a Kepco
BHK 1000-0.2MG DC power supply (Kepco Inc.). Helium (99.999%, Messer
Industriegase GmbH) with a flow rate of 0.5 L/min served as plasma gas. The
distance between the pin-electrode and the capillary electrode was 8 mm. The FAPA
positioning for HPTLC analysis was identical to experiments performed in the
previous chapter 6 in a 60° angel towards the sample surface.
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry. Mass spectral analysis was
performed by a high-resolution mass spectrometer equipped with an Orbitrap mass
analyzer (Exactive Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH). On a daily basis, the mass
spectrometer was calibrated with a mass calibration standard, containing caffeine
(Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), MRFA (Met-Arg-Phe-Ala acetate salt, Sigma-Aldrich Inc.), and
Ultramark 1621 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) before the experiments were started. To position
the ADI source in front of the mass spectrometer the electrospray ionization housing
was removed and the conventional inlet capillary was replaced by a 4-cm extended
capillary on the front end. The inner diameter of the inlet capillary (0.6 mm) was the
same as the original inlet capillary for ESI-MS. Information of the experimental
parameters of the mass spectrometer are listed in the appendix (cf. chapter 11.1, Table
11.5).
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Mass Spectral Imaging and Data Processing. The antimalarial standards
and medication active agents were analyzed by mass spectral imaging of the molecular
distribution on the (HP)TLC plates. Therefore, line scans across the TLC plates were
performed with a motorized translational x-y-stage (Newport Corporation) with a
translational speed of 0.3 mm/s and a line to line distance of 0.5 mm. The stage was
controlled by a self-written LabVIEW (National Instruments) routine with a triggered
line scan signal to start the data acquisition of the mass spectrometer. Also, the control
of the Exactive mass spectrometer and data processing was performed in the same
manner as described previously in chapter 6. The EICs of the analytes (e.g.,
lumefantrine at m/z 528.1624 ±8 ppm) were extracted from the Exactive Tune 1.0
software (Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH) and processed in Origin 2017 (OriginLab
Corporation) to obtain contour plots of the analyte signals. Semiquantitative
comparison of the analyte signal was done by analyte spot (bands) integration by
integrating a region of interest around the analyte band. The general principle of this
data processing method is explained in chapter 11.4.

7.3

Results and Discussion

For the screening of antimalarial active agents in tablet samples HPTLCFAPA-MS is applied in this chapter to the analysis of Coartem® tablets. HPTLC is a
useful tool for spatial separation of these organic components and is applied to avoid
competitive ionization and matrix effects during the mass spectral analysis. The
subsequent analysis of the different analyte bands on the HPTLC plate is done by
mass spectral imaging with FAPA-MS. To separate artemether (Art) and lumefantrine
(Lum) in the present chapter, a CN-modified HPTLC silica plate was selected in
combination with a mobile phase of acetone, water, and ammonium hydroxide
solution (25%) (80:20:1 (v/v/v)). The successful separation of the analytes is
visualized by a mass spectral image of m/z 249.1490 ±8 ppm and of
m/z 528.1624 ±8 ppm, presented in Figure 7.1. These extracted mass windows
correspond to the mass peak of an artemether fragment-ion and the protonated
molecular-ion of lumefantrine, respectively.
Before chromatography the analyte containing extract of the Coartem® tablet
was deposited on the HPTLC starting line, illustrated by the horizontal orange line at
Y=0 mm in Figure 7.1. The solvent front at the end of the separation was at
Y=35 mm. Due to the non-polar character of the lumefantrine molecule this analyte
has a low retardation factor of Rf=0.05 (blue spot with a center at Y≈2 mm).
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Artemether, due to the five oxygen atoms included into the molecular structure and
its more polar structure, reaches a drastically higher retardation factor of Rf=0.79
(green spot with a center at Y≈27.5 mm). Furthermore, a stretched spot with
m/z 528.1624 is observed at approximately Rf=0.4. The identity of this spot is
discussed later in this chapter when the analyte fragmentation is discussed and
decomposition/synthesis byproducts of the active agents are presented.
Due to the complete separation of the two Coartem® main components,
desorption/ionization interferences between the analytes are minimized and mass
spectra of the individual compounds can be interpreted without elaborative mass
spectrum deconvolution (cf. Figure 7.2). An attempt of automated mass spectral
deconvolution was presented by Bernier et al. for the analysis of ACT tablet
preparations by DART-MS with the aid of principle component analysis (PCA).198
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Figure 7.1 Mass spectral image of m/z 528.1624 ±8 ppm (blue, Lumefantrine) and m/z 249.1490
±8 ppm (green, Artemether) extracted from a Coartem® tablet and separated on a CN-modified
HPTLC silica plate prior FAPA-MS analysis (positive-ion detection mode).
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Figure 7.2 Mass spectra of artemether (a) and lumefantrine (b) detected by FAPA-MS in positiveion detection mode. The analytes were separated on a CN-modified HPTLC plate and
desorbed/ionized by the FAPA source prior HR-MS. The analyte peaks were identified with an
RMA better than ±3 ppm. For visualization purposes, the peak heights in both mass spectra are
normalized to the most abundant ion in (a). The orange highlighted peaks do not originate from
lumefantrine but from background signals.
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(a)

Figure 7.3 Suggested fragmentation mechanism of positive-charged ions for artemether (a,
modelled and expanded from reference 202 and 203) and lumefantrine (b) occurring during the FAPA
ionization process. Grey molecule structures were not observed in the FAPA-MS mass spectrum.
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(b)

Figure 7.3 Continued.

The detection of the intact (protonated) artemether molecule at m/z 299 could
not be achieved via FAPA-MS. However, eleven fragments of the artemether
molecule could be identified by accurate mass detection (cf. Table 11.11 in the
appendix) with an RMA better than 2.5 ppm. It is worth mentioning that in the
literature artemether is described as a molecule very sensitive to fragmentation during
the ionization process.202,204 Especially, when acidic protons are available in the
solution or in the gas phase Art fragments even with soft ionization sources such as
ESI.201 Because one of the main ionization mechanisms of the FAPA source is based
on protonation transfer to the analyte molecule by protonated water-clusters,
fragmentation of artemether in the gas phase is difficult to be avoided with this
plasma-based ADI source. In the literature different ESI fragmentation mechanisms
were found for artemether. Santos et al. suggested a cleavage of the labile peroxidering in the artemether molecule aided by protons in combination by a ring-opening
of the peroxide ring system.201 The resulting molecule is an isobaric/isomeric
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structure towards the original artemether molecule and initiates the further ion
fragmentation (cf. Figure 7.3a).
The fragmentation of artemether divides in two main pathways which both
contribute to the same fragmentation product at m/z 163, which is the base peak of
the mass spectrum. Both fragmentation pathways start with the isomerization of the
original artemether molecule and comprise a cleavage of the peroxide ring structure.
In the first mechanism, the seven membered heterocycle is opened without breaking
the peroxide bond. From this intermediate state the methoxy group on the six
membered heterocycle is removed and an ion with m/z 267 is formed. In the other
fragmentation pathway, the peroxide group as well as the seven membered
heterocycle is cleaved; also followed by the abstraction of the methoxy group. In this
case a lactone is formed on the six membered heterocycle and no ring opening is
postulated in case the methoxy group is removed. In the following fragmentation
steps the removal of a CO group (m/z 239) followed by subtraction a water molecule
(m/z 249) – or vice versa – is suggested and the fragment at m/z 221 with the sum
formula C14H21O2+ is obtained. In either of the two different fragmentation pathways
the resulting molecule comprises a keto group on a n-butyl group attached to the
molecule. In either fragmentation mechanism this keto group is removed and an ion
at m/z 163 is obtained which is observed to be the base peak in the mass spectrum.
Ateacha et al. analyzed the lumefantrine analyte via LTP-MS and expanded this so far
known fragmentation mechanism. The authors identified an additional ion at m/z 145
correlated to the sample, which was formed by the fragmentation of the
aforementioned m/z 163 ion.200 However, further fragment ions could be identified
for the analysis of artemether via FAPA-MS (cf. Table 11.11 in the appendix). First,
an ion at m/z 219 with a mass difference of 2.0157 u (RMA 4.9 ppm) compared to
the peak at m/z 221 is observed, which can be attributed to two hydrogen atoms
removed from the analyte molecule. Second, it is suggested that the ions m/z 231 and
m/z 203 are fragments of the above presented m/z 249 ion. For the former ion a
water molecule is removed from the fragment ion at m/z 249 followed by the
abstraction of a CO molecule which results in the ion at m/z 203. Third, the removal
of a CH2 group from the m/z 221 fragment-ion followed by the abstraction of a CO
fragment corresponds to the ions observed at m/z 207 and m/z 179, respectively.
The instrumental detection limit of artemether was determined with a
methanolic standard-solution of the analyte. Before mass spectral imaging by FAPAMS the sample solution was deposited on a CN-modified HPTLC silica plate and
separated with the chromatography conditions described in the experimental section.
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A detailed description of the IDL determination and calculation procedure can be
found in chapter 11.5. Due to the fact that no [M+H]+-ion for artemether could be
detected via FAPA-MS the ion m/z 249 was used for the EIC data extraction and
evaluation. Consequently, an IDL of 6 ng (absolute, 2 µL deposited) for artemether
was determined. It is important to note that the determined IDL can be only seen as
an approximate value because analyte fragmentation is hugely depending on the
operating conditions of the ADI source.
For the second analyte, lumefantrine, a less complex mass spectrum with
minor fragmentation of the analyte molecule was observed (cf. Figure 7.2). The
identified protonated analyte molecule and corresponding fragments are listed in
Table 11.11 (cf. chapter 11.10) and are also reported in the literature for commercial
API-MS measurements such as ESI-MS.201 The RMA for all by exact mass
measurement identified sum formulas was better than 2 ppm. Due to the stable
molecular structure of lumefantrine a dominant monoisotopic [M+H]+ peak at
m/z 528 is observed. Because of three chlorine atoms in the molecular structure of
the analyte, a characteristic isotope pattern with two peaks at m/z 528 (three 35Cl
isotopes) and m/z 530 (two 35Cl isotopes and one 37Cl isotope) and approximately
identical height is observed. Further an isotope peak at m/z 532 (one 35Cl isotope and
two 37Cl isotopes) is observed with a relative abundance of ~30% compared to the
two peaks mentioned before. In addition to these peaks of the intact lumefantrine
molecule fragmentation is observed. The abstraction of the hydroxy group is initiated
by proton transfer of protonated water-clusters formed by the plasma and an ion at
m/z 510 is formed. Further, an ion at m/z 406 is observed with an abundance of ~1%
in respect to the [M+H]+ analyte peak. It is assumed that this ion is formed by the
removal of the p-chlorobenzyl group from the fluorene molecular skeleton. Evidence
for this hypothesis is the accurate mass detection of the sum formula as well as the
isotopic pattern of m/z 406, m/z 407, and m/z 408, which correlates well with the
pattern of two chlorine atoms in a molecule with 23 carbon atoms. An ion with
identical isotopic pattern and a mass shift of 14 u is observed at m/z 420. Exact mass
measurement revealed that this ion is a desbenzylketo derivative of lumefantrine with
the sum formula of C23H2835Cl2NO2+ (RMA 1 ppm). Despite the identical isotopic
pattern, it is not clear whether or not this species originates this species originates
from oxidation of m/z 406 by the plasma. However, to the best knowledge of the
author of this thesis, oxidized analyte species which have been formed by the plasma
have never been reported with a higher signal abundance compared to the respective
non-oxidized species. Consequently, the m/z 420 ion most probably originates from
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a different analyte oxidation reaction prior the interaction of plasma and analyte.
Verbeken et al. investigated degradation products of lumefantrine which were
produced by heat, light, acidic, alkaline, and oxidative stress during storage of the
active agent. In their studies they also found the desbenzylketo derivative as a
degradation product of oxidative and acidic stress.205 Because the Coartem® tablets
and powder were stored in the laboratory at ambient air for several weeks and not
under inert gas, it is assumed that the m/z 420 peak is also partially originating from
lumefantrine oxidation by ambient oxygen and by protonation (acidic environment)
of the oxidized analyte the m/z 420 fragment is formed. To clarify these hypothesis
further investigations on the oxidation effects of ambient oxygen are advisable. Lastly,
different amine-ion species with m/z 130 (dibutyl ammonium), m/z 142 (dibutyl
methylene aminium), and m/z 172 ((2-(dibutylamino) ethylidene) oxonium) can be
assigned to lumefantrine. The ions originate from the abstraction of the dibutylamine
group, and derivatives, from the aromatic system of the molecule by the plasma
source. Because multiple of the above mentioned lumefantrine fragments comprise
these amine species in their molecular structure the origin of the amines can be
formed by diverse fragmentation pathways. Examples of these pathways are
presented in Figure 7.3b.
The publication by Verbeken et al.205 also presents other degradation products
and synthesis by-products of lumefantrine such as (RS,Z)-2-(Dibutylamino)-2-(2,7dichloro-9-(4-chloro-benzylidene)-9H-fluoren-4-yl)ethanol (impurity A). This
isomeric compound of lumefantrine is a byproduct during the synthesis of the active
agent, with a differently coordinated amine and alcohol group (cf. Figure 7.4b).
Consequently, the compounds cannot be separated by HR-MS. However, due to the
more exposed alcohol group in impurity A the compound can be separated by
chromatography techniques such as HPTLC (shown in Figure 7.1). In the mass
spectral image of artemether and lumefantrine on the CN-HPTLC plate a second spot
with m/z 528 at Rf=0.4 was present, while the original spot for lumefantrine was
found to be at Rf=0.05. By comparing the mass spectrum of lumefantrine and the
impurity A in Figure 7.4a and b for lumefantrine ([M+H]+ relative abundance ~70%)
higher signal abundances are observed compared to most of the other analyte
fragments, while fragmentation for the impurity A seems to be more dominant.
Relative to the [M+H]+-ion of impurity A (relative abundance ~5%) the signal
abundance of the dibutylaminium fragment is the dominant ion (relative abundance
~70%) in the mass spectrum and 14-fold higher than the corresponding [M+H]+-ion.
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For lumefantrine the dibutylaminium fragment abundance is only 1.5-fold higher than
the [M+H]+-ion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4 Molecular structure of lumefantrine (a) and the isomeric compound (impurity A, b)
paired with the FAPA-MS mass spectra of respective compounds, respectively. Detection in
positive-ion detection mode and mass accuracy better than 2 ppm. The analytes were desorbed
from a CN-modified HPTLC silica plate.
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7.4

Conclusion

Aim of this study was to develop a method for direct screening of antimalarial
active agents, the identification of unwanted components and falsified antimalarial
drug preparations. Therefore, the established and easy to use screening tool HPTLC
was used to separate the ingredients of the antimalarial medication after a quick
analyte extraction with organic solvents. The separation was performed in less than
10 minutes, while multiple samples were deposited on the HPTLC plate next to each
other. In the above presented results a CN-modified HPTLC silica plate showed the
best results for the separation of the Coartem® active agents (artemether and
lumefantrine) and other byproducts such as the impurity A. After analyte separation
and mobile phase evaporation the HPTLC plate directly probed by FAPA-MS, a mass
spectral technique for direct surface screening. With the FAPA plasma source the
analytes were desorbed and ionized for mass spectral analysis. The interpretation of
the mass spectrum of artemether reviled a similar analyte fragmentation pattern in
comparison to the mild ESI ionization source. However, the fragmentation pathway
postulated by Santos et al.201 and Vandercruyssen et al.203 was expanded with six
fragments found in the FAPA-MS mass spectrum. The lumefantrine analyte was not
as sensitive to fragmentation as artemether and the protonated molecular peak was
found to be a dominant ion in the mass spectrum. Due to the easily cleavable bond
of the amine group the fragmentation of a secondary dibutylamine was found to be
the base peak in the FAPA-MS mass spectrum of lumefantrine. With the aid of the
mass spectrometer the third analyte spot found on the CN-HPTLC plate could be
identified to be impurity A (impurity described by Verbeken et al.205). Due to the
isobaric m/z of lumefantrine with impurity A this contamination would not have been
detected without the separation.
The benefit of the combined techniques is the easy preliminary screening with
the HPTLC plate, which can be performed in the field and with low costs. In case of
a suspicious antimalarial medication the already separated, and in the plate stored,
sample can be shipped to a close by or far away laboratory for further mass spectral
analysis. In this case direct mass spectral screening via FAPA-MS enables spatial
resolved information of the components in the sample.
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9.1

Summary and Conclusion

In this doctoral dissertation, fundamental properties of plasma-based ambient
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (ADI-MS) techniques were investigated.
Furthermore, new applications for fast screening, mass spectral imaging, and
quantitative analysis of small molecules by plasma-based ADI-MS were developed.
In chapter 2, important parameters for the optimization of plasma-based ADI
sources were introduced. Specifically, different instrumental modifications of direct
analysis in real time (DART) and the flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow (FAPA)
source were explained and the benefits for these instrumental modifications were
discussed. Furthermore, the desorption and ionization process for plasma-based ADI
sources were briefly explained and examples from the literature were used to
demonstrate how the analyte desorption and ionization can be modified with altered
settings of the respective ADI source. In the following part, sample introduction
devices for reproducible specimen introduction in front of the ADI source were
presented. This overview comprised methods for analyte preconcentration by solidphase microextraction (SPME) as well as the reproducible sample introduction via
transmission-mode (TM) ADI-MS. Lastly, possible modifications to the mass
spectrometers’ atmospheric pressure interface were highlighted and the benefits for
enhanced ion transfer from the sample surface into the mass spectrometer were
presented.
In chapter 3, fundamental parameters of the FAPA source were optimized and
the influence of these parameters towards the detected ion abundance were studied.
First, the FAPA source angle towards the horizontal sample surface as well as the
distance of the ADI source to the mass spectrometer inlet capillary were optimized.
It was found that the maximum ion abundance of the caffeine model analyte was
detected at a distance of 2 mm in combination with an FAPA angle of 60° and 70°
and an identical ion abundance was detected at a distance of 3 mm with an angle of
50°. Furthermore, infrared (IR) thermography was performed on the analyte sampling
surface when a FAPA source with differently long anode capillaries was operated right
above the surface in a 60° angle. It was found that with the 11-mm long anode
capillary enhanced surface temperatures of 213 °C (40 mA) on the glass plate were
achieved in comparison of 111 °C (40 mA) for the 25-mm long capillary. The
interelectrode distance of the pin cathode and the capillary anode was also tested and
optimized for best ion abundance of the caffeine model analyte. Here it was found
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that the ion abundance as well as the power consumption of the FAPA source linearly
increased with the interelectrode distance. Lastly, a temperature-controlled sample
platform with a water-cooled Peltier element was developed and successfully applied
for the analysis of extremely volatile lithium-ion battery electrolytes via lowtemperature plasma (LTP) mass spectrometry. The cooled analyte platform was
needed for the analysis to avoid too fast analyte evaporation and the exact surface
temperature was measured via IR-thermography.
In chapter 4, DART-, FAPA-, and LTP-MS were compared for the analysis of
liquid crystals. For this task, liquid crystals standards, standard mixtures as well as
liquid crystals extracted from a liquid crystal display (LCD) were analyzed by the ADI
sources in transmission-mode. The analyte desorption was mainly caused by external
heating of the metal wire screen so the analyte ion abundance was not limited by the
molecule desorption. Therefore, a comparison of the ADI source ionization
capabilities for such analytes could be made. It was found that with FAPA- and LTPMS all probed analytes could be detected, due to the versatile ionization pathways via
proton transfer or charge transfer ionization for both ADI sources. The observation
that some analytes could not be detected by DART-MS is most probably attributed
to less diverse cocktail of ionic species which ionized the analyte molecules. Because
future application for liquid-crystal analysis may comprise the spatial resolved analysis
of these compounds out of an LCD it is concluded that the DART (with a built-in
plasma gas heater) and FAPA sources are the most promising techniques because
both ADI sources were capable to thermally desorb the liquid-crystal analytes without
externally heating the sample target.
In subsequent investigations, presented in chapter 5, mass spectral imaging
was performed on LCD test cells via FAPA-MS. The spatially resolved distribution
of the liquid crystals and adhesive materials in the test cell were compared to mass
spectral imaging by laser ablation (LA) h-FAPA-MS. With both techniques it was
possible to localize and differentiate small droplets of liquid crystals in the size range
of 0.5-2 mm while the mass spectral images detected via LA-h-FAPA-MS appeared
to include more details of even smaller sized droplets. Due to the small laser spot size
of ~20 µm a spatial resolution of at least 0.6 mm (full width at half maximum) was
calculated for the method. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that with both methods
even small irregularities such as liquid-crystal droplets intercalated into the adhesive
material were spatially resolved.
In chapter 6, thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plates were coupled to mass
spectrometry via the FAPA source and the influence of the stationary phase
modification, particle size, and layer thickness on the detected analyte signal was
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investigated. For these experiments the model analytes caffeine, nicotine,
acetaminophen, and cortisone were chosen. The experimental results demonstrate
that especially larger particle sizes and larger particle size distributions caused higher
analyte signal abundances for TLC-FAPA-MS. These findings were presumably
caused by the larger capillary cannels in between the silica particles and the lower
number of interaction spots for the analyte molecules on the particle surfaces.
Accordingly, the thermal desorption of the analytes was enhanced. Furthermore, a
steadily increasing ion abundance for the model analytes was observed with increasing
thickness of the stationary phase (100-2000 µm). However, the assumption that
thicker stationary phases cause an enhanced analyte signal was not completely clarified
yet, because for the available TLC plates, the particle size and size distribution
simultaneously increased with the thickness of the stationary phase. In consecutive
experiments, silica plates with different surface modifications by bonded polar,
medium polar, and non-polar functional groups were compared. For all model
analytes, a significant increase of the detected ion abundance was observed when
desorbed from non-polar and medium polar stationary phases in comparison to polar
silica plates. Lastly, the TLC-FAPA-MS method was applied for quantitative analysis
of caffeine in energy drinks. In this experiment, the chromatography enabled the
separation of the beverage matrix from the analyte molecules to avoid e.g., ion
suppression by competitive ionization. Quantification was performed by stable
isotope dilution analysis with a caffeine-13C3 standard and the obtained caffeine
concentration confirmed the amount of caffeine stated by the energy drink container.
The method was validated by quantifying the caffeine content in the same energy
drinks via high-performance liquid chromatography and UV absorption detection
(HPLC/UV).
The TLC-FAPA-MS method was further applied to the analysis of antimalarial
active agents in chapter 7. In this chapter the literature known fragmentation
mechanism of the two fragile artemether and lumefantrine molecules could be
extended with five ions specific for the FAPA source. Furthermore, the development
of a TLC separation method enabled the separation of the lumefantrine active agent
from an isomeric synthesis by product prior FAPA-MS analysis, which is very useful
for the quantification of lumefantrine in future applications.
Lastly, in chapter 8, FAPA-MS was applied for the direct analysis of a
phosphorus pentoxide (P4O10) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) reaction mixture.
Mass spectra were detected in positive- and negative-ion detection mode and several
decomposition products of P4O10 could be identified as well as the intermediate
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product C2H5S+. In combination with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements and density functional theory (DFT) calculations the mass spectral data
helped to elucidate the reaction mechanism between the two compounds.

9.2

Future Perspectives

In this thesis, important settings of the FAPA-MS technique were optimized
and promising results for the analysis of real-world samples were reported. To further
improve the performance of FAPA-MS the following suggestions are made for future
research in this field.
For the analysis of liquid crystals some critical points were identified which
significantly influence the quality of the spatially resolved information gained by
FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPA-MS. Most importantly, the formation of small droplets
on the opened LCD test cell raised the issue that possible display failure spots might
migrate on the glass surface in the moment the LCD was opened. To avoid this
problem, a new sample preparation method has to be developed, which enables the
opening of the LCD without the formation of the above-mentioned droplets. A
possible way to achieve this goal might be the transfer of the liquid crystals into the
crystalline state before opening the LCD. Also, the precise determination of the
spatial resolution of the FAPA source and for the LA-h-FAPA-MS setup needs to be
performed. Especially for the FAPA source this information was rarely found in the
literature and therefore this information would be of great value for future spatial
resolved analysis by FAPA-MS.
For TLC-MS coupling promising results with low detection limits were
obtained for the analysis of model analytes via FAPA-MS. However, the influence of
the silica particle size needs to be further investigated to validate the hypothesis made
in chapter 6 that the particle size significantly influences the analyte desorption
process. Furthermore, to correctly prove the trend of an enhanced analyte signal
abundance with increasing stationary phase thickness further studies have to be made
with TLC plates of various layer thicknesses but with identical particle sizes. Only
under these circumstances it can be ensured that the trend of the analyte signal
abundance originates from the altered layer thickness and not from a simultaneously
changed particle size. Another critical aspect for future studies is to measure the
interactions between the analyte molecules and the stationary phase. Because it is
assumed that the analyte and stationary phase interactions influence the analyte
desorption process the investigations on such interactions most probably improve the
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understanding of the respective ADI-MS desorption process. A possible method to
study such interactions might be the modification of an atomic force microscopy
(AFM) cantilever with a model analyte so the binding strength between analyte and
stationary phase can be measured.
Lastly, analyte quantification is still a challenging task for ADI-MS techniques
due to competitive ionization between analytes or matrix effects. Consequently,
expensive isotope-labeled standards are often used to circumvent these issues.
However, TLC was found to be a promising tool for the separation of e.g. matrix and
analyte and therefore TLC-FAPA-MS shall be more closely evaluated for analyte
quantification without expensive standards.
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11.1 Mass Spectrometer Operating Conditions for ADI-MS
Table 11.1 Mass spectrometer operating conditions used for the FAPA-MS and LTP-MS
experiments in chapter 3.

FAPA-MS
(Exactive)

LTP-MS
(Exactive)

m/z 50-1000

m/z 50-1000

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off

High (50,000)

High (50,000)

Positive

Positive

1

1

Lock mass

off

off

AGC target

1,000,000

1,000,000

Scan range
Fragmentation
Resolution
Polarity
Micro scan count

Maximum injection
time
Transfer capillary
temperature
Transfer capillary
voltage

10 ms

10 ms

275 °C

275 °C

27.5 V

27.5 V

Tube lens voltage

90.0 V

90.0 V

Skimmer voltage

30.0 V

30.0 V
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Table 11.2 Operating conditions of the Exactive mass spectrometer used for analysis of liquid
crystals via plasma-based ADI-MS in chapter 4.

LTP-MS
(Exactive)

DART-MS
(Exactive Plus)

FAPA-MS
(Exactive Plus)

m/z 50-1000

m/z 140-1000

m/z 140-1000

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation
energy: off

HCD gas: on
Fragmentation
energy: off

HCD gas: on
Fragmentation
energy: off

Resolution

High
(50,000)

Ultra High
(140,000)

Ultra High
(140,000)

Polarity

Positive

Positive

Positive

1

1

1

Lock mass

off

off

off

AGC target

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

Maximum
injection time

10 ms

250 ms

250 ms

Transfer capillary
temperature

275 °C

300 °C

300 °C

Transfer capillary
voltage

27.5 V

10 V

10 V

NAa

25 V

25 V

Tube lens voltage

90.0 V

NAa

NAa

Skimmer voltage

30.0 V

15 V

15 V

Scan range
Fragmentation

Micro scan count

S lens voltage

a

NA: not applicable
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Table 11.3 Exactive operating conditions for the analysis of the LCD test cell via mass spectral
imaging by FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPA-MS in chapter 5.

FAPA-MS
(Exactive)

LA-h-FAPA-MS
(Exactive)

m/z 50-600

m/z 50-600

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off

Medium (25,000)

High (50,000)

Positive

Positive

1

1

Lock mass

off

off

AGC target

1,000,000

1,000,000

Maximum injection
time

50 ms

50 ms

Transfer capillary
temperature

280 °C

280 °C

Transfer capillary
voltage

95.0 V

95.0 V

Tube lens voltage

110.0 V

110.0 V

Skimmer voltage

34.0 V

34.0 V

Scan range
Fragmentation
Resolution
Polarity
Micro scan count
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Table 11.4 Exactive operating conditions for the comparison between DESI- and FAPA-MS for
direct sample analysis on HPTLC plates. These Exactive settings were also used for all FAPA-MS
experiments presented in chapter 6.

FAPA-MS
(Exactive)

DESI-MS
(Exactive)

m/z 50-1000

m/z 50-1000

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off

HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off

High (50,000)

High (50,000)

Positive

Positive

1

1

Lock mass

off

off

AGC target

1,000,000

1,000,000

Maximum injection
time

10 ms

20 ms

Transfer capillary
temperature

275 °C

300 °C

Transfer capillary
voltage

27.5 V

48.0 V

Tube lens voltage

90 V

75 V

Skimmer voltage

30 V

36 V

Scan range
Fragmentation
Resolution
Polarity
Micro scan count
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Table 11.5 Mass spectrometer settings used for the analysis of antimalarial active agents via
TLC-FAPA-MS in chapter 7.

FAPA-MS
(Exactive)
Scan range
Fragmentation
Resolution
Polarity
Micro scan count

m/z 50-1000
HCD Gas: on
fragmentation energy: off
High (50,000)
Positive
1

Lock mass

off

AGC target

1,000,000

Maximum injection time

10 ms

Transfer capillary temperature

275 °C

Transfer capillary voltage

27.5 V

Tube lens voltage

90.0 V

Skimmer voltage

30.0 V
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11.2 IR-Thermography
Determination of the Reflected Temperature. It is important to determine
the reflected temperature with a fixed experimental setup (fixed alignment between
FAPA, sample plate, and mass spectrometer) in order to measure the same reflected
temperature in all measurements. In case IR radiation of the plasma itself is reflected
to the thermal camera the measured reflected temperature is also dependent on the
current applied to the FAPA source. Therefore, the reflected temperature is
determined for all different currents used in this chapter.

Reflected Temperature/ °C

Figure 11.1 Overlay of a picture and an IR image of the FAPA source (short capillary, 40 mA) with
an aluminum plate used as a sample surface. The reflected temperature presented in Figure 11.2
was detected at the point where the afterglow was impacting on the aluminum plate
(red point in this image).

350

Short capillary (11 mm)
Long capillary (25 mm)

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Current/ mA
Figure 11.2 Reflected temperature measured by IR-thermography at different operation currents of
the FAPA source.
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In Figure 11.1 an example measurement of the FAPA source with short
(11 mm) anode capillary and 40 mA applied is presented. The reflected temperature
was determined for the position where the plasma afterglow was pointing on the
aluminum surface. This position can be identified by the red dot in the image. An
overview of the reflected temperature measured at different FAPA operating currents
is presented in Figure 11.2.
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Description of the Data Processing via IRSoft. After the IR images are
recorded with the IR camera the measured data was evaluated in the IRSoft software.
In Figure 11.3 a screenshot of the software is presented. The overall emissivity and
the reflected temperature can be adjusted in the tool bar at the top. A more detailed
adjustment of the emissivity and the reflected temperature can be done with the
turquoise colored tool. The area affected by this, and all other tools, can be adjusted
in size and shape to give different sample areas different emissivities and reflected
temperatures. This has been done for the experiments evaluated in this chapter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11.3 Screenshot of the IRSoft software used for data evaluation after IR imaging (a). In (b) a
zoom-in of the top left corner of (a) (red square) is shown for visualization purposes.
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To measure the glass plate surface temperature at the impact spot of the
plasma afterglow the emissivity am reflected temperature of the spot was corrected
with a circular correction tool (cf. turquoise circle with label “F1” in Figure 11.4).
Subsequently, the highest surface temperature within this circle was detected with the
“hot spot” tool (cf. red circle with label “HS1” in Figure 11.4). This temperature was
chosen for the comparison of the two different FAPA anode capillaries at different
operation currents.

Figure 11.4 Overlay of the IR image and the picture taken of the FAPA source and glass
microscope slide.
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11.3 Data Evaluation Procedure for Transient Signals
For the semiquantitative comparison of analyte signals the transient analyte
signals obtained by e.g., TM-FAPA-MS were integrated with the software Origin 2017
(OriginLab Corporation). Prior peak integration the raw data of the ion of interest
(e.g., m/z 170.0965 ±8 ppm) was exported from the Xcalibur software to Origin 2017
and a graph similar to Figure 11.5 was created. The integration boarders were selected
to be 0.1 minutes to the left of the peak maximum (cf. blue arrow in Figure 11.5) and
0.6 minutes to the right of the peak maximum (cf. red arrow in Figure 11.5) and result
in a integration region highlighted by the orange square.

Ion Abundance/ a.u.

3x105

Integration
border ratio: 1:6

2x105

1x105

0
0.0

0.5

1.0

Time/ min

1.5

Figure 11.5 Transient signal of m/z 170.0965 ±8 ppm ([M+H]+ peak of DPA) analyzed
by TM-FAPA-MS.
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11.4 Data Evaluation Procedure for Mass Spectral Imaging

4x104

HPTLC solvent front

6x104

HPTLC starting line

Ion Abundance/ a.u.

Direct mass spectral imaging of analyte distributions on sample substrates was
performed with a motorized translational x-y-stage by Newport Corporation in
combination of a self-written LabVIEW (National Instruments) routine to control
the translational stages. The samples were analyzed via consecutive line scans (lineto-line distance 0.5 mm) across the sample surface and the mass spectrometer data
acquisition was started by a trigger signal sent by the LabVIEW software in the event
of a line scan start.
Due to missing imaging software, which sufficiently exports and processes the
Exactive Raw-files without loss of the high-mass-resolution, the data was manually
exported to Origin 2017 (OriginLab Corporation) for further data processing.
Therefore, a mass window, specific for the analyte of interest (e.g., the mass window
for caffeine at m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm was m/z 195.0864 to m/z 195.0895) was
selected. With Origin 2017 the analysis time was transferred into the line scan distance
with the translational speed of 0.3 mm/s of the x-y-stage and the EIC of the analyte
is transformed into a transient ion-signal in respect to the separation distance of the
chromatography (cf. Figure 11.6).

2x104
0

0

5

10

15

X Direction/ mm
Figure 11.6 Ion abundance of caffeine (m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm) detected via a line scan with FAPAMS across a HPTLC silica plate. The x direction on the x axis corresponds to the chromatography
direction and distance.
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To visualize the analyte spot in a three-dimensional plot, multiple of these line
scans are grouped together in a x-y-matrix. For the results presented in this
manuscript the data points detected by the mass spectrometer along one line-scan
– into the direction of the chromatography separation – are plotted along the x
direction and the line scans (line-to-line distance 0.5 mm) are plotted next to each
other along the y direction. The analyte signal abundance of the matching x and y
coordinates is inserted into the matrix fields and corresponds to the voxel volume
information of the respective field. Plotted in a waterfall diagram the analyte spot is
visualized for further data interpretation (cf. Figure 11.7).

X Direction/ mm
Figure 11.7 3D plot of the caffeine ion abundance (m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm) in x and y direction on
the HPTLC plate. The x direction on the x axis corresponds to the chromatography direction.
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For mass spectral imaging an often-used diagram type is the contour plot in
which the geometry information – x and y direction – is given by the x and y axis and
the signal abundance is given by the color at the respective position. In Figure 11.8a
a contour plot is presented for the separation of acetaminophen, caffeine, and
nicotine on a NP-HPTLC silica plate. The blue arrows demonstrate the line scans
performed by FAPA-MS across the HPTLC plate. The dashed circles on the black
horizontal line symbolize the deposited sample bands and the starting line of the
chromatography. For the semiquantitative comparison of the signal abundance the
analyte spots are integrated by establishing a ROI (pink box in Figure 11.8b) around
each analyte spot. Within the ROI the single voxel volumes (blue rectangles in Figure
11.8b) are summarized to obtain the integrated spot signal, namely the sum of voxel
volumes, which can be used for semiquantitative comparison of the analyte.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11.8 (a) Combined mass spectral image of nicotine (m/z 163.1229 ±8 ppm), caffeine
(m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm), and acetaminophen (m/z 152.0705 ±8 ppm) detected via HPTLC-FAPAMS after separation of the analyte mixture on a NP-HPTLC plate (three spots deposited in dashed
ellipses). The blue arrows indicate the scan direction and order of the FAPA-MS line scans (step
size 0.5 mm) performed for mass spectral imaging. (b) EIC of the protonated molecular ion of
caffeine. For better visualization purposes only the EIC of m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm for the third
analyte spot in (a) is shown. The ROI for data evaluation is illustrated by a large blue square. The
small yellow rectangles represent the individual voxels, which are summed up and contribute to the
overall abundance of the analyte.
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11.5 Data Evaluation Procedure for the Determination
of Instrumental Detection Limits Measured with
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry
For all experiments in this chapter a high-resolution mass spectrometer was
used. This type of instruments is often capable to resolve the mass spectral
background from the analyte signal. Consequently, the IDLs cannot be determined
by methods which require an analyte background signal and therefore a guideline of
the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) was used to determine the
IDL of caffeine in this chapter.174
Before the IDL can be determined the IDL has to be estimated via an external
calibration curve. For this purpose, six calibration standards of DPA were prepared
in chapter 3 (concentration range: 2-100 mg/mL, 2 µL deposited, n=7) and deposited
on a stainless-steel mesh. In chapter 6 a caffeine standard with eight calibration levels
in a concentration range of 0.001-0.5 mg/mL (5 µL/band deposited, n=4) were
prepared and deposited on RP-HPTLC silica plates. Lastly, in chapter 7 calibration
curves for quinine and artemether (both deposited on NP- and CN-HPTLC silica
plates) were determined with calibration standards in the range of 0.05-20 mg/mL
(nine calibration levels, n=5) and 0.03-2 mg/mL (four calibration levels, n=5),
respectively. A detailed description of the analyte measurements and data processing
are described in the experimental section of the respective chapters.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11.9 Calibration curves for DPA measured with TM-FAPA-MS
with a 25 mm (a) and 11 mm (b) anode capillary.
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Figure 11.10 External calibration graph of caffeine separated on a RP-HPTLC plate and analyzed
via FAPA-MS. The concentration range was selected between 1 µg/mL and 500 µg/mL
(5 µL/band deposited).

(a)

(b)

Figure 11.11 External calibration curves for quinine (a) and artemether (b) analyzed
by CN-HPTLC-FAPA-MS.

From the established external calibration curves (cf. Figure 11.9, Figure 11.10,
and Figure 11.11) approximate IDLs of 2 mg/mL (DPA), 1 µg/mL (caffeine),
0.5 mg/mL (quinine), and 0.6 mg/mL (artemether) were estimated. In a subsequent
step seven replicate measurements of the estimated lowest detectable concentration
level of the respective analyte was detected and the analyte signals were integrated.
These analyte signals were used to determine the variance (S2) and standard deviation
(S) of the seven replicate measurements via Equation 11.1 and Equation 11.2. The
IDL was computed via Equation 11.3.
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Equation 11.1
Equation 11.2
Equation 11.3

variance of the replicate measurements
standard deviation of the replicate measurements
number of aliquots
sum of voxel volumes for aliquots i=1 to n
students’ t value appropriate for 99% confidence level
and a standard deviation estimate with n−1 degrees of
freedom
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11.6 Supporting Information for the Analysis of Lithium-Ion
Batteries
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Figure 11.12 Mass spectra of LP30 before thermal aging detected in positive-ion (a) and negativeion (b) detection mode via LTP-MS. The sampling surface temperature was set to 50 °C to aid
analyte desorption.
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11.7 Supporting Information for the Analysis of Liquid
Crystals via Plasma-Based ADI-MS
Table 11.6 List and detailed information of all liquid crystals analyzed in chapter 4.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

267.1617
268.1691
284.1646

−0.4 ppm
−1.8 ppm
0.3 ppm

368.2826
369.2897

1.0 ppm
−0.8 ppm

430.3594

−0.3 ppm

LC-I

Prod. name: ST00484a
MWd: 267.37 g/mol
Formula: C18H21NO

[M]+•
[M+H]+
[(M+O)+H]+

267.1618
268.1696
284.1645

LC-II

Prod. name: ST00552a
MW: 368.56 g/mol
Formula: C24H36N2O

[M]+•
[M+H]+

368.2822
369.2900
LC-III

Prod. name: ZLI-1544b
MW: 430.71 g/mol
Formula: C32H46

[M]+•

430.3594
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Table 11.6 Continued.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

249.1512
250.1588
264.1383
267.1853
499.3105

−0.1 ppm
−1.1 ppm
0.3 ppm
−1.1 ppm
−0.6 ppm

249.1512
250.1588
264.1383
267.1853
499.3105

−0.1 ppm
−1.1 ppm
0.3 ppm
−1.1 ppm
−0.6 ppm

277.1823
278.1900
295.2166

−0.6 ppm
−1.2 ppm
−0.9 ppm

LC-IV

Prod. name: CB15c
MWd: 249.35 g/mol
Formula: C18H19N

[M]+•
[M+H]+
[M−H+O]+
[M+NH4]+
[M2+H]+

249.1512
250.1590
264.1383
267.1856
499.3108

LC-V

Prod. name: 5CBc
MW: 249.35 g/mol
Formula: C18H19N

[M]+•
[M+H]+
[M−H+O]+
[M+NH4]+
[M2+H]+

249.1512
250.1590
264.1383
267.1856
499.3108

LC-VI

Prod. name: 7CBc
MW: 277.40 g/mol
Formula: C20H23N

[M]+•
[M+H]+
[M+NH4]+

277.1825
278.1903
295.2169
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Table 11.6 Continued.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

308.2010
325.2274

−0.4 ppm
−0.1 ppm

326.1902
343.2169

−0.2 ppm
−0.1 ppm

267.2681

−1.8 ppm

287.1701

−0.3 ppm

LC-VII

Prod. name: 8OCBc
MW: 307.43 g/mol
Formula: C21H25NO

[M+H]+
[M+NH4]+

308.2003
325.2274

LC-VIII

Prod. name: 5CTc
MW: 325.45 g/mol
Formula: C24H23N

[M+H]+
[M+NH4]+

326.1903
343.2169

LC-IX

Prod. name: ZLI-3005c
MW: 266.46 g/mol
Formula: C18H34O

[M+H]+

267.2682

LC-X

No commercial
producte
MW: 287.46 g/mol
Formula: C18H25NS

[M]+•

287.1702

Product name of Synthon Chemicals, Wolfen, Germany. b Product name of AstaTECH Inc., Bristol (PA),
USA. c Product name of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. d MW: molecular weight. e Synthesized by
Prabin Rai, research group of Prof. Dr. Robert Twieg, Kent State University, Kent (OH), USA.
a
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(a) DART

(b) LTP

(c) FAPA

(d) DART

(e) LTP

(f) FAPA

(g) DART

(h) LTP

(i) FAPA

Figure 11.13 Mass spectra (positive-ion detection mode) of ST00484 (a-c), ST00552 (d-f), and
ZLI-1544 (g-i) detected by DART-, LTP-, and FAPA-MS without external heating of the sample
holder. Analyte signals were identified via accurate mass with an RMA within ±2 ppm. For
visualization purposes, the peak heights are normalized to the most abundant ion produced by any
of the three ADI sources.
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For the determination of the instrumental detection limit, the EIC of each
compound was integrated after background signal subtraction. Therefore, the mass
traces of the [M]+• and the corresponding 13C-isotope signal (±8 ppm) of m/z 318.17
were combined to a combined EIC (cf. Figure 11.14a-c). Further, the integrated peak
areas were averaged over three measured replicates (n=3) and plotted in calibration
diagrams (cf. Figure 11.14d-f). The limit of detection was derived by dividing three
times the standard deviation of the background signal divided by the slope of the
calibration curve. Five measurement points were used for the calibration curve.

(a) DART
m/z 318.17 ± 8 ppm +
m/z 319.18 ± 8 ppm

(b) LTP
m/z 318.17 ± 8 ppm +
m/z 319.18 ± 8 ppm

(c) FAPA
m/z 318.17 ± 8 ppm +
m/z 319.18 ± 8 ppm

(d) DART
y = 2.5·106 · x - 2563.3
r2 = 0.9999

(e) LTP
y = 3.6·108 · x - 152369.6
r2 = 0.9999

(f) FAPA
y = 2.8·108 · x - 198989.0
r2 = 0.9999

Figure 11.14 Combined extracted-ion chronograms of m/z 318.17 and m/z 319.18 detected with
DART- (a), LTP- (b), and FAPA-MS (c). In (d-f) the corresponding dilution series with five
measurement points is shown in a concentration range from 100 ng to 12 pg absolute deposited
amount of sample (95% confidence interval shown in grey)
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11.8 Supporting Information for Spatially-Resolved Liquid
Crystal Analysis via FAPA-MS and LA-h-FAPA-MS
Table 11.7 Liquid crystals employed in the LCD test cell.

Information

Ion

Theoretical
m /z

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

234.2215

−0.1 ppm

250.1588

−1.1 ppm

264.1746

−0.1 ppm

LC-XI

Prod. name: ZLI-1184
MW: 233.39 g/mol
Formula: C16H27N

[M+H]+

234.2216

LC-IV and LC-V

or
Prod. name: CB15 or
5CBa
MW: 249.35 g/mol
Formula: C18H19N

[M+H]+

250.1590

LC-XII

Prod. name: K18
MW: 263.38 g/mol
Formula: C19H21N

[M+H]+

264.1747
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Table 11.7 Continued.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

268.1694

−0.9 ppm

278.1901

−0.4 ppm

308.2010

0.4 ppm

326.1902

−0.2 ppm

LC-I

Prod. name: ST00484
MW: 267.37 g/mol
Formula: C18H21NO

[M+H]+

268.1696

LC-VI

Prod. name: 7CBa
MW: 277.40 g/mol
Formula: C20H23N

[M+H]+

278.1903

LC-VII

Prod. name: 8OCBa
MW: 307.43 g/mol
Formula: C21H25NO

[M+H]+

308.2003

LC-VIII

Prod. name: 5CTa
MW: 325.45 g/mol
Formula: C24H23N

[M+H]+

326.1903
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Table 11.7 Continued.

Information

Theoretical
m /z

Ion

Observed
m /z

Rel. mass
accuracy

348.2688

−0.2 ppm

383.3052

−0.5 ppm

LC-XIII

Prod. name: K36
MW: 347.54 g/mol
Formula: C25H33N

[M+H]+

348.2286

LC-XIV

Prod. name: ST00551
MW: 382.58 g/mol
Formula: C25H38N2O
a

[M+H]+

383.3057

Component part of the E7 liquid crystals mixture.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11.15 Mass spectral image of the protonated molecular ions for the liquid crystals LC-XIII
(a, m/z 348.2688), LC-IV/V (b, m/z 250.1588), and LC-I (c, m/z 268.1699). The EIC of the three
ions were each exported with a mass window of ±8 ppm around the m/z of the peak’s maximum.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11.16 Mass spectral image of the protonated molecular ions for the liquid crystals LC-XIII
(a, m/z 348.2688), LC-IV/V (b, m/z 250.1588), and LC-I (c, m/z 268.1699). The EIC of the three
ions were each exported with a mass window of ±8 ppm around the m/z of the peak’s maximum.
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Table 11.8 List of chemicals in the Loctite 352 adhesive by Henkel.a

Information

Molecular structure

2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate
MW: 130.14 g/mol
Formula: C6H10O3
Isobornyl methacrylate
MW: 222.32 g/mol
Formula: C14H22O2
Hydroxypropyl methacrylate
MW: 144.17 g/mol
Formula: C7H12O3
tert-Butyl peroxybenzoate
MW: 194.23 g/mol
Formula: C11H14O3
Acryl acid
MW: 72.06 g/mol
Formula: C3H4O2
2,2-Dimethoxy-1,2-diphenyl ethanone
MW: 256.30 g/mol
Formula: C16H16O3
Methacrylic acid
MW: 86.09 g/mol
Formula: C4H6O2
a

Information obtained from the material safety data sheets (MSDS) of Loctite 352.
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1.0 mm droplet
diameter

Figure 11.17 EIC of LC-XIV (m/z 383.3062 ±8 ppm) detected in positive-ion detection mode with
a line scan by LA-h-FAPA-MS across the LCD test cell at y=14.15 mm.
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11.9 Supporting Information for the Analysis of TLC plates
via FAPA-MS
Table 11.9 List of TLC stationary phases used in this chapter.

Type of stationary phase

Grade of stationary phase

Order no.

Silica plate (NP)

TLC
HPTLC
MS Grade
LiChrospher
Premium Purity

1.05729.0001
1.05642.0001
1.00934.0001
1.15445.0001
1.05648.0001

Extra-thin silica plate
(tNP)

HPTLC

1.11764.0001

Preparative silica plate
(PLC)

PLC 500 µm
PLC 1000 µm
PLC 2000 µm

1.05744.0001
1.13895.0001
1.05717.0001

Reversed-phase-modified
silica plate (RP)

HPTLC
MS Grade
LiChrospher

1.16225.0001
1.51161.0001
1.05646.0001

Cyano-modified silica
plate (CN)

HPTLC

1.16464.0001

Amino-modified silica
plate (NH2)

HPTLC

1.15647.0001

Diol-modified silica plate
(DIOL)

HPTLC

1.12668.0001
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure 11.18 Sum of voxel volumes for the [M+H]+-ion of caffeine (m/z 195.0879 ±8 ppm, n=3)
relative to the drying temperature of the HPTLC plate. The experiments per plate were performed
on different days in random order. The measurement order can be identified as follows: the label
“D2-3” corresponds to the second measurement day and the third measurement on said day.

Table 11.10 Rf values for the analytes in the test mixture separated on different HPTLC stationary
phases.

Rf for caffeine Rf for nicotine Rf for acetaminophen Rf for cortisone
NP

0.72

0.13

0.83

-

DIOL

0.54

<0.01

-

-

NH2

0.85

0.96

0.72

-

RP

0.73

0.05

0.83

0.83

CN

0.85

0.02

0.85

0.85
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Preliminary experiments of the caffeine quantification in energy drinks
(FAPA-MS with isotope dilution analysis) resulted in caffeine concentrations that did
not match the caffeine concentration provided by the manufacturer (detected
concentration ~50% lower than to be expected). After a careful review of the sample
preparation and the TLC-FAPA-MS method, a strong discrepancy between the spot
shape of caffeine and caffeine-13C3 standard on the TLC plate was identified as a
potential source of error. In a separate experiment, mass spectra of the separated
energy drink were detected via a line scan across the TLC plate. These were searched
for mass spectral interferences and revealed an isobaric interference with a matrix
component at m/z 180.0881. In Figure 11.19 the EICs of caffeine (m/z 195.0879
±8 ppm), caffeine-13C3 (m/z 198.0981 ±8 ppm), and m/z 180.0881 ±8 ppm are
shown to demonstrate these observations. The addition of a water molecule with
mass 18.0106 u to the matrix component at m/z 180.0881 forms an ion at
m/z 198.0987, which has a mass shift of 3 ppm (0.6 milli mass units) compared to the
[M+H]+-ion of the caffeine-13C3 standard. Fortunately, with a slightly longer
separation time of 25 minutes instead of 20 minutes, the interference can be separated
from the caffeine analyte by TLC (cf. Figure 11.19), so an accurate quantification of
caffeine in energy drinks is possible.

Figure 11.19 Extracted ion-chromatogram (EIC) of the protonated molecular-ion of caffeine
(m/z 195.0879) and caffeine-13C3 (m/z 198.0981) in comparison to a matrix compound
(m/z 180.0881). The addition of water to the matrix compound leads to an isobaric interference
with the isotope-labeled standard, which is highlighted with two red boxes.
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Isotope Dilution Analysis Calculations. For Quantification of caffeine in
energy drinks was performed with stable-isotope dilution analysis. Equation 11.4 was
used to calculate the caffeine concentration
c[sample] =

c[std] ∙ m[std] ∙ M[sample]
m[sample] ∙ M[std]
∙

c[std]:
m[std]:
M[sample]:
m[sample]:
M[std]:
A[std]:
B[std]:
A[sample]:
B[sample]:
R[12C/13C]:

12
C
[
]
A std − R � 13 � ∙ B[std]
C

Equation 11.4

12

C
R � 13 � ∙ B[sample] − A[sample]
C
concentration of the caffeine-13C3 reference standard
dissolved in methanol
weighted amount of caffeine-13C3 reference standard
molar mass of caffeine
weighted amount of energy drink sample
molar mass of caffeine-13C3
abundance of 12C-isotope in standard
abundance of 13C-labeled isotope in standard
abundance of 12C-isotope in sample
abundance of 13C-labeled isotope in sample
measured isotope ratio

Because of the different solvent densities for the sample (water with large
amounts of dissolved sugar) and the caffeine-13C3 reference standard (methanol) the
densities of the two liquids have to be considered in the calculation. Therefore, the
Equation 11.4 is modified to Equation 11.5 for the final calculations
c[sample]
=
∙

c[std] ∙ m[std] ∙ ρ[sample solvent] ∙ M[sample]
m[sample] ∙ ρ[std solvent] ∙ M[std]
12
C
A[std] − R � 13 � ∙ B[std]
C

Equation 11.5

12
C
R � 13 � ∙ B[sample] − A[sample]
C
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ρ[sample solvent]
ρ[std solvent]

density of the sample solvent
density of the standard solvent

The density of the liquids was determined experimentally by weighting a
defined volume of the liquids (n=3), so ρ[sample solvent] is found to be 1.04 g/mL
and ρ[std solvent] was 0.73 g/mL.
Sample Preparation of External Standards and Energy Drink Samples.
For caffeine analyte calibration, a 1.0 mg/mL stock solution was prepared with
methanol used as solvent. With this stock solution, an external calibration was
established in the range of 0.04 mg/mL to 1.0 mg/mL.
Caffeine in energy drinks was extracted by liquid-liquid extraction. Specifically,
5 mL of the energy drink were combined with 5 mL of bidistilled water and 1 mL of
sodium carbonate (20%). The aqueous phase was extracted with chloroform
(3x20 mL) and the organic phases were combined afterwards. Chloroform was
evaporated to dryness of the extract via a TurboVap II (Biotage, Uppsala, Sweden).
The walls of the sample container were rinsed three times (10 mL, 5 mL, and 3 mL,
respectively) during the solvent evaporation process to avoid sample loss. The dry
sample was dissolved in methanol and transferred to a 5 mL volumetric flask. For
sample analysis the solution was transferred into the analysis vials after filtration with
a 0.45 µm syringe filter.
To determine the recovery of the extraction method a caffeine standard with
a concentration of ~0.30 mg/mL (n=3) was prepared and treated the same way the
energy drink sample was prepared in the prior analysis.
HPLC/UV Measurements for Caffeine Quantification in Energy
Drinks. HPLC/UV measurements were performed with an Agilent 1200 HPLC
system (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Data processing was performed with
OpenLab CDS Workstation 2.2 (Agilent). Separation was performed on a RP-18
column (XBridge, 4.6x75 mm, 2.5 µm particle size, Waters, Eschborn, Germany) with
a mobile phase consisting of 55% methanol, 45% bidistilled water, and 0.1% FA at a
flow rate of 0.6 mL/min (injection volume 5 µL). Detection was performed at a
wavelength of 210 nm. The separation was completed in approximately 6 minutes.
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Calculations for the Determination of the Caffeine Concentration in
Energy Drinks and the Recovery Rate of the Caffeine Analyte. The caffeine
concentration of the brand A energy drink was determined by external calibration.
Therefore, the peak area of the integrated chromatography peak was inserted into the
following calibration Equation 11.6. The formula was determined by the external
calibration graph shown in Figure 11.20. The recovery rate for the extraction method
was determined with a spiked caffeine sample with known concentration
(~0.30 mg/mL (n=3)), which was also manually extracted and quantified with the
method described above. A recovery rate of 106% was determined using Equation
11.6.
c[sample] = 14094.0 ∙ x + 100.8 (𝑅𝑅2 = 0.9999)

Equation 11.6

Figure 11.20 External calibration graph of caffeine in methanol in a concentration range between
0.04 mg/mL and 1.0 mg/mL determined via HPLC/UV.
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11.10 Supporting Information for the Analysis of Antimalarial
Agent Screening via HPTLC-FAPA-MS
Table 11.11 List of detected and identified ions for artemether and lumefantrine when analyzed by
FAPA-MS.

Nominal mass
(m /z )

Exact mass
(m /z )

Rel. mass
accuracy/ ppm

Ion

Artemether
145
163
179
203
207
219
221
231
239
249
267
299

145.1015
163.1121
179.1072
203.1435
207.1386
219.1384
221.1541
231.1385
239.1646
249.1490
267.1595
N.D.a

2.4
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.0
2.4
2.0
1.7
1.9
1.4
N.D.a

C11H13+
C11H15O+
C11H15O2+
C14H19O+
C13H19O2+
C14H19O2+
C14H21O2+
C15H19O2+
C14H23O3+
C15H21O3+
C15H23O4+
C16H27O5+

Lumefantrine
130
142
172
406
420
510
528
530
544
546
a

130.1593
142.1593
172.1699
406.1701
420.1494
510.1517
528.1624
530.1594
544.1578
546.1542

1.9
1.9
1.9
0.4
0.9
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.9
0.1

C8H20N+
C9H20N+
C10H22NO+
C23H3035Cl2NO+
C23H2835Cl2NO2+
C30H3135Cl3N+
C30H3335Cl3NO+
C30H3335Cl237ClNO+
C30H3335Cl3NO2+
C30H3335Cl237ClNO2+

N.D.: not detected
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Abbreviations
AC

Alternating-current

ADI

Ambient desorption/ionization

AFM

Atomic force microscopy

APCI

Atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization

APGD

Atmospheric-pressure glow discharge

API

Atmospheric-pressure interface

APPI

Atmospheric-pressure photoionization

ASAP

Atmospheric-pressure solids analysis probe

C-G discharge

Corona-to-glow discharge

C18-PAN

C18-modified polyacrylonitrile

CI

Chemical ionization

CN

Cyano

CNT

Carbon nanotubes

Ø

Diameter

DAPCI

Desorption atmospheric-pressure chemical ionization

DART

Direct analysis in real time

DBDI

Dielectric-barrier discharge ionization

DC

Direct-current

DESI

Desorption electrospray ionization

DeSSI

Desorption sonic spray ionization

DFT

Density functional theory

DIOL

Diol

DMOA

N,N-Dimethyloctan-1-amine

DMSO

Dimethyl sulfoxide

DOD

Drop-on-demand

DoE

Design-of-experiments

DPA

Diphenylamine

ε
EASI

Emissivity

EESI

Extractive electrospray ionization

EIC

Extracted ion-chronogram

Easy ambient sonic-spray ionization
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Abbreviations
ESI

Electrospray ionization

FA

Formic acid

FAB

Fast atom bombardment

FAPA

Flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow

FWHM

Full width at half maximum

G-A discharge

Glow-to-arc discharge

GC

Gas chromatography

GPU

Graphics processing unit

He*

Helium metastable atom

HNP

5-Nitro-1H-pyridin-2-one

HPLC

High-performance liquid chromatography

HPTLC

High-performance thin-layer chromatography

HR

High-resolution

i.d.

Inner diameter

IDL

Instrumental detection limits

IR

Infrared

IT-SPME

In-tube solid-phase microextraction

ITO

Indium tin oxide

LA

Laser ablation

LAESI

Laser ablation electrospray ionization

LTP

Low-temperature plasma

m/z

Mass-to-charge ratio

MALDI

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization

MRFA

Met-Arg-Phe-Ala acetate salt

MS

Mass spectrometry

MSDS

Material safety data sheets

NH2

Amino

NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance

NP

Silica plate (normal phase)

o.d.

Outer diameter

p2c

Pin-to-capillary

p2p

Pin-to-plate

P4O10

Phosphorus pentoxide

PADI

Plasma-assisted desorption/ionization

PALDI

Plasma-assisted laser desorption ionization
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Abbreviations
PLC

Preparative-layer chromatography

PM

Probe-mode

PMMA

Polymethylmethacrylate

PS

Paper spray

PTFE

Polytetrafluoroethylene

PVDF

Polyvinylidene difluoride

ρ
RMA

Reflected temperature

ROI

Region-of-interest

RP

Reversed-phase

RSD

Relative standard deviation

SIMS

Secondary-ion mass spectrometry

SPME

Solid-phase microextraction

TLC

Thin-layer chromatography

TM

Transmission-mode

ToF

Time-of-flight

wt%

Percentage by weight

Relative mass accuracy
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